












TOGETHER WITH DEPARTMENT REPORTS
AXD PAPEKS K ELATING TO THE AFFAIRS
OF THE CITY.
DOVER, N. H.:





Dover, N. H., Jan. 6, 1900.
To Fred E. Quimby, City Clerk:
You are hereby directed to place the manuscript of





Joint Standing Committee on Printing.
CITY GOVERNMENT, 1899.
ORGANIZATION:
The first Wednesday in Januar}- at lo o'clock A. INI,
STATED MEETINGS:
The first Thursday in each month at 7.30 o'clock, P. M
MAYOR,
CHARLES A. FAIRBANKS.
Residence, 360 Central Avenue.
Office, City Building.
President of Common Council
Edward H. Flagg.
Residence, 84 Silver Street.
City Clerk,
Fred E. Quimbv.
Residence, 73 Silver Street.
Office City Building.














Ward 2. Charles H. Fox,
Edward C. McKone,
Ward 3. Currier W. Eangley,
Tristram A. Young,
Ward 4. Frank L. Hayes,
James Morley,
Ward 5. James Brennan,
James N. Whelan,
1 1 Sixth Street-
43 Sixth Street.
94 Broadway.








Ward I. Charles E. Small, 560 Central Avenue.
Charles H. Canney, 22 Maple Street.
George F. Hersey, 66 Sixth Street.
Ward 2. Charles S. Otis, 61 Park Street.
Theodore H. Rollins, Cocheco Street.
Orlando R. Wiggin, 65 Park Street.
Ward 3.—Samuel B. Abbott, 45 Atkinson Street.
Albert C. Place, 135 Silver Street.
William W. Willand, 34 Prospect Street.
Ward 4. Edward H. Flagg, 84 Silver Street.
James G. Houston, 91 Belknap Street.
Priestley Taylor, 20 Central Avenue.
Ward 5. Patrick Cassily, 84 Payne Street.
Frank J. Hanratty, 44 Main Street.
















Charles E. vStevens, Edgar Caverly,
WILLIAM H. TIBBETTS, WALTER S. STERLING,
JOHN CORNELL, WILLIAM A. BROWNELL,













Engineers of Fire Department,
George E. Varney, Chief; M. McGuinness, ist Asst.
George A. Swain, 2d Asst. and Clerk.
Overseer of the Poor,
Frank Rines.
Health Officers,
John R. Ham, M. D., Jame.s Fogerty
Charles M. Jones, Executive Officer.
City Physician,
John R. Ham.





Cyrus Littlefield, James M. Hayes,
James H. Davis,* John W. Rines,
Nathaniel C. Hobbs, James E. McSorley.
*Died Nov. 17, 1899; succeeded by Chas. C. Dorr.
/
City Opera Conimission,
CHARLES A. Fairbanks, Edward h. Flagg,
G. H. DEMERITT.
Trustees of Public Library,
Charles A. Fairbanks, Edward H. Flagg,
DANIEL HALL, C. H. SAWYER,
J. B. STEVENS, J. E. Foster,





C. A. Fairbanks, (ex-officio), James E. Lothrop,
HIRAM F. Snow,* Chas. H. Sawyer.
Elisha r. brown, Henry Law.







Ward I.—Otis E. Moulton, George J. Foster, William
T. Wentworth.
Ward 2.—James H. Southwick, Alfred G. Clark,
George G. Welch.
Ward 3.—John Scales, Charles A. Fairbanks, George
E. Buzzell.
Ward 4.—George E. Hall, Charles H. Foss, B. Frank
Nealley.
*Died Jvily 29, 1899; succeeded by C. E. Wendell.









































































Bennett, Ellcry I. Goodwin, Ezra C.
Eane, Willie I. Hurd, Clarence I.
Peabody, George A. Matthews, William H.
Williams, Frank B.











































































































































































FISH AND GAME WARDENS.!
Dame, John H. Jackson, Joseph
Tucker, I^ucius W.




Vice President—Frank S. Tompkins.
Secretary and Treasurer—vSidney E. Taylor.
Executive Coiniiiitfee.
vScott, John A. Twombly, John H.

















Ward I.—William H. Beede, Richard A. Currier,
Everett E. Blake.
Ward 2.—Arthur L,. vSnell, William S. Burnside,
Albert G. Hutchins.
Ward 3.—Orin R. Clark, Nehemiah Randall, Charles
E. Ricker.
Ward 4.—Joseph W. Peirce, James Hayes,** George
E. Westran.
Ward 5.—William Scanlon, James J. Hughes, John
O. Montminey.
SUPERVISORS OF CHECK LISTS.






Resigned; succeeded by E- B. Folsom.
tDied Nov. 17, 1899; succeeded by Henry E- Perry.
**Died Jan. 2, 1900.
STANDING COMMITTEES.
1899.
IN BOARD OF ALDERMEN.
Elections and Returns—Langle}-.
Bills on Second Reading—Morley, Hartford, McKone.
Enrollment of Bills—Fox.
IN COMMON COUNCIL.
Elections and Returns—Cassily, Rollins.
Bills on Second Reading—Hersey, Hanratty, Houston.
Engrossed Ordinances—Taylor, Otis, Place.
JOINT STANDING COMMITTEES.
Finance—His Honor the Mayor, President of the Com-
mon Council, Aid. Webster, Mr. Otis.
Claims—Aid. Fox, Messrs. Hersey, Houston.
Streets—Aid. McKone, Messrs. Wesley, Canney.*
Repairs of School Houses—Aid. Hartford, Messrs. Rol-
lins, Hersey.
Lands and Buildings—Aid. Morley, Messrs. Hanratty,
Small.
Printing—-Aid. Young, Messrs. Wiggin, Rollins.
Fire Department—Aid. Whelan, Messrs. Otis, Abbott.
Bridges—Aid. Hayes, Messrs. Cassily, Small.
lyights—Aid. Brennan, Messrs. Willand, Place.
City Farm—Aid. Eangley, Messrs. Weslej-, Wiggin.
City Park—Aid Whelan, Messrs. Taylor, Canney.*
Recommendations—Aid. Brennan, Messrs. Houston,
Wiggin.
*On account of the absence of Mr. Canney from the State, the Comnioii
Council, outhe eleventh of May, elected Mr.'otis to the vacancy on the Joint
standing Committee on Streets, and Mr. Wesley to the vacancy on the Joint
standing Committee on City Park.
CITY GOVERNMENT, 1900.
ORGANIZATION:
The first Wednesday in January- at lo o'clock, A. M.
STATED MEETINGS:
The first Thursday in each month at 7.30 o'clock, P. M.
MAYOR,
CHARLES A. FAIRBANKS.
Residence, 360 Central Avenue.
Office, City Building.
President of Common Council,
Priestley Taylor.
Residence, 20 Central Avenue.
City Clerk,
Fred E. Quimby.
















Ward 2. Charles H. Fox,
Edward C. McKone,
Ward 3. Currier W. Langley,
Tristram A. Young,
Ward 4. Frank L,. Hayes,
James Morley,





14 East Brick Street.
335 Washington St.






Ward I. Charles H. Canney,
George F. Hersey,
George M. Baker,
Ward 2. Charles S. Otis,
Theodore H. Rollins
Orlando R. Wiggin,
Ward 3. Samuel B. Abbott,
John D. Babb,
George W. Meserve,
Ward 4. James G. Houston,
Priestley^ Taylor,
Lewis E. Tuttle,
Ward 5. Patrick Cassily,



















IN BOARD OF ALDERMEN.
Elections and Returns—Hartford.
Bills on Second Reading—Brennan, Langley, Haj-es.
Enrollment of BilLs—Fox.
IN COMMON COUNCIL.
Elections and Returns— Rollins, Cassily.
Bills on Second Reading—Tuttle, Meserve, McCabe.
Engrossed Ordinances—Taylor, Baker, Abbott.
JOINT vSTANDING COMMITTEES.
Finance—His Honor the Mayor, President of the Com-
mon Council, Aid. Bennett, Mr. Otis.
Claims—Aid. Brennan, Messrs. Hersey, Houston.
Streets—Aid. Young, Messrs. Wesley, Houston.
Repairs of School Houses—x\ld. Langley, Messrs. Tut-
tle, Cassily.
Lands and Buildings—Aid. Hayes, Messrs. Meserve,
McCabe.
Printing—Aid. Young, Messrs. Rollins, Canney.
Fire Department—Aid. McGlone, Messrs. Otis, Abbott.
Bridges—Aid. Morlej-, Messrs. Wiggin, Hersey.
Lights—Aid. Fox, Messrs. Babb, Baker.
Cit}' Farm—Aid. Hartford, Messrs. Babb, Wesley,
Cit)' Park—Aid McKone, Messrs. Cannej', Wiggin.





HON. CHARLES A. FAIRBANKS.
(Delivered before the City Councils Jan. 3, 1900.)
To THE City Councils of the City of Dover:
Gentlemen:—On entering upon the office of Mayor
of this City again, I will not make an extended address.
The policies outlined in two somewhat lengthy inaugu-
rals, at the beginning of mj^ first and second terms,
appears to have been sufficiently approved by my re-
election to a third term.
My desire and purpose are unchanged to secure an
honest, economical and impartial administration of Cit}'
affairs. I hold that everything of public concern should
be considered with reference to the highest good of the
greatest number. To this end I shall devote myself as
Ma3'or of the City of Dover for the ensuing year, unin-
fluenced by fear or favor.
But, it is only fair to sa}-, that your Mayor should
have, and has a right to expect, the faithful cooperation
of Citj' Councils and Citizens.
I shall take the liberty of addressing messages to the




We submit herewith a comparative statement of the
finances of the City of Dover on the first day of January,
1899, and on the first day of January, 1900.
Jan. I, 1899. Jan. i. 1900.
Cit}' Hall Loan $181,00000 $181,00000
Funding and Bridge bonds. . 90,000 00 85,000 00
Matured Bonds, not presented 10,000 00 10,000 00
Municipal loan, July i, 1890 70,00000 60,00000
Cemeter}^ loan 13,000 00 15,000 00
Cemetery note 500 00 500 00
$364,50000 $351,50000
(Debt reduced in 1899, $13,000.00)
TREASURY BALANCES.
Jan. I, 1S99. Jan. i, 19CX).
Water Department $3,62873 $2,32553
School Department 51583 85198
Cemetery Trustees 218 55 183 24
Dover Public Library 10 74 35 12
City proper 34,306 14 29,732 10
Opera Commission ^ 13 57 26 65
$38,69356 $33,15462
Uncollected taxes Jan. i, 1900 $57,634 20
WATER DEBT.
Water notes to Strafford Savings Bank, Jan.
I, 1899 $313,500 00
Water notes to Strafford Savings Banlc, Jan.
I, 1900 311,50000
Reduction of Water debt during the year. . . $2,000 00
The amendments to Sections 4 and 5, Chapter 65, of
the Public vStatutes of the State of New Hampshire, ap-
proved March 29, 1895, reducing the tax on Savings
21
Bank deposits, so depreciated the income from that source
that Dover's distributive share from the State Treas-
ury has fallen off over ten thousand dollars per annum.
The average annual rebate received from the State for
the five years prior to the passage of the law, was $33,-
775.22; while for the five years subsequent thereto it
reachedvonly$22,974.66, showing a net loss to the city dur-
ing the past five years of over $54,000.00. This reduction
in the citj^'s resources is equivalent to the loss of more
than $500,000.00 worth of taxable property on the basis
of a two per cent, tax rate.
For more specific information we submit the following
tabular statement taken from the books of the City
Treasurer:
RECEIVED FROM STATE. RECEIVED PROM STATE.
,1890 $33,001 22 1895 $24,84041
189I 33,25458 1896 23,98935
1892 34.905 17 1897 21,619 15
1893 34,479 16 1898 22,040 91
1894 33.23597 1899 22,38351
$168,87610 $114,87333










C. W. Sawyer Post, for Memorial Day. . . .
Cleaning School Houses






To be expended by the School Commit-
tee.
Fourth of July 35 oo
Highways 17,500 00
Health Department 2,000 00
Insurance 3>7oo 00
Interest, Coupon and General 3 '475 00
And $10,650.00 from money coming from
the State.
Lands and Buildings 2,000 00
Miscellaneous 1,200 00
Opera Commission i ,300 00
Police Department 5'50o 00
And $3,500.00 from Department earnings.
900
23
Printing and Stationery $ 700 00
Public Library, including amount required
by law 4,050 00
Repairs of School Houses 1,500 00
Salaries 5,100 00
Schools, b}^ law 21 ,205 00
Schools, in excess, including salary of
Truant Officer 5,645 00
Schools, Evening 350 00
Sewers 2 ,000 00
And earnings of Department.
Sidewalks 2 ,000 00
State Tax 18,024 25
Strafford Guards 200 00
(To be returned for rent.)
Street Lighting 8,850 00
Street Sprinkling 450 00
Support of Paupers 3, 100 00
Support of Prisoners i , 100 00





Joint Standing Committee on Finance.
Gentlemkn of the City Councils:—
The books of the City Treasurer have been examined
and compared with those of the Cit)^ Clerk by the Joint
Standing Committee on Finance, and all accounts are
found to be correctly kept, with proper vouchers on file
for all payments. We have examined the bonds and
cash on hand, and also the sources from which the in-
come of the city has been derived, and are satisfied that
the report of the City Treasurer is correct.
We have examined all appropriations, vouchers and
receipts in the City Clerk's office, and compared the
same with the Treasurer's, and find bills approved, cer-
tified, and checks properly issued. We find the ac-
counts of the office plainl}- and legibly set forth, and
agreeing with the books of the City Treasurer.
We find the cash balance in the hands of the Cit}'
Treasurer to be $33,154.62. The Treasurer's report is






Joint Standing Committee on Finance.




WILLIAM K. CHADWICK, TREASURER,
IN ACCOUNT WITH THE CITY OF DOVER.
Dr. RECEIPTS.
1899. Cash balance, Jan. i $34,306 14
Cemetery funds, perpetual
care, income onlj^ for bene-
fit of following lots:
—
Received from Jackson, Rufus
F., Thornton, N. W., Lattie,
John H., Ferrin, John H.,
$5 each, for lot No. 1241,
Avenue J, (single graves) $20 00
Received from Palmer, Luc}^
A., for lot No. 59, Avenue
M, standing in the name of
William H. Palmer 100 00
Received from Judkins, W. H.
,
executor under the will of
Mary H. Fenner, for lots
Nos. 193 and 194, Avenue J-
standing in the name of Al-
bert G. Fenner 100 00
2&
Received from Fuller, D. J.,
and Seavey, A. J., for lot
No. 291, Avenue L,, stand-
ing in the name of S. H. Ful-
ler and W. H. Seavey 1^200 00
Received from Varney, Caro-
line, for lot No. 680, Avenue
R, standing in the name of
Caroline Varney 100 00
Received from Levi E. Ferrin,
for lot No. 54, Avenue N,
standing in the name of Levi
E. Ferrin 50 00
Received from Seavey, J.
Frank, admr., for lot No. 59,
Avenue J, standing in the
name of John Smith 200 00
Received from Ross, Dorcas
W., for lots Nos. 53 and 54,
Avenue J, standing in the
name of Dorcas W. Ross. . . . 200 00
Received from Berry, Frank J.,
for lot No. 90, Avenue J,
standing in the name of
William B. Wiggin 100 00
Received from Woodman, An-
nie C, executrix, for lot of
Chas. and William Wood-
man 9033 $1,16033
Charity, Currier Fund 33^6
Fire Department, waste ma-
terial sold 5 00
Highway Department, crushed




Cocheco Mfg. Co $130 00
Repairs of School Houses.... 600
$136 00
Highway Department, D3'na-
mite Explosives sold to D.
Chesley & Co $37 20
Highway Department, Pigs
sold to the following par-
ties:
—
Mrs. James Grimes 500
Fred Sidney 4 00
Edward Casey 5 00
B. F. Hanson 26 50
James G. Houston 7 00
Highway Department, rebate
on freight 4 85
Highway Department, old
junk sold 3 00
Highway Department, labor.
Repairs of School Houses.. 625
Highway Department, one





Bond, E. W., Gipsey Camp
Buffalo Bill's Wild West..
Cushman, J. F., Moving*
Pictures 5 00
Caverly, V. H., Bowling
Alley 10 00
Chappel, Lester, Pool table 10 00







Hull, Charles W., 31 and 32
vSixth Street $25 00
Pinkham, Wm. H., 32 Gush-
ing Street 25 00
Quimb)% Fred E., 73 Silver
Street 25 00
Sanborn, Hiram W., 13 Hill
Street 25 00
Tasker, John C, 52 Belknap
Street 50 00 $350 00
Sewers, miscellaneous work on 144 16
Taxes, local:
—
1896, received of Charles W.
Demeritt, collector $3,101 73
1897, received of Charles W.
Demeritt, collector 4>736 08
1898, received of Charles W.
Demeritt, collector 27,138 28
1899, received of Charles W.
Demeritt, collector 128,66283 $163,63892
Taxes, State of New Hamp-
shire:
—
Insurance $1 10 25
Literary fund 969 00
Railroad 6,827 58
Savings bank 14.476 68 $22,383 51
Total receipts $262,641 75
WILLIAM K. CHADWICK, TREASURER,
IN ACCOUNT WITH THE CITY OF DOVER.
Cr. EXPENDITURES.
Bridges $1 , 200 92
30
Cemetery funds, perpetual care, deposited
in Strafford Saving Bank, income onl)^
to be used for benefit of lots:
No. 1241, Avenue J, (single
graves) $20 00
No. 59, Avenue M, standing in
the name of William H. Pal-
mer 100 00
Nos. 193 and 194, Avenue J,
standing in the name of Al-
bert G. Fenner 100 00
No. 291, Avenue L, standing
in the name of S. H. Fuller
and W. H. Seavey 200 00
No. 680, Avenue R, standing
in the name of Caroline Var-
ney 100 00
No. 54, Avenue N, standing
in the name of Levi E.
Ferrin 50 00
No. 59, Avenue J, standing
in the name of John Smith
.
200 00
Nos. 53 and 54, Avenue J,
standing in the name of
Dorcas W. Ross 200 o
No. 90, Avenue J, standing in
the name of William B.
Wiggin 100 00
William Woodman trust, deposited in
Strafford National Bank








Election expenses $ 51761
Fire Department 8,957 23
Fourth of July 35 00
Health Department:
—
Pay rolls $1,719 93
Sundries 280 03 $1 ,999 96
Highway Department:
—
Pay rolls $14,893 98
Sundries 3,78878 $18,68276
Heating and lighting offices and corridors. 1,300 00
Insurance 3,643 42
Interest $512 75
Coupons, city bonds 13,70000 $14,21275
Lands and buildings 1,666 83
Lights c 8,782 19
Military appropriation 200 00
Miscellaneous expenses 965 96
Memorial day 225 00
Notes payable 35 ,000 00




Pay rolls $8,639 88
Sundries 332 84 $8,972 72
Public library 4,050 00
Printing and stationery 458 75
Repairs of school houses 1,485 10




Text books i ,600 00




Literary fund $969 00
Dog licenses 857 75
Cleaning school houses 175 00 $30,801 75
Sewers:
—
Pay rolls $1,139 23
Sundries 2,756 40 $3,895 63
Sidewalks:
—
Pay rolls $745 1
1
Sundries 878 79 $1,623 90
Street sprinkling 435 00
Support of prisoners 1,004 10
Special:
Land on Broadway $3,500 00
Chas. P. Chesley, land dam-
age 150 00
L. J. Philbrook and C. Etta
Colbath, land damage. ... 60 00
J. W. Rines, land damage. . 50 00
John Kivel, Atty., land dam-
age 200 00
Frank F. Fernald, salary,
1897 100 00 $4,060 00
Taxes:
County tax $29,655 75
State tax 18,024 25 $47,680 00
Water 4,000 00




Water department, balance. . . $2,325 53
School department, balance. . . 851 98
Trustees Pine Hill Cemetery,
balance 183 24








Dover, N. H., December 30, 1899.
WILLIAM K. CHADWICK, TREASURER,
IN ACCOUNT WITH SCHOOL DISTRICT, CITY OF DOVER.
RECEIPTS.
Dr. 1899, December 30.
Cash balance from 1898 account $5^5 83
Cit}' of Dover, school appro-
priation $26,850 GO
Text books i ,600 00
Evening school 350 00
Cleaning school houses 17500
State literar}' fund 969 00
Dog licenses ..... 857 75 $30,801 75
General appropriation, evening
school transfer $4 47
Sale of books 19 00




Cr. 1899, December 30.
Fuel $1,868 08
Text books i ,607 68
Salaries 23,896 60
Care of rooms i ,448 84
Printing and stationery 277 37
Transportation i ,548 00
Miscellaneous 196 36
Cleaning school houses 153 90
Evening schools 243 10
Total $31,239 93





Dover, N. H., December 30, 1899.
WILLIAM K. CHADWICK TREASURER,
IN ACCOUNT WITH DOVEK WATER WORKS.
RECEIPTS.
Dr. 1899, December 30.
Balance from 1898 account $3,628 73




Cr. 1899, December 30.
Water Commissioners' checks $28,713 20





Dover, N. H., Dec. 30, 1899.
WILLLIAM K. CHADWICK, TREASURER,
IN ACCOUNT WITH DOVER PUBLIC LIBRARY.
^10
36





Dover, N. H., December 30, 1899.
WILLIAM K. CHADWICK, TREASURER,.
in account with opera house commission.
receipts.
Dr. 1899, December 30.
Balance from 1898 account $13 57
Rents, Opera House and Banquet Hall. . . . 3,280 19
Heating and lighting offices and corridors
in cit3^ building i ,300 00
Total $4-593 76
expenditures.
Cr. 1899, December 30.
Opera House Commission, checks $4,567 11





Dover, N. H., December 30, 1899.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
Joint Standing Committee on Cloims.
Gentlemen of the City Councils:—
The number of claims filed by the Cit}^ Clerk during
the year 1899, and presented to j-our Committee for ex-
amination and approval, has been 11 89, representing
demands in the aggregate of $195,746 46. These claims
were classified as follows:

























I C. W. Sawyer Post, G. A. R
1 Cleaning School Houses
2 County Tax







































































































































Checks have been issued numbering from 9406 to
10,594, both inclusive.
FINANCIAL SUMMARY.
The various interests included in the foregoing table,
briefly summarized, are as follows:
Direct appropriation by the City Councils. $163,775 00
Special appropriations during the year. . . . 6,491 41
Rebate from State, anticipated and applied. 20,650 00
Miscellaneous receipts, (taxes excepted) . . 6,110 99
Total $197,027 40
Expenditures 195,746 46
Balance, as per table $1 ,280 94





Joint Standing Committee on Claims.




For the Year 1899.
Gentlemen of the City Councils:—
We submit herewith the report of the City Opera Com-
mission for the year ending December 30, 1899.
RECEIPTS.
iSgg.
Jan. 6 Royal Guards, reception room....
17 Merrimac Club, banquet hall
Feb. 2 Rice and Barton, rental
6 Frankie Carpenter, rental
14 Hanson & Goodwin, reception
room
14 Merrimac Club, banquet hall...
16 Al G. Fields, rental
21 Joshua Simpkins, rental
22 Piscataqua Congregational Club,
banquet hall
23 William Lindsej'f reception room.
Mar. 9 Uncle Tom's Cabin Co., rental . .
17 Rev. D. W. Murphy, rental
Apr. 3 Division i, A. O. H., rental
4 Press Club, rental
10 Stage Hands, rental
13 Class '99, D. H. S., rental
20 Maine Club, banquet hall and re-
ception room
24 Biograph Co., rental
Amount
40
Apr. 29 May Breakfast Association, rental
May 2 Court Strafford, F. of A., rental
4 Belle of New York Co., rental ..
5 Washburn's Minstrels, rental....
9 Dover Weavers' Union, rental...
II Dover Choral Society, rental
27 Girls' Friendly Society, banquet
hall
30 Sawyer Post, G. A. R., rental. . . .
June I St. Anna's Guild, banquet hall. . .
2 Agnew Benefit, banquet hall, etc.
22 Class '99, D. H. S., banquet hall,
etc
23 Class '99, D. H. S., rental
Sept. 7 Eight Bells Co., rental
II Class '96, D. H. S., banquet hall. .
25 Frankie Carpenter Co., rental. . . .
30 Waite's Comedy Co., rental
Oct. 6 Weavers' Union, banquet hall. . . .
7 The Christian Co., rental
8 Weavers' Union, rental
ID Father Mathew Society, rental...
17 Sporting Life Co., rental
20 Heart of Maryland Co. , rental ....
Nov. 6 Mrs. Dr. Drew, banquet hall
7 Ushers' Benefit, Span of Life Co.,
rental
13 Jesse Harcourt Co., rental
2 1 Way Down East Co., rental
21 Wm. Coffin, banquet hall
22 Dover Athletic Association, ban-
quet hall . . . ^
23 Hi Henry, rental
26 Rev. G. E. Hall, rental
29 Strafford Guards, rental
AinoHut
41
Dec. 3 Dover Lodge, B. P. O. E., rental.
6 Dorcas Society, banquet hall ....*.
9 Shea-McAuliffe Co. , rental
II Strafford Athletic Association,
rental
13 St. Thomas Society, banquet hall.
15 Dover Choral Union, rental
23 E. B. Phelan, rental
26 Check Room, receipts
27 St. Thomas Society, banquet hall
28 Kankamagus Tribe, Red Men,
rental
,
29 Uncle Tom's Cabin Co., rental. . .
Appropriation from the City of
Dover
Strafford Guards, Armory rent. . .
Balance from 1898
Total receipts $4-593 76
EXPENDITURES.
No.
1 E. B. Lane, record book
2 United Gas and Electric Co., lighting.
3 United Gas and Electric Co., lighting.
4 Pay roll for January
5 J. T. Welch, P. M., postage
6 Varney's Pharmacy, sundries
7 G. S. Wilbur & Co., brooms
8 G. G. Neal, binding
9 India Alkali Works, mdse
10 United Gas and Electric Co., lighting.
11 Pay roll for February
12 United Gas and Electric Co., lighting.
13 C. A. Faxon, sundries
14 R. Haley & Co., coal
$15
42
15 E. B. lyaiie, sundries
16 Cocheco Manufacturing Co., waste. . .
.
17 Pay roll for March
18 C. S. Clifford, lamps
19 ly. H. Foye, repairing carpet
20 United Gas and Electric Co., lighting.
21 United Gas and Electric Co., lighting.
22 R. Haley & Co., Coal
23 United Gas and Electric Co., lighting.
24 Pay roll for April
25 J. E. IvOthrop & Co., use of piano. . .
.
26 United Gas and Electric Co., lighting.
27 Samuel Welch, labor
28 J. E. Eothrop & Co., use of piano
29 Pay roll for May
30 United Gas and Electric Co., lighting.
31 Bennington Soap Co., soap
32 United Gas and Electric Co., lighting.
33 J. T. Welch, P. M., stamps
34 Pay roll for June
35 Greenwood & Co., brushes
36 United Gas and Electric Co.. lighting.
37 Mathes & Co., wood
38 A. Moulton & Co., brushes
39 R. Haley & Co., coal
40 Thomas Hughes, labor
41 Pay roll for July
42 United Gas and Electric Co., lighting.
43 United Gas and Electric Co., lighting.
44 Pay roll for August
45 Pay roll for September
46 United Gas and Electric Co., lighting.
47 United Gas and Electric Co., lighting.
48 United Gas and Electric Co., lighting.






























Boston & Maine Railroad, freight $ 25
j". T. Welch, P. M., postage 2 00
C. A. Faxon, sundries i 50
J. B. Page, tickets 11 00
C. H. Trickey & Co., coal 18 75
J. E. Lothrop & Co., use of piano 7 00
C. S. Clifford, mdse 510
J. H. Seave}', hardware 7 00
Vay roll for October 190 41
United Gas and Electric Co., lighting. 56 77
United Gas and Electric Co., lighting. 121 20
E. J. York, coal 243 99
Pay roll for November 187 16
United Gas and Electric Co., lighting. 147 00
United Gas and Electric Co., lighting. 65 34
J. T. Welch, P. M., stamps i 00
Pay roll for December 232 21
F. H. Foss, sundries 5 77
C. S. Clifford, sundries 42
Varne3''s Pharmacy, sundries 8 85
E. Morrill Furniture Co., sundries. ... 9 95
C. L. Jenness, hardware 8 66
J. H. Seave}-, hardware 5 04
J. B. Folsom & Co., sundries 65
Littlefield, Frary & Co., sundries 2 35
United Gas and Electric Co., lighting. 123 60
Total $4,567 1
1










To THE Mayor and Aldermen of the City of Dover:
Your committee appointed December 7, 1899 to "ex-
amine into the condition of all outstanding tax lists of
the City of Dover/' submit the following report. They
find that Charles W. Demeritt, Collector of Taxes, has
during the year settled the tax list of 1896, and we rec-
ommend that the Chairman of this Committee be em-
powered and instructed to write a discharge upon the
Collector's bond for the year reported settled, and that
the same be placed on file.
We find the unsettled tax lists as follows:
1897.
C. W. Demeritt, Collector. Dr.




By amount paid Treasurer $161,377 74
Abatements to Dec i ,005 75
Salary i ,500 00
$163,88349
Balance due on 1897 tax list 5-358 5^
1898.
C. W. Demeritt, Collector. Dr.





By amount paid Treasurer $156,788 47
Abatements to Dec i ,479 84
Salary 1,500 00
$159,76831
Balance due on 1898 tax list 11,460 25
1899.
C. W. Demeritt, Collector. Dr.
To tax list as committed $170,981 82
Interest
Cr.
By Amount paid Treasurer $128,662 83
Abatements to Dec i ,503 60
$130,166 43
Balance due on 1899 tax list 40,815 39
Balance due on 1897 taxes $ 5-358 5^
" 1898 " 11,46025










THE CITY OF DOVER.
1899.
No. Value.
Polls 3064 $306,400 00
Improved and unimproved
land and buildings 5,810,165 00
Horses 934 60,058 00
Oxen 18 1 , 1 60 00
Cows 799 23,797 00
Other neat cattle 89 1.673 00
Sheep 95 284 00
Hogs 29 266 00
Fowls 200 115 00
Carriages 14,125 00
Stock in banks and other cor-
porations in this state 171,321 00
Money on hand, at interest or
on deposit 80,395 00
Stock in trade 8 1 7 , 257 00
Mills, factories and their ma-
chinery 1,208,550 00
Buildings not designated 8,700 00
Total valuation $8,504,266 00
Amount of taxes levied for all
purposes $170,224 96
of which $139.64 is taxes of property and polls annexed
to Dover for school purposes.
Rate per cent, of taxation for all purposes, $20.00 on





To THE City Councils of the City of Dover:—
I submit herewith a report of the Police Department
for the year ending December 31, 1899.
The police force consists of the following officers, viz:
Marshal—James Fogert}'.
Assistant Marshal—-Thomas W. Wilkinson.
Day Police—Charles E. Stevens, John Cornell.
Night Police—William A. Brownell, Edgar Caverly,
Thomas Fody, Walter S. Sterling, Edward S. Young,
William H. Tibbetts, George E. Smith.
During the year I changed Edgar Caverly, day offi-
cer on the north side, to night officer on the south side,
and John Cornell, night officer on the south side to day
officer on the north side.
The number of arrests for the year has been 768, of
which number 719 were males and 49 females.
These arrests were made for the following causes, viz:
Drunkenness .- 460




Keeping open Sundaj- 18
Keeping disorderly house 12
Breaking and entering 1
1
Keeping open after ten 10
Safe keeping 8
Profane language 7
Malicious injury to property 3
Bastardy 2






Riding bicycle on siHe-walk










Making fire in street
Total 768
These arrests were disposed of as follows, viz:
Paid fine and costs 320
Sentenced to house of correction 85
Disclosed and discharged 77
Discharged , 60
Sentence suspended 50
Sentenced to jail 48
Cases laid on file 47
Bound over to Supreme Court 32








The number of lodgers at the police station has been
1.335-
Number of complaints investigated by police with-
out arrests, 265.
The doors of 47 stores have been found open by the
night officers, and the owners notified.
The bodies of two persons drowned, were recovered by
the police officers.
Seven lost children were found b)- the officers of this
department.
Amount of property lost or stolen, and recovered by
the officers and delivered to the owners, $365.
RECEIPTS.
I have collected from costs and fines, $4,341.42; of this
sum, $3,586.27 has been paid into the city treasury, and
the balance, $755.15, I have paid for complaints and
warrants, witnesses. Deputy sheriff's fees, carting, etc.
A detailed statement of the above amounts has been
submitted to the Councils at every monthly meeting.
In addition to the above sum, the clerk of the police
court has collected and paid to the city treasurer the
sum of $49.11, making the aggregate net income of the
police department, $3,635.38.
During the year a new heating apparatus was put in-
to the building to heat the police station, the heat being
independent now of the main building. The same has
given perfect satisfaction, and is a great improvement
on the former arrangement, and I wish to thank







CLERK OF THE POLICE COURT.
Gentlemen of the City Councii^s:
I herewith submit my report as Clerk of the Police
Court for the year ending Dec. 30, 1899.
There have been entered on the Police Court civil
docket thirty-two cases. On the Police Court criminal
docket there have been entered seven hundred and four
complaints for the following causes, viz.:
Accessory before the fact to a felony. ..... i
Assault and battery 30
Attempting to break and enter 2
Bastardy i
Brawl and tumult 2
Breaking and entering 5
Breaking, entering and stealing 2
Building fire in public street i





Keeping open after 10 P. M ip
Keeping disorderly house ip






Putting up a letter}^ t
Refusing to aid officer i
Riding bicj^cle on sidewalk i
Selling liquor 2
Truancy 4
Using offensive language i
Using profane language 4
Using threatening language i
\'iolation of the liquor law 126
Vagranc}' 3
Wanton injury to property' i
704
These complaints have been disposed of as follows:
Appealed 17
Bound over 48
Case laid on file 4
Committed to house of correction 89
Committed to county jail 32
Continued for further order 5
Defaulted 4
Discharged 20




Sentence suspended on promise to leave cit}\ 27
Sentence suspended on promise to attend
school 3
Sentence suspended during good behavior. 57




There has been collected in fees $49.11, and the same
has been paid to the city treasurer.
Respectfully submitted,
George T. Hughes,
Clerk of Police Court.




Gentlemen of the City Councils:
I herewith submit my report as Solicitor for the year
1899. The only suit against the city is that of Frank F.
Fernald, which is now pending before the Supreme
Court of New Hampshire.
As to questions submitted to me by the Councils I
have rendered opinions from time to time, the substance




Dover, N. H., December 30, 1899.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
Joint Standing Committee on Streets,
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
It has been wisely said that "experience is perfected
by the swift course of time," and it is equally true that
comparatively few instances of a precisely similar char-
acter occur, where the person or party in interest feels
warranted in applying the exact conclusions reached by
a contemporary. In the accomplishment of any great
purpose the development of individual theories forms an
important factor. Where there can be no diversity of
opinion it is safe to assume that the point at issue is de-
void of complex incidents. There is, and presumably
ever will be, a conflict of opinion both as to the manner
and the method of conducting our highway interests. It
is certainly a great problem, and in its solution, from
the very nature of our administrative system, previous
experience rarely enters. In the conduct of ordinary bus-
iness enterprises, be they of large or small proportions,
it is generally regarded as a logical necessity that the
hand which guides the helm shall be trained and hard-
ened to the service. The wisdom of such a conclusion
is indisputable. The application of this principle in the
management of our highway interests is, under existing
conditions, practically impossible. In the accomplish-
ment of results in this branch of our municipal service,
we must largely accept the judgment of those who tem-
porarily represent the city's interests in the trust. That
such representatives may be unfamiliar with all the ma-
terial element which combine to form eclectic or techni-
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cal fitness, is no reason why reflections should be cast
upon either their honesty of purpose or upon their in-
telligence. No covert purpose or intimation lurks be-
neath this simple statement of fact. We make the asser-
tion absolutel}' without prejudice, and so far as our im-
mediate personal experience is concerned it is largelj'
h3'pothetical, yet it is so essentially true along general
lines that we have no hesitation in placing ourselves
squarel}' on the issue.
The Joint Standing Committee on Streets is placed in
nominal charge of the disbursement of the largest de-
partmental appropriation made by the City Councils, ex-
cept that raised for the maintenance of our schools. Few-
people have any conception of the duties and responsi-
bilities devolving upon that committee. Dover has an
area of approximatel}^ twent3'-six square miles, and a
population approaching 15,000. Of these 15,000 people
nearly 4,000 are tax-payers, to each of whom is reserved
the right not only to file requests demanding our atten-
tion but to criticise, either intelligently or otherwise,
our official acts.
There are perplexing elements in the administration
of any public trust. In no branch of our municipal ser-
vice is the relation of individual rights to corporate
clemenc}' so pronounced as in the department over
which it has been our privilege to preside. Questions
suggested by individual interest were of frequent occur-
rence, all of which we were obliged to weigh in the balance
of public exigency. That we were compelled to deny
many of these appeals is evident. Our interpretation
of the obligations of a public servant did not permit of
the expenditure of the people's money for the further-
ance of ambitious personal aims. Yet it is a difficult if
not altogether impossible matter to convince the rejected
petitioner that purely public interests are being
conserved. Our motives were consequently misinter-
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preted and our acts misrepreseiited. Our only consola-
tion in the premises is the satisfaction which results
from a conscientious fulfillment of our duty as we un-
derstood it.
As to how our streets should be cared for we have no
theories to advance; as to how they have been man-
aged during the past year, as well as for information as
to what was accomplished during that period, 3'ou are






Joint Standing Committee on Streets.




Gentlemen of the City Councils:
Success or failure in the management of highway in-
terests is too often measured by the financial exhibit of
the department at the close of the year, the actual work
accomplished evidently being considered of secondary
importance. A judgment of {his kind, if applied to anj'
private enterprise, would be regarded as unsound and
visionary, and we can conceive of no reason why the
same rules which regulate the conduct or management
of ordinary business ventures, should not be applied to
the management of our streets.
After one 3'-ear's active experience as a public servant,
it seems to me that the one great principle which should
actuate the executive head of any municipal depart-
ment, should be to carefully consider all matters with
reference to public interests, and secure an honest equiv-
alent for every dollar draw'n from the public treasury.
When the mone)' expended upon our streets during
the past }'ear is considered with reference to the work
accomplished, we feel that a gratifying measure of suc-
cess has followed our labors.
Before entering into a discussion of the work per-
formed, we take the liberty of presenting a summar}- of




Appropriation and income $18,750 12
Expenditures 18,682 76
Balance on hand $67 36
SEWERS.
Appropriation and income $4,505 25
Expenditures 3.895 63
Balance on hand $609 62
SIDEWALKS.
Appropriation and income $2,000 00
Expenditures i ,623 90
Balance on hand $376 10
To the best of our knowledge every bill contracted
during the year, and in fact every claim presented
against the department to the time of closing the year's
accounts, has been paid.
It is not presumed that a minute statement of the
work accomplished would be expected, but as a matter
of general information we submit an abstract of the more
important measures that have required attention during
the year, together with a brief reference to such de-
mands upon our resources as may properly be consider-
ed as unusual in their character
MACADAMIZING.
Crushed stone has been used upon the following
streets, excellent road beds having been secured in each
instance:
Central avenue, north side 12,510 square yards.
Central avenue, south side 3.946
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Hill street 1.955 square yards,
Trakej' street i ,494
Locust street 840
vScores of loads of crushed stone have also been used
in repairing defects in the highwa3\s in various sections
of the city.
SEWERS.
New sewers have been laid by order of the Commit-
tee as follows, ten inch pipe having been used in each
case:
Home street 218 feet.
Fourth street 265
Mt. Vernon street 166
Broadwa}' 388
On account of crumbling pipe, we were obliged to fur-
nish and relay 72 feet of the sewer main on Cedar street
during the summer, 15 inch pipe being required.
DRIVEWAYS.
The following plank driveways have been furnished
and laid during the jear:
Stark avenue 2 18 feet.
Cocheco street i 16
School street i 14
Central avenue i 28
Grove street i 16
Ash street i 18
East street i 12
CULVERTS.
Plank culverts are quite an important factor in our
drainage S3'stem, and when these culverts are properly
constructed and located, the}- have a tendencj^ to pre-
vent serious and expensive washouts. During the year
the following culverts have been laid:
6o
Bellamy road i 20 feet.
Cataract avenue i 20
l3am street i 14
Payne street 2 13
Mt. Pleasant 4 18
Oak street i : 22
Maple street i 10
Court street i 18
Fourth street 4 18
Eliot road i 22
Stark avenue 2 14
Hanson street i 14
Highland street i 16
Hough street i 12
George street 2 14
SEWER CHIMNEYS.
Brick sewer chimneys have been constructed as fol-
lows: On Chestnut street, Park street, Trakey street,
(2), Court street, (2), Main street, Franklin square, Mt.
Vernon street, Union street, (2), Kirkland street, Fourth
street, Broadway, (4), and Portland street.
We have had to lay on ati average ot about fort}^ feet
of cement pipe to connect each chimnej' with the sewer
main, which represents in the aggregate quite an item
in the department expenditures.
There are in the vicinity of 500 sewer chimneys or
manholes within the compact part of the city, and in
order that they may not become clogged and thus ren-
dered useless in times of heavy rainfall, a corps of work-
men have been detailed to give this matter their personal
attention. Each man is provided with suitable rubber
clothing, and it is his duty, in the event of sudden or
heavy showers, to see that the chimneys in his particu-
lar jurisdiction are in proper working order. This rule




In Older that these manholes and the sewers connected
therewith may not become obstructed by sand and re-
fuse matter, the gutters are regularly cleaned out and
the accumulation conveyed to the city dump or to such
convenient intermediate point as may be available.
Gutters have been newly laid and repaved as follows:








At the City Barn 100
CROSSINGS.
New stone and concrete crossings have been laid
across the following streets: Silver, Cocheco, East
Brick, Hough, Ham, and Broadway, and old crossings
have been relaid on Central avenue, (5), Locust, Wash-
ington, (4) and Sixth streets (2).
STONE EDGING.
New stone edging has been furnished and set, and old
edging reset on the following streets:









In this connection we maj' state that 3780 square feet
of new sidewalk (brick) has been laid during the year,
and about the same amount of old sidewalk has been
taken up and relaid.
PORTLAND STREET CULVERT.
The washout on Portland street which occurred on the
8th of April, was a most serious misfortune. The old
culvert became defective, and the water, percolating
through the soil, soon forced a passageway which un-
dermined the highway, and before any measures could
be taken to check the progress of the stream an im-
mense quantity of earth was washed into the adjacent
fields. In addition to the cost of construction, which
entailed an expense of $2,011.09, the city was called up-
on to pay land damages to the extent of $260.00. The
new culvert is a substantial piece of workmanship, and
no further trouble from that source need be anticipated.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Work upon the ledge was commenced on the loth of
April, and an immense quantity of stone has been
crushed during the year. Over 1,700 loads of cinders
have been placed upon the sidewalks, and 2,678 loads
of gravel have been used in road construction during
the season. Twenty-three decayed and dangerous trees
have been removed, and the expenditure of no little
time and monej- has been required in trimming trees and
removing the limbs to the city farm. Nearly 450 feet of
fence has been built, every dangerous embankment now
being protected.
The highways and sidewalks have been kept free
from snow, and sand has been applied whenever re-
quired to minimize the danger to foot passengers. As
of related interest we may state that a sand pen has been
constructed at the cit}' barn, which is at all times kept
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full, in order that no unnecessary delay may be expe-
rienced in procuring material for sanding purposes even
under the most extreme conditions.
The road machine has been frequently called into
requisition, and many of the roads in the outside dis-
tricts have been improved by its use.
Two new horses have been purchased during the year,
which has made quite a severe demand upon our re-
sources.
The assistant surveyors have heartilj' co-operated
with your Superintendent of Streets, and the work of the
department in all its branches has been conducted with
a view to conscientiously and intelligently serve the in-
terests of the people in everj^ particular. The various
employes of the department have evidenced an appre-
ciable interest in the work in which they have from
time to time been engaged, and have promptly recog-
nized the wishes of their official superiors.
For whatever measure of success may have followed
our efforts we expect no special commendation, for we
have only done our duty as we saw it; for our failures,
—and it is fair to assume that some of our acts will be
so regarded,—we simply ask that they may be charita-
bl}' considered, at least until all the circumstances
thereto appertaining shall have been fully weighed.
No public servant ever yet reached the highest ideal of
the entire people, probably no one ever will.
To his Honor the Mayor, the Committee on Streets,
and to all who have been associated with me in an offi-
cial capacity, I return ni}- grateful acknowledgements




Dover, N. H., December 30, 1899.
HIGHWAY DISTRICTS.
AS ESTABI^ISHED BY THE BOARD OF AEDER-
MEN, MAY 5, 1898.
District No. i shall include the compact part of the
cit}^ and all highways, streets, lanes and alleys not em-
braced in any other district.
District No. 2 shall begin at the vSomersworth line
near Central Park, thence to the foot of Gage's Hill,
also the Rochester road from Gage's Hill to the Som-
ersworth line, including the back road, so called.
District No. 3 shall begin at the Somersworth line
on the Blackwater road, thence to the Rochester and
Somersworth lines.
District No. 4 shall begin at Reyner's brook, so
called, thence to the Rochester line, also the road lead-
ing by the school house to the railroad crossing.
District No. 5 shall begin at the Hull place on Sixth
street, thence to Indian brook, including roads leading
to Whittier's Falls and Watson bridges.
District No. 6 shall begin at Indian brook, near the
residence of Na,thaniel Home, thence to the Watson
bridge, to the railroad crossing near the Almshouse, and
the cross-road near the residence of William T. Went-
worth.
District No. 7 shall begin at the railroad crossing
near the Almshouse, thence by the County Farm to the
Rochester line, and the cross-road to the railroad cross-
ing by the Jenness estate.
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District No. 8 shall begin at Huckleberry Hill,
thence to the Dover Point school house.
District No. 9 shall begin at the Dover Point school
house, thence to the bridge at Dover Point.
District No. 10 shall begin at the lane leading to
Sawj^er's lower mill, thence to the bridge below the
Austin farm.
District No. ii shall begin at Huckleberry Hill,
thence to Upper Neck school house, including the
cross-road from the Furbish farm to the Austin place.
District No. 12 shall begin at the top of Huckleber-
ry Hill, thence to the bridge near the Austin farm, in-
cluding cross-roads.
District No. 13 shall begin at Amaziah Brownell's
house, thence to Mount Pleasant (the Middle road),
also the back road.
District No. 14 shall begin at the Back River school
house, and include all cross-roads to Madbury line, in-
cluding new road to Dougee's bridge.
District No. 15 shall begin at Levi Towle's resi-
dence, thence to Mast road, including Mast road and
Spruce lane.
District No. t6 shall begin at Madbury line, thence
by the Torr Farm to the Cordis place, including cross-
road by the Hooper farm and cross-road to Madbury
line.
District No. 17 shall begin at the intersection of Sil-
ver street and the Bellamy road, thence by both roads
to the Madbury line.
District No. 18 shall begin at the Faxon farm, so
called, thence to the Barrington line, the road to Roch-
ester line, the road to Madburj' line, and the cross-road
to the Watson bridge.
DisTiCT No. 19 shall begin at the Eliot bridge, thence
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over the new and old roads to the brook near the glue
works, the cross-road to Portland street, and the Creek
road to the Rollinsford line.
District No. 20 shall begin at the junction of the Knox
Marsh and Littleworth roads, thence to the Madbury
line; also from the junction of Bellamy and Littleworth
roads to the bounds of District No. 16. The bounds of
any existing District which may appear to be in con-




Joint Standing Committee on City Park.
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
When one stops to "consider the events of historic in-
terest which cluster around Garrison Hill, when we
contemplate the magnificent panorama which, from its
summit, the telescope reveals, and realize the indiffer-
ence either to reminiscent glory or "Nature' fond arraj-"
manifested by our citizens, it is no wonder that it calls
to mind a paraphrase of that old adage: "Familiarity
with danger breeds contempt."
Few people have any conception of the magnitude of
the view to be obtained from Garrison Hill, under
proper atmospheric conditions, even with an ordinary
telescope.
As an evidence that our Public Park is not whollj-
destitute of advantages, as well as for the benefit of
those who may desire to more thoroughly acquaint
themselves with the points of geographical interest that
may be seen from the crest of the hill, we append the
following table of points and distances, beginning at
the North and following the horizon line to the right











Isles of Shoals 22
Flag and Chimney, Kittery 10
White Island Light 21
Atlantic Ocean 10
Wentworth House 13
North Church, Portsmouth 10















Green Hill, Barrington 5
Catamoiint Hill 23
Strafford Blue Ridge 17
Sander's Mountain 15









Devil's Den 20 miles.
Mt. Bet 25








Tourists have travelled thousands of miles to view
with ecstatic delight, a landscape effect of far less grand-
eur than that revealed from the summit of our own Gar-
rison Hill, but to us who are familiar with its stern and
rugged outline its manifold advantages seem to appeal
in vain.
How better can we emphasize the indifference of our
people to all this wealth of scenic effect and mountain
grandeur, than to state that but $25.00 was appropriated
by the city councils during the year 1899 to make this
spot attractive to our citizens? How better can we ex-
press the economic tendencies of your Committee than
to state that more than twenty-five per cent, of the sum
placed at our disposal has been returned to the City
Treasury?
It ma}' not be inappropriate to state that in clearing
the grounds of underbush, &c., 3'our Committee gather-
ed a large quantity of material suitable for fire-wood,
which has been distributed, under the supervision of the






Joint Standing Committee on City Park.
Dover, N. H., December 30, 1899.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
Joint Standing Committee on City Farm.
Genti^emen of the City Councils:
To those unfamiliar with the facts, the title of the de-
partment under our official control suggests varied re-
sponsibilities and discriminative care. This supposi-
tion is correct in so far as it applies to any trust of a
public nature, but in its general application it is cer-
tainly misleading. In the absence of clearly defined
responsibilities, the duties of your Committee are large-
ly a matter of conjecture, and the subject of jurisdiction
is often a more perplexing problem than the real
question at issue.
We believe the duties of the Committee on City Farm
should be more definitely outlined, that the affairs of
the department may be conducted upon a purely busi-
ness basis. The community of interests which at pres-
ent center at the Farm, instead of having a tendency to
stimulate each department concerned to a health}'
rivalry in the premises, acts more frequently as an ab-
solvent, and the neglect which inevitably follows as a
consequence of confusion, miliates against the best in-
terests of the city.
Taking the appropriation for our department as a basis
in determining the latitude of your Committee, it must
be admitted that we have but limited scope, and if we
have left undone many things which seemed to call for
a remedy, we can only offer in extenuation that we have
attended simpl}^ to those matters which appeared to us
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most urgent and imperative, limiting our expenditures
to the sum at our disposal.
Of the appropriation of $50.00 placed to our credit, we





Joint Standing Committee on City Farm.
Dover, N. H., December 30, 1899.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
Joint Standing Committee on Bridges.
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
Your Joint Standing Committee on Bridges has the
honor to submit the following report:
It is an undisputed fact that Dover's material pros-
perity is largely contingent upon its water-waj's, yet the
very element which furnishes motive power to numer-
ous and important branches of industry, imposes cer-
tain responsibilities upon our municipal government
which cannot be ignored. Bridges must be constructed
and maintained, and every reasonable facility afforded
for the transportation of merchandise and the conven-
ience of public travel. The statutes of our State recog-
nize the rights of the traveling public in this respect,
the enactments relative thereto being clear and concise.
All laws relating to highways apply with equal force to
bridges, and towns are as liable for damages in the one
instance as in the other. Towns are amenable for the
condition of their thoroughfares, every person, under the
laws of the land, having a reasonable guarantee that he
shall suffer no injury, either in his person or effects,
through the carlessness or indifference of those intrusted
with the care and control of the public highways.
Not only is it incumbent upon towns to erect necessary
bridges, but as executors of an important trust it is the
duty of those to whom the care of such bridges may be
delegated, to see that they are properly and economical-
ly maintained.
In the discharge of our official duties we have been
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actuated by a desire not onl}- to guard the cit3''s in-
terests so far as the safety of the public was concerned,
but to exercise a discriminative supervision over the fi-
nancial demands upon our department.
During the year it was found necessary to practically
rebuild the bridge over the Bellamj- river, an expendi-
ture which was not anticipated when the annual appro-
priations were made.
In this connection it is onl}' fair to the committee to
state that the needs of the bridge department are based
upon an examination made in mid-winter, when the
bridges and approaches are usually covered with snow,
a condition which renders an accurate judgment practi-
cally impossible. Even after the most searching inves-
tigation it is often found, upon subsequent inspection,
that vital elements of danger lurked beneath the veneer
of ice and snow, which called for immediate attention.
As an economic measure the various iron bridges
spanning the Cocheco river have been thoroughly
scraped and repainted during the past summer, the work
having evidently been deferred by our predecessors in
office in the interest of apparently more important de-
mands. It seemed to your committee that this work
could no longer be delayed without entailing .material
loss upon the city.
The Fi-esh Creek bridge has also been quite extensive-
ly' repaired during the past season, but during the com-
ing year we believe that further work on this structure
will be found necessary in order to place it in proper
condition.
It may not be necessary to enter into detail regarding
general bridge repairs, as each year more or less work
of this kind follows as an inevitable consequence of
"wear and tear."
For a detailed statement of the expenditures of tht
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department, you are respectfully referred to the itemized





Joint Standing Committee on Bridges.
Dover, N. H., December 30, 1899.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
Joint Standing Committee on Lands and Buildings.
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
In surrendering the trust in us reposed by our associ-
ates in the Councils, it is right and fitting that we
should render a brief account of our stewardship.
In the absence of clearly defined limitations we have
followed established precedent in the exercise of official
responsibilty, confining our operations to the city build-
ing and to the structures occupied by the Fire depart-
ment.
Careful investigation early led us to believe that cer-
tain changes could be made in the heating apparatus in
the city building, which would not only result in more
satisfactory service, but would effect a material saving
in the cost of fuel. Carrying our ideas into execution
we disconnected the police station from the general
heating system and established a separate boiler of
adequate capacit}^ at a convenient point, from which
steam is now furnished for that part of our municipal
structure. By this arrangement the police quarters can
be maintained at any desired temperature without ref-
erence to the remainder of the building. Under former
conditions we were compelled to practically heat the en-
tire building in order that the police station might be
benefitted, which not only involved extra labor but con-
sumed an unnecessary amount of fuel, especially in the
late spring and earl^- fall when the hall and offices re-
quired little or no artificial warmth. From careful es-
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timates made since the new plan has been in operation,
it is believed that the saving of fuel alone will, within
the next three years, offset the expense incident to the
change. By relieving the large boilers of the area de-
tached, much more satisfactory results have been ob-
tained than heretofore, even under considerably reduced
steam pressure.
The committee wishes to call especial attention to the
quarters occupied by the City Treasurer. Heretofore
that official has been compelled to transact the financial
affairs of the cit)^ in a room devoid of even ordinary con-
veniences. The iron grill, counter and accessories for-
merly used in the Dover National Bank were purchased
for a nominal sum, and at trifling expense the same were
fitted to the needs of the office. The room is now pro-
vided with every reasonable appurtenance not only for
the security, but for the convenience of the official in
charge, and presents a creditable and business-like ap-
pearance.
The drive way leading to the south-end Hose House,
which has always caused more or less annoyance to the
department, has been concreted by vote of 5^our commit-
tee, the concrete being protected by suitable edge-stone.
A new floor has also been laid at this house which,
with minor repairs made, places the premises in as sat-
isfactory a condition as could be expected.
The consensus of opinion of the City Councils, espec-
iall}^ after the report filed by Mr. C. C. Dorr in regard to
the condition of the Hook and Ladder house, strongly
favored the abandonment of that building and the
erection of a new and modern station, hence we have
made only such repairs on the north side Fire stations
as were essential to the safety and protection of the ap-
paratus.
In the interest of the cit}', however, we were com-
pelled to shingle the Fifth street Hose house, an ex-
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penditure which was regarded as essential even though
it might eventually be considered expedient to remove
the apparatus now stationed there to the new engine
house when completed. While this plan is by no means
assured, it was regarded by your committee as a possi-
ble contingency, and we governed our acts accordingly.
When the new Fire station on Broadway shall have
been completed, your Committee on Lands and Build-
ings will be relieved of an ever present source of anxie-
ty, as the building now occupied by the Hook and Lad-
der truck on First street has for years been considered
not onl}' as a menace to the apparatus therein contained,
but as unsafe for those who were, through connection
with the Fire department, compelled upon occasion to
congregate within its walls.
From an appropriation of $2,000.00 it is our pleasure
to report a balance of $323.17. This balance would have
been reduced about $100.00 however, had we been able
to agree upon the adjustment of a claim now pending
against the city.
For a detailed statement of the expenditures of the
department, you are respectfully referred to the bills on





Joint Standing Committee on Lands and Buildings.
Dover, N. H., December 30, 1899.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
Joint Standing Committee on Lights.
Gentlemen op the City Councils:
The duties of your Joint Standing Committee on Lights
during the past year have been almost entirely of
a routine character, and but for the necessity of comply-
ing with established custom, we can conceive of no
reason for the presentation of any report relative to the
department under our supervision.
The number of complaints filed during the season in
regard to defects in the service rendered by the lighting
company has been less than usual, which would seem
to indicate an intention on the part of the management
to perfect the system and satisfactorily fulfill the provis-
ions of the lighting contract.
No extension of, or important change in the service, has
been made during the year, the number of lamps re-
maining unchanged since the execution of the contract
in 1897.
Of the $8,850.00 appropriated for street lighting for






Joint Standing Committee on Lights.
Dover, N. H., December 30, 1899.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
Joint Standing Committee on Printing.
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
Your Joint Standing Committee on Printing has the
honor to submit the following report.
For the maintenance of this department for the year
1899, the sum of $700.00 was recommended by the Com-
mittee on Finance, and that sum was promptly voted b}-
the City Councils.
Outside of the expense of printing the Annual Re-
ports, but $29.75 has been expended b}- authority of your
committee, making the total disbursements of the de-
partment for the year $458.75.
The number of Annual Reports issued by authority
of the Councils is inadequate to the demand, and in or-
der that the spirit of the Statute, which requires the
publication of these reports for the information of the
tax-payers, may be reasonably complied with, we sug-






Joint Standing Committee on Printing!
Dover, N. H., December 30, 1899.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
Joint Standing Committee on Repairs of
School Houses >
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
In order that an intelligent understanding ma}- be ar-
rived at in regard to the duties of j-our connnittee, we
submit herewith the name and location of the various
school buildings embraced in the department under our
supervision:
High, Chestnut street; Sawyer Grammar, Fifth street;
Belknap Grammar, corner of Belknap and Silver streets;
Sherman Grammar, School street; Pine Hill Grammar,
Central avenue; Peirce Primary, Peirce street; Varney
Primary, Cataract avenue; Hale Primarj^ Locust street;
Welch Primary, Washington street; and the following
Ungraded schools: Garrison Hill, Back River, Upper
Neck and Lower Neck.
With an appropriation of $1,500.00 we are not only
expected to keep these various buildings in suitable re-
pair, but are required to provide all the furniture and
fixtures essential to the proper conduct of the schools,
except such minor supplies as may be furnished by the
School Committee.
The number of children attending the public schools
is steadily increasing, and in order to adequately ac-
commodate this increase constant additions of new fur-
niture are necessary. During the past year we re-
equipped two rooms entire in the Peirce building with
modern school furniture, at an expense of about $250.00.
The furniture formerly used in the third grade was
thoroughl}^ overhauled and repaired, and placed in a
lower grade in the same building, supplanting the desks
heretofore used in the latter room which had been con-
demed as inadequate, and wholl}- unfit for school pur-
poses.
An expenditure of nearlj^ $300.00 was required in or-
der to repair the roofs of the various buildings during
the year, while defects in the sanitar}' arrangement of
the Saw3'er school called for immediate action, and im-
posed an unexpected draft upon our resources.
All work performed under the sanction of your com-
mittee has been ordered only after a careful and
thorough investigation into the needs and necessities of
the case, and in ever}- instance an honest equivalent has
been demanded for every dollar of public monej' ex-
pended.
Our school buildings, while comparativel}' modern in
their internal arrangement and equipment, have been
standing many years, and consequently demand more
care and attention than though the}- had been but re-
centl}- erected. Yet even under adverse conditions the
average annual cost of maintaining these buildings on a
parallel with institutions of a similar character in other
cities, is only about seven-tenths of one per cent, on
the basis of valuation. And we submit that this rate,
when considered with leference to all the elements in-
volved, is as reasonable as even the most discriminating
tax-payer could expect.
There is an appreciable difference, however, in the
conditions governing the management of public and
private enterprises. The ordinarj' householder would
enter a most urgent and emphatic protest against any
real or apj^arent neglect upon the part of a public ser-
vant,—especiall}' if the neglect applied to school prop-
S2
erty,—when he would regard with total indifference a sit-
uation of even more pronounced importance if it per-
tained to his own premises.
Every servant of the people must expect his official
acts to be weighed in the balance of public criticism,
but he has a reasonable right to expect that judgment
will be rendered only after an intelligent understanding
of the attendant facts.
With the confident belief that, in the execution of our
trust, w^e shall receive the commendation of even the
most exacting, we cordially invite all persons in interest
not only to examine the bills and accounts of the de-
partment for the year, but to inspect the premises over
which we have exercised supervision with special refer-





Joint Standing Committee on Repairs of School Houses,
Dover, N. H., December 30, 1899.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
Joint Standing Committee on Fire Department.
Gentlemen of the Citv Councils:
The general management of the Fire department is,
by Statute, vested in the Board of Firewards of Fire En-
gineers, consequently your Joint Standing Committee on
Fire Department is little more than an advisory board,
acting in an executive capacit}' only in matters outside
the immediate legal scope of the Engineers.
The expense of operating the department for the year,
has apparentl)^ exceeded the expenditures for 1898 bj-
$228.63. This is not a fair conclusion, however, as the
sum of $800.00 was added to the appropriation for
the present year to furnish and install a new repeater
and switch-board, the old system, owing to frequent ad-
ditions of new fire alarm boxes and the consequent in-
crease in power required, having reached a point where
its accuracy was impaired and its action could not be re-
lied upon.
Under authority implied by the granting of the increase
asked for b}- your committee, negotiations were entered
into with W. E. Decrow, of Boston, Mass., wherebj-
arrangements were effected for the installation of a six-
circuit repeater and switch-board, valued at $1 ,100.00,
by the payment on the part of the city of $800.00 and the
transfer of the two-circuit system formerly in use.
Not only does the present system furnish results of an
entirely satisfactor}- character, but it enables the de-
partment to hold certain circuits in reserve in case of
H
accident, so that propert}- interests may at all times be
protected.
Co-operating with the New England Telephone and
Telegraph Compan^^ (which company was granted ex-
tended franchises during the year), the entire fire alarm
system has been practically reconstructed. New poles,
and in many instances new wires, have been placed in
position, changes in former locations of poles having
been made wherever the interests of the city seemed to
require such action. In fact, every defect, so far as
known, has been remedied, and the system today is
thoroughl}' modern and up to date.
We cannot refrain from expressing our gratification
at the prospect of soon having hew quarters for the Hook
and Ladder apparatus. Personal theories in regard to
the insecurity as well as the inadequacy of the old
station on First street, has been so strongly emphasized
by expert evidence, that long deferred action in the mat-
ter is rapidly assuming tangibility in the brick super-
structure now in process of construction on Broadway.
Referring again to the expenses of the department for
the years 1898 and 1899, as repi'esented by totals, we
take pleasure in stating that the expenditures for 1899
show a decrease, after deducting the cost of the new re-





Joint vStanding Committee on Fire Department.
Dover, N. H., December 30, 1899.
NEW ENGINE HOUSE.
Report of Joint Special Committee on Construction.
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
Your Joint Special Committee on Construction of New
Engine House, has tlie honor to submit herewith a
brief resume of the legislation enacted by the Councils
incident to the subject under consideration, together
with a summar}' of your committee's acts to the close of
the fiscal 3'ear.
At a regular meeting of the City Councils holden
Thursday evening. May 4, 1899, the Joint Standing Com-
mittee on Lands and Buildings was instructed to secure
the services of a competent person with a view to ascer-
taining the condition of Lincoln Hook and Ladder
House on First street. The services of Mr. Charles C
Dorr were obtained and the' result of his investigations
was embodied in a report which was presented to the
Councils on Thursday' evening, June i. The tenor of
the report but emphasized the general impression re-
garding the insecurity of the building, and as further
delay on the part of the Councils to remedy the defects
so manifestl}' apparent could be regarded in no other
light than a serious neglect of official responsibility, it
was voted, as a measure preliminary to future action,
that a committee be appointed to examine such localities
as tosaid committee might seem desirable for the loca-
tion of a fire station, and report. The committee ap-
pointed under the above vote consisted of his Honor,
Maj'or Fairbanks, Alderman James Morley, Council-
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men F. J. Hanratty and C. E. Small, (the Joint Stand-
ing Committee on Lands and Buildings), and Alderman
James N. Whelan, Councilmen C. S. Otis and S. B.
Abbott, (the Joint Standing Committe on Fire Depart-
ment). At the regular August meeting of the Councils
the committee reported the locations mentioned below,
refraining from making specific recommendations, be-
lieving that in an enterprise of such importance as that
suggested by the preliminarj- duty in them delegated
the greatest freedom of expression should be encouraged,
that the final decision might voice the mature judgment
of the people as expressed by their representatives in
the Councils.
Land and buildings on Franklin Square, owned by J.
Frank Seave3'; price, $8,000.00.
Land and buildings corner Central avenue and Broad-
way, owned by A. N. Ward; price, $8,500.00.
Land and building on Broadway, owned by the
Broadway Baptist Societ)-; price, $3,500.00.
Land and building on Tuttle square, known as the
"Old Court House," owned by the Misses Woodman;
price, $2,700.00.
Land and building on Central avenue, known as the
Brown-Holland property; price, $4,000.00.
The report of the committee was accepted, and the
merits of the several localities freely discussed, after
which the following resolution was adopted:
Resolved by the City Councils of the City of Dover:
That the lot known as the Broadway Baptist church
property be purchased by the City of Dover, at a price
not exceeding $3,500.00; and that the sum of $3,500.00
be and hereby is appropriated from anj- money in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the purpose of
carrying the spirit of this resolution into effect. His
Honor, the Mayor, is herebj authorized to procure a
good and sufficient deed of said property in the name of
the City of Dover.
At the same meeting the previously mentioned com-
mittee, with Chief Engineer George E. Varne}^ added,
was instructed to procure and submit plans and specifi-
cations for an engine house on the Broadwa}^ lot, all de-
tails thereto appertaining to be left to the discretion of
the committee.
Some little delay was experienced in securing a valid
title to the property, the deed of conveyance being final-
ly executed on the 7th of September, on which date the
fact was reported to the Councils.
In the meantime the opinion of Mr. Otis E. Moulton
was secured as to the material condition of the Hook
and Ladder house, also as to the probable cost of re-
modeling the church edifice on the Broadway lot into a
fire station. Mr. Moulton pronounced the Hook and
Ladder house as "worthless," stating it as his opinion
that "as a house for the accommodation and shelter of
a part of our Fire department horses and apparatus, it
is inconvenient, wholly inadequate, and unsafe."
The estimated cost of alterations in the Broadway
building, to fit it for use as a fire station, was placed by
Mr. Moulton at $3,000.00.
Pending the transfer of the church property to the
city, the committee appointed to procure plans and spec-
ifications for a new engine house held several sessions,
but no formal organization of the committee was effect-
ed until Monday evening, September 11, upon which
date his Honor, Mayor Fairbanks, was chosen chairman,
and Fred E. Quimby clerk.
At this meeting the structure to be devoted to fire de-
partment uses was exhaustively considered, after which
it was voted to invite all resident architects to meet with
the committee at an adjourned meeting to be hoi den on
the following evening.
On the following evening Architects Brown, Moul-
ton and Richardson appeared before the committee,
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and were given the data necessar}- to intelligently
act, and were allowed ten days in which to develop their
designs.
Meeting on the evening of the 22nd, the plans turnished
by Mr. Brown and Mr. Richardson were presented, the
competing architects separate!}' appearing before the
committee and explaining their respective designs. Ad-
journment was then taken to the following evening, but
no definite action resulted until the Tuesday evening
following, when the committee unanimously voted:
"That we recommend to the City Councils the plans
submitted by J. Edward Richardson, with the sug-
gestion that said plans be submitted to the building com-
mittee for such modifications or alterations as may to
said committee seem desirable."
At a meeting of the City Councils holden on Thurs-
day evening, October 5, the plans above referred to were
submitted, and the following resolution was adopted:
Resolved by the City Councils of the City of Dover:
First—That his Honor, Mayor Fairbanks, Chief En-
gineer Varney, Aldermen Morley and Whelan, Coun-
cilman Abbott, Hanratty, Otis and Small, be and hereby
are constituted a committee, for and in behalf of these
Councils, to construct a brick engine house on the
Broadway lot.
Second—That said engine house shall be constructed
in accordance with the plans of Architect J. Edw. Rich-
ardson this evening submitted, or agreeably to such
changes and modifications in said plans as may to said
committee on construction seem desirable, provided said
alterations shall not add to the cost of said building.
Third—That said above mentioned committee be and
hereby is authorized and empowered to make such
disposition of the church edifice now on the Broadwaj-
lot, as ma}^ to said committee seem for the best interests
of the City of Dover.
Fourth—That so much of $5,000.00 as may be neces-
sary to meet maturing obligations legalh* contracted b}-
said committee iti the performance of the work herein
authorized, be and hereby is appropriated from an}-
money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated, and
placed to the credit of the building fund for new engine
house, to which fund all duly allowed claims incident
to the construction of said engine house shall be charged.
Acting under authority of the above resolution the
committee advertised for proposals for the construction
of the building, and upon the evening of October 30, the
various bids received were opened by the committee in
the presence of such of the competing contractors as saw
fit to attend, and were as follows:
E. H. Frost $1 1,149 00
Henry Rooney 10,322 00
James Duff3' 9.644 00
Palmer & Corson 9,618 00
W. S. Coleman 9-543 53
Otis E. Moulton 9.478 00
O. D. Coleman 9.309 00
C. W. Tuttle & Co 9,200 00
E. W. Hooper & Co 8.945 00
Owing to the fact that a member of the Councils was
associated with Mr. Hooper and would of necessit)' be a
party to an}' contract that might be made with E. W.
Hooper & Co,, it was finally determined, owing to the
prohibitory clause contained in Chapter XXI, of the Re-
vised Ordinances of the City of Dover, to set aside the
last mentioned proposal, whereupon the contract was
awarded to C. W. Tuttle & Co., the next lowest bidder.
The City Councils on Thursday evening, November
2, approved and confirmed the action of the committee
in awarding the contract to C. W. Tuttle & Co., and
added $4,200.00 to the fund previously appropriated for
building purposes.
In the meantime a sub-committee consisting of Messrs.
Otis and Hanratty was appointed to represent the gen-
go
eral committee in the sale of the church building and
such articles as were therein contained, and every ef-
fort was made to secure for the city the highest consid-
eration for the property disposed of. Many minor arti-
cles w^ere set apart from the general sale, it being the
opinion of the committee that the city could use them to
advantage and thus save the necessity' of purchasing
similar articles at regular market rates.
The building was disposed of to Mr. C. P. Chesley,
who moved it to the Ward lot on the north side of
Broadway, and the lot prompt.l}' cleared so that the con-
tractors might not be retarded in their labors.
Messrs. Tuttle & Co. began work immediately upon
the foundation of the building, and at the time of filing
this report the super-structure is as far advanced as
could be expected.
We have entered minutely into the various details ap-
pertaining to the work entrusted to us, in order that
ready reference may be had at any time to all matters
bearing upon the subject under consideration, and if we
have incorporated apparently unimportant particulars,
we can only offer in extenuation that it is our desire to
render a report of our stew^ardship that shall be absolute-
ly^ clear and comprehensive.
We append hereto an itemized statement of all receipts
and expenditures of the committee, including under the
latter head all charges incidental to the work whether
authorized by the committee or ordered by the Coun-
cils, that the entire cost of the building, when com-
pleted, may be readily and accurately ascertained.
KECEIPTS.
C. P. Chesley, building and foundation. . . . $165 00
C. P. Chesley, clock and settees 54 00
N. D. Hoxie, pews and cushions 255 00
N. D. Hoxie, furnaces and carpet 67 00
4
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S. S. Jenkins, surveying ,
G. J. Foster & Co., advertising proposals.
Cooke & Stone, advertising proposals




Chief Engineer of the Fire Department,
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
I have the honor to submit for your consideration the
annual report of this department for the fiscal year end-
ing December 30, 1899, showing lists of officers and
companies, together with inventory of propert5% locali-
ty of reservoirs, hydrants and alarm boxes.





Second Assistant Engineer and Clerk,
George A. Swain.
Steward and Driver, Central Station,
James A. Thompson.
Steward and Driver, Hose Co., No. 2,
William E. Rand.
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Steward and Driver, Hose Co., No. 3,
Ivouis H. Steuerwald.
Steward and Driver, Hook and I^adder Co., No. i
Wesley B. Sterling.
Driver, Steam Fire Engine,
Oliver W. Coleman.
Engineers of Steamers:
Cocheco, No. 2,—Charles W. Tuttle.
Fountain, No. 3,—William P. Hilliard.
J. S. Abbott, No. 4,—Eugene Smart.
Stokers of Steamers:
Fountain, No. 3,—Alonzo Whitehouse.
J. S. Abbott, No. 4,—John D. Babb.




Members,—Frank L- Brackett, Charles H. Clark, Or-
rin A. Dimick, Fred A. Goodwin, William H. Ham,
Frank Hanscom, William King, Thomas H. Leavitt,
Frank E. Nason, Thomas J. Robinson, W. Irving Ven-
ner, Albert W. Willand, Frank Haley, Charles Hale,
George Smart.





Members,—Edward I. Burnham, John E. Eeizer,
Frank E. Tuttle, Leslie E. Jackson, Patrick J. Brad-
ley, Charles M. Welch, Hiram K. Leighton, George H.
McKenna, William Howat, vSamuel Tuttle, Albert Dur-
gin, William Bradle}-, John Smith, George Hoitt,
George P. Burleigh, John McNally.




Members,—John E. Abrams, Edward M. Foss, Frank
N. Sw^ain, Nathaniel Whitehouse, Charles E. Primer-
man, Charles W. Rollins, John E. Dame, Guy Wiggin,
Albert G. Hutchins, Fred Chase, William S. Burnside.




Members,—Eleazer L. Jones, Fred H. Richardson,
Henry H. Sterling, Fred O. Coleman, John F. Brown,
Otto Brown, S. R. French.
APPARATUS.
Located at Central Station on Orchard St.
Steamer Cocheco, No. 2, built by Amoskeag Manu-
facturing Co., in 1866.
Steamer Fountain, No. 3, built by Amoskeag Manu-
facturing Co., in 1875.
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Two-horse hose wagon, No. i, built by Abbott-
Downing Co., in 1892.
Two-horse supply wagon, No. 4, built bj- H. A.
Worthen, in 1882.
Two-horse hose sleigh.
Located at Hook and Ladder House on First St.
Ivincoln Hook and lyadder truck, No. i, built by Ab-
bott-Downing Co., in 1889.
One two-horse hook and ladder sleigh,
Located at Station No. 2, Fifth St.
Steamer J. S. Abbott, No. 4, built by Amoskeag
Manufacturing Co., in 1884.
One-horse hose wagon, No. 2, built b}- Abbott- Down-
ing Co., in 1892.
One-horse hose sleigh.
Located at Station No. 3, Sawyer Miles.
One-horse hose wagon. No. 3, built by Abbott-Down-
ing Co., in 1888.
One-horse hose sleigh.
Located at City Stable, City Farm.
One-horse hose reel, built by Amoskeag Manufactur-
ing Co., in 1865.
Cataract, No. 4, built by Hunneman, in 1847.
HORSES.
One pair that hauls hook and ladder truck.
One pair that hauls hose wagon, No. i.
One horse that hauls hose wagon, No. 2.
One horse that hauls hose wagon, No. 3.
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Hydrants for Steamers.
One on Atkinson street.
Two on Hale street.
Five on Locust street.
Two on Payne street.
Two on Washington street.
One on Folsom street.
Reservoirs.—North Side.
One on Chapel street.
One on Portland street.
Two on Broadway.
One on Sixth street.
One on Central avenue.
One on Reservoir street.
One on Maple street.
One on Chestnut street.
One on Grove street.
Two at High school house.
Three at Central avenue bridge.
One on New York street.
Reservoirs.—South Side.
One corner Walnut and Washington streets.
One corner Washington and Belknap streets.
One on Washington street.
One on Hale street.
One on Silver street.
One on Locust street.
One on Mt. Pleasant street.
One on Pleasant street.
Two on Tuttle square.
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Location of Fire Alarm Boxes,
Box No.
7, Cocheco and School streets.
Payne and Hanson streets.
Near American House.
Broadway and St. John streets,
Portland and Essex streets.
Broadway and New York streets.
Broadwa}' and Hill streets.
First street.
Boston & Maine depot.
Grove and Fourth streets.
Central avenue and Sixth street.
Hough and Grove streets.
Central avenue near Hill street.
Corner Central avenue and Abbott street.
Central avenue and St. Thomas street.
Central avenue and Orchard street.
Central avenue and Silver street.
Spring and Locust streets.
Elm street, near Hamilton.
Central avenue and Locust street.
Central and Stark avenues.
Washington and Belknap streets.
Washington, corner Prospect street
Washington and Lexington streets.
Silver and Atkinson streets.
Arch, near Washington street.
Bellamy road.
Mt. Pleasant and South Pine streets.
Private, Cocheco Manufacturing Co.
324, Sawyer's upper mill.

































One tower striker attached to Central avenue Baptist
church bell.
One tower striker attached to City Opera House bell.
One tower striker attached to Sawyer's mill bell.
One steam gong attached to Williams' belt factor}-.
IvisT OF Fires and Alarms During the Year 1899.
Feb. II, 11.35 -^- M., box 46; wooden building on Bel-
knap street, owned and occupied bj' Mrs. Hanson, as a
d\velling; damage, $700.00; cause of fire, thawing out
water pipes; no insurance.
April 20, 10.40 A. M., still alarm; wooden building
on Central avenue, occupied b}' Owen Printy, as a bar-
ber shop; damage, none; caused by a gas jet.
April 22, 9.29 A. M., box 46; brush fire on Nelson
street; no damage.
April 29, 3.40 p. M., box 325; brush fire on Mill street;
no damage.
May 20, 7.34 p. M., box 16; wooden building on Port-
land street, occupied b)^ Mrs. Twomblj-, as a dwelling:
damage, $13.68; insurance paid, $13,68; cause of fire,
lamp exploded.
May 27, 3.38 p. M., box 26; brush fire at Home's hill;
no damage.
May 27, 9.42 p. M., Engineers' call for a fire at Wolfe-
borough, N. H.; services not required.
June 4, 11.05 A. M., Engineers' call for a brush fire in
Page's woods; no damage.
June 10, 7.44 P. M., box 32; brick building on Central
avenue, owned by the Shapleigh estate and occupied as
a store; damage, $4,075,00; insurance paid, $4,075.00;
cause of fire, gas light setting fire to draper}- in window.
June 16, 9.33 A. M., box 29; wooden building on Glen-
wood avenue, occupied by x\aron Littlefield, as a dwell-
roo
ing; damage, $2,100.00; insurance paid, $1,300.00; cause
of fire, unknown.
June 27, II A. M., box 23; wooden building on Third
street, occupied by Charles Dore, as a hotel; damage,
$700.00; insurance paid, $700.00: cause of fire, charcoal
in cellar.
July II, 3.40 p. M., Engineers' call; wooden building
near Granite State Park, occupied by Frank Henderson,
as a dwelling; damage, $1,133.00; insurance paid, $1,-
133.00; cause of fire, unknown.
July 19, 7.23 p. M., box 13; wooden building on Chapel
street, owned by James Chase, and occupied by Mr. Brew-
er, as a hotel; damage, none; cause of fire, lampexploded.
July 30, 3.04 A. M., box 32; wooden buildings on
Waldron street, dwelling house and barn;damage, $230.-
77; insurance paid, $230.77; cause of fire, unknown.
August II, 4.22 A. M., box 31; brick building, corner
of lyocust and Washington streets, owned by V. Math-
ers, and occupied by stores and offices; damage to J. B.
Folsoni & Co., paints and oils, $45.00; insurance paid,
$45.00; cause of fire, spontaneous combustion.
August 23, 8.10 A. M., still alarm; wooden building
on Court street, occupied by Patrick Mooney, as a
dwelling; damage, $25.00; insurance, $25.00; cause of
fire, lamp exploded.
August 26, 11.42 p. M., box 27; wooden building on
Maple street, house and barn owned by George Trask;
damage, $384.00; insurance paid, $384.00; cause of fire,
unknown.
Aug. 29, 10.26 A. M., Engineers' call; brush fire in the
woods on Washington street, owned by John Abbott; no
damage.
Dec. 2, 7.54 p. M., box 51; wooden building on South
Pine street, owned by Joseph Oldroyd, and occupied by
lOI
F. Grindy, as a dwelling; damage, $184.37; insurance
paid, $184.37; cause of fire, lamp exploded.
Dec. 4, 9.55 p. M., still alarm; wooden building on
Silver street, occupied by Dr. Tolman; cause of alarm,
thimble blew out of chimney; no damage.
Dec. 9, 5.20 A. M., still alarm; wooden building on
Walnut street, owned b}^ Freeman Davis; no damage;
cause of fire, soot in chimney.
Dec. 16, 4.10 p. M., box 23; false alarm; wooden
building on Fourth street, owned by Horace Dearborn,
and occupied as a d5^e house; cause of alarm, steam ex-
plosion.
Dec. 19, 12.52 p. M., box 23; brick block on Third
street, owned bj^ Edward Freeman, occupied by Leroy
Collins, as a grocer}- store; damage, $70.00; insurance
paid, $70.00.
No. of bell alarms 15
No. of still alarms 4
Engineers' calls 4
Total 23
Total amount of losses $9,660 82
Amount of insurance paid 8,160 82






OVERSEER OF THE POOR.
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
I herewith submit the report of the Overseer of the
Poor for the year ending December 15, 1S99.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
RESOURCES.
Appropriation by City Councils $3,100 00
expenditures.
Support of soldiers and their families $1,500 75
Support of paupers and their families 1,089 92
New Hampshire Asylum, support insane.
.
356 56
St. Joseph's Boys' Home, support of or-
phans 153 75
Support of orphans in addition 12 00
Strafford County Farm, pauper account. . . 16 00
Support of familes in quarantine 38 67
Salary of Overseer 100 00
Total expenditures $3,267 65
Excess of expenditures 167 65
$3,100 00
In fixing the appropriation for this department we
have no means of predetermining events, consequently
we are compelled to predicate our demands upon con-
ditions as they have been found to exist in previous
years. These conditions are subject to frequent and im-
I03
portant changes. The situation may at any time be ag-
gravated by epidemical disorders, strikes, business de-
pression, and other causes, hence we feel that, inasmuch
as it is the established policy of the Councils to keep
the appropriations at the lowest possible point compatible
with reasonable service, it is, nevertheless, the desire
of the authorities to extend that wholesome beneficence
essential to the needs of the indigent and irresponsible
members of our common family.
During the past year the expense of caring for the in-
sane has increased $152.47 over 1898, while the aggre-
gate expense incident to the support of soldiers and sup-
port of paupers, has decreased $307.79.
After deducting the sum paid in 1898 for the support
of dependents of local volunteers in the war with Spain,
the expenses of the department for the year 1899 show




Overseer of the Poor.




Gentlemen of the City Councils:
I hereby submit the following report for the year 1899:
I have vaccinated during the year two hundred and
ninety-three pupils of the public and private schools;
have made eighteen visits to the police station, five of
these by night; have made twenty visits to pauper
families, and prescribed in my office for fifteen individ-
uals, at the call of the Overseer of the Poor; and have
made four visits of inspection to localities alleged to be
in an unsanitary condition.
Respectfully submitted,
John R. Ham, M. D.,
City Physician.




Gentlemen of the City Councils:
For information as to what has been accomplished by
the Health department for 1899 and the recommenda-
tions for 1900, you are most respectfully referred to the
report of the Executive officer.
Respectfully submitted,
John R. Ham, (ex-officio.)
James Fogerty, (ex-ofhcio.)
C. M. Jones, Executive Officer,
Board of Health.
Dover, N. H., December 30, 1899.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
Executive Officer of the Board of Health..
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
While experience is of inestimable vahie in the appli-
cation of the pjinciples of sanitary science, new theories
are constantly being advanced and additional methods
devised for the preservation of the public health, which
necessitates constant care and study on the part of sani-
tary officers that in the administration of their affairs
the best results may be secured. Cleanliness has been
fittingly described as the key-stone to the arch of health,
therefore if we would avoid many of life's ills we have
only to keep our persons and our premises in a state of
perfect cleanliness. The majority of our citizens recog-
nize the truth of this old maxim and endeavor to live up
to its requirements. A few, however, ignore the warn-
ing and live in evident disregard of all sanitary law.
This latter class not only wilfully imperil their own
safety, but they are a constant menace to the health of
the community.
On the tenth day of March, 1899, an amendment to
the Session Laws of 1897 relative to the appointment of
Boards of Health, was formall}^ approved by his Excel-
lency, the Governor, which provides that "whenever
practicable, at least one member of the board so appoint-
ed shall be a physician who is a graduate of some le-
gally incorporated medical college and in active prac-
tice in said town." A similar provision has been in
force in this cit}- for years, which demonstrates that
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Dover is clearl}- in the line of progress, and is taking
not only reasonable but seasonable measures for the
preservation of the public health.
ABATEMENT OF NUISANCES.
Following is a list of nuisances abated and unsanitary




Hens in cellars 3
Dogs in cellars 3
Manure heaps 8
Cats in cellars 3
Vaults overflowing 17
Improperl}' constructed vaults 9
Filthy privies 29
Slops and filth on ground 19
Waste pipes not trapped 18
Water closets in bad order 6
Wet cellars 32
Ashes in street 14
Offal in catch basins 21
Offal in vacant tenements 7
Dead animals removed 68
Slops thrown on earth 7
Surface water in cellars 4
Old wells abolished 2
Offensive brooks cleaned 7
Stables ventilated 2
Defective water pipes in cellar 2
INSPECTION.
During the past year we have inspected 1,783 dwell-
ings, 247 stores, five shoe shops and six hotels. The
time required to properly attend to our duties in this
roS
branch of the service is considerable, as we are com-
pelled to repeat our visits in many instances in order to
make certain that such suggestions as may have been
made are properly carried into effect.
NIGHT SOIL.
License is given to a limited number of presumablj^
responsible persons to clean out privy vaults and cess-
pools. As it is the desire and intention of the board
that every essential precaution shall be taken to mini-
mize the disagreeable features which must, of necessity,
accompany work of this kind, it would be regarded as a
favor if persons cognizant of any violation of local or
statute law on the part of any licensed carrier, would re-
port the same without delay. As each carrier's cart is
numbered it is a matter of no great difficulty to desig-
nate the person who may be guilty of such misdemeanor.
CONTAGIOUS DISEASES.
The year 1899 was not marked by any serious out-
break of infectious diseases, and but few fatalities oc-
curred. The low mortality is undoubtedly due to im-
proved methods of treatment. We have continued to
use Formaldehyde as a disinfecting agent, and although
its use entails added expense, the results obtained are
far more satisfactory and more than counterbalance
the difference in cost. The number of contagious dis-






Measles .* ^ 12
QUARANTINE.
Recent legislation has materially changed the rela-
log
tion of towns to persons placed in quarantine, and has per-
force increased the expense of maintaining the health de-
partment. Under the provisions ofthenewlaw, "when-
ever any person or family is placed in quarantine by a
board of health to protect the public against small-pox,
scarlet fever, diphtheria, or other dangerous, infectious,
or contagious disease, it shall be the duty of said board
to assist such person or famil}- while in quarantine, in
such manner as in the judgment of the board may
be deemed wise or necessary."
Prior to the passage of this law, in the absence of fixed
responsibility, the County was in the main held account-
able where the persons quarantined were unable to pro-
vide for their immediate needs.
While we believe the law to be a just one, and have
found in its operation no attempt on the part of those
temporaril}^ deprived of their liberty to take undue ad-
vantage of its provisions, it cannot fail to prove a varia-
ble and uncertain charge upon the department resour-
ses, and add to the perplexity of the board in predeter-
mining its financial requirements.
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TABLE OF MORTALITY.
The table of mortality published in our annual report
one year ago, giving a classification of diseases, or
causes of death, has proven such a valuable medium for














Cancer of Bowels i
Cancer of Face i
Cancer of Stomach 3
Cancer ot Throat i
Carcinoma i
Carcinoma Fatty Degeneration i
Carcinoma of Oesophagus i




































Cerebral Para lysis i
Cholera Infantum u
Cholera Morbus
Consumption 4 Rheumatic Fever.
Convulsions 2 Senility 2
Croup I Septicaemia 2
Diabetic Coma i Shock i
Diabetis i Softening of Brain I
Diarrhoea 4 Spinal M^eningitis i
Diphtheria 2 Stillborn 15
Diphtheria, After-effect i Thrush i
Disease of Liver i Tuberculosis 3
Entero-Colitis 4|Typhoid Fever 2
Fatty Degeneration of Heart i Typhoid Pneumonia i
Fibroid Phthisis i Ulcer of Stomach 2
Gangrene i Unknown 2
Gangrene of Foot i Uraemia 2




The total number of deaths reported to the City Clerk
during the year 1899, was 309, of which number fifteen
Ill
were still-birtlis and sixtj^ occurred in other places, the
bodies having been brought to Dover for burial.
Notwithstanding the sudden atmospheric changes
which characterized the different seasons in i8gg
—
changes which are ever a menace to the general health
the local death rate was nearly fifteen per cent, lower
than in 1898, thirty-eight less deaths having been re-
ported than in the year immediately preceding.
As a matter of reference, as well as for the purpose of
demonstrating that Dover's rate of mortality is particu-
larly low, we wish to call attention to the fact that dur-
ing the past year, after deducting the still-births, our
death rate was in the ratio of about 1.5 to 100 on a con-
servatively estimated basis of population.
As a matter of related information it may not be inap-
propriate to state that the total number of births re-
corded for the year 1899, less those reported as still and
premature born, was 2.S0.
SEWERS.
The board of health is perhaps in a better position
than any other of our municipal departments to point
out the localities most in need of sewer accommodations.
We have urged in prior reports, and take this opportu-
nity to renew our recommendations, that measures
should be devised to abate the nuisance existing at the
terminal of the sewer near the old Court street reservoir
on land of Mrs. D. L,. Drew, also that existing in the
Ham brook, so called, between Hill and Ham streets.
We trust that the City Councils will authorize an early
investigation into the condition at these points with a
view to remedying the defects there existing.
h?:alth wagon.
As a matter of convenient reference, and in answer to
numerous inquiries in regard to the route schedule of
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the garbage wagon, we republish the following rules
and regulations of the Board.
Rides and Regulations.
Collections will be made on the following named
streets on the days designated, weather permitting:
Monday—Central Avenue from B. & M. R. R. to City
Hall, Washington street to Faj^ette, Walnut, Orchard,
First, Second and Third streets.
Tuesday—Main, School, Mechanic, Chapel, St. John's,
Durell, North Pine, Winter, Broadway, Fourth, Fifth,
Lincoln, Grove, Chestnut, Twombly, East Brick and
Pierce streets.
Wednesday—New York, East, Ham, Dover, Baker,
East Concord, Mt. Vernon. Hough, Sixth, Maple, Park,
Central Avenue from City Hall to Silver street. Court,
Union and South Pine streets.
Thursday—Central Avenue from Silver, south, Tra-
key, Fisher, Elm, Summer, Hamilton, Spring, Locust
from Silver to Central Avenue, and Hanson street.
Friday—Silver, Atkinson, Nelson, Belknap, Cushing,
Richmond, Lexington, West Concord, Washington from
Railroad to Arch street.
Saturday—Locust from Silver, north, St. Thomas,
Folsom, Payne and Waldron streets.
Permissible Matter—All kinds of decayed vegetable
matter and the ordinary accumulations of refuse mate-
rial, both from the residential and business sections.
Quantity—Not more than one-half a barrel (flour) of





Dover, N. H., December 30, 1899.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
Board of Trustees of Pine Hill Cemetery.
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
We submit herewith the fifth annual report of the
Board of Trustees of Pine Hill Cemeter\-, of which re-
port the reports of the Treasurer, Collector and Ac-
countant, and Superintendent of Burials, also herewith




Henry Law March, 1900
James E. Lothrop March, 1901
Hiram F. Snow* March, 1902
Charles H. Sawyer March, 1903
Elisha R. Brown, March, 1904





Collector and Accountant—Joseph W. Peirce.
Superintendent of Burials—Frank P. Coleman.
*Died July 29; succeeded by Charles E- Wendell.
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Although the personnel of the Board of Trustees has
changed considerabl}- since the passage of the Legisla-
tive Act creating said Board in 1895, the policy origi-
nally outlined has been continued, and as we look back
over the five years of our administrative life we can but
experience a sense of satisfaction at the work accom-
plished. i\t no time has it been the policy of the Board
to accomplish results irrespective of concomitant inter-
ests, but on the other hand it has been our aim to care-
fully consider prospective needs and arrange for their
development so that the burden of expense thereto ap-
pertaining might be equitably distributed.
The strict application of this principle to the laying out
of new land, however, could hardly be expected, as the
preliminary work necessary to properly prepare the
ground for cemeterj^ purposes must be accomplished be-
fore any return can be realized. Yet it is the intent of the
Board in carrying the obligation incurred in this work as
a cemetery loan, to so distribute the payments that lot
owners may experience no hardship in the final adjust-
ment of the indebtedness.
While the topographical siirveys, drainage plans and
other sketches now in the hands of the Trustees, em-
braces nearly all of the desirable territory recently
acquired by the Board, no attempt has been made to
prepare for immediate burial purposes but a small area
contiguous to the present cemetery ontheeasterly side of
Watson street.
The preparation of this ground, however, such as grad-
ing, road-building, etc., has involved a considerable ex-
penditure of money, but as the work has been performed
in accordance with the plans approved by the Trus-
tees and in conformity with a general scheme, no further
expenditure thereon will be required. Under this plan
of procedure all surplus income may be immediately ap-
plied to liquidating the indebtedness of the Board. It is
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our belief that we shall be enable to make such extensions
and improvements as may be required without further
demands upon the city's credit.
The action of the Board of Aldermen in straightening
the easterl}' side line of Watson street not only permit-
ted the Board of Trustees to secure a much more satis-
factory boundary to their land, but greatly improved
the appearance of that thoroughfare.
In the death of Mr. Hiram F. vSnow, who passed away
on the 29th day of July, the Board of Trustees suffered
the loss of an earnest, active member, and the sentiment
of the Board toward their erstwhile associate was ex-
pressed in the following preamble and resolution, which
was unanimously adopted at a meeting holden on the
2ist of August.
"Whereas, in the death of our official associate, Hiram
F. Snow, which occurred on the 29th daj^ of July, 1899,
we suffer the loss of a warm personal friend and the
community loses not onl}' an earnest, conscientious and
valued servant, but one whose constant aim was to up-
build and develop the manifold resources of his adopted
cit}', therefore be it
Resolved by the Board of Trustees of Pine Hill Cejnetery:—
That this memorial be entered in full upon our records,
not onl}' as an expression of our sincere sorrow that the
heart whose loj-alty to friend and official trust is forever
stilled, but as an enduring chronicle of our esteem for
one whose manifold virtues endeared him to our hearts
and builded a monument to his memor}- more stable than
granite pile or lofty shaft of marble."
At a joint session of the Board of Aldermen and the
Board of Cemetery Trustees, holden on the evening of
Thursday, October 5, Mr. Charles E. Wendell was
chosen to succeed the late Mr. Snow on the Board of
Trustees, and he immediately qualified and entered up-
on the duties of the office.
For further particulars regarding the operations of the
ii6
departmeiit, you are repectfully referred to the reports of








Trustees Pine Hill Cemetery.
Dover, N. H., December 30, 1899.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
Treasurer of the Cemetery Trustees.
To THE Board of Trustees of Pine Hill Cemetery:
I have the honor to submit herewith the annual report
of the Treasurer of the Commission for the year ending
December 30, 1899.
WILLIAM K. CHADWICK, TREASURER,
IN ACCOUNT WITH CEMETERY COMMISSION.
RECEIPTS.
1899.
Jan. I, balance on hand $218 55
To city appropriation i , 100 00
To sale of the following lots
in cemetery;
Rufus F. Jackson, Avenue J,
No. 1,241, Grave 6 $400
Estate of Noville W. Thornton,
Avenue J, No. 1,241, Grave 7 400
Estate of John Lattie, Avenue
J, No. 1,241, Grave 8 400
Allen Stevenson, Avenue J,
No. 1,287, O" account 15 00
John E. Church, Avenue J,
No. 1,288 50 00
John H. Ferrin, Avenue J, No.
1 ,243, Grave 6 5 00
Joshua Watson, Avenue J, No.
1 ,268 50 00
ii8
1899.
Henry Law, Avenue C, No.
054/^ $25 00
Thomas L. Marshall, Avenue
J, No. 1,271, on account. ... 10 00
Edwin F. Drew, Avenue J,
North half of No. 1,292 25 00
Almira A. Drew, Avenue J,
South half of No. 1,292.... 2500
Thomas McClintock, Avenue
J, South half of No. 1,267,
on account 5 00
Mrs. B. F. Ricker, Avenue J,
No. 1,269, Section 16 50 00
^272 GO
Income of Tredick. fund 200 00






Income of trust funds






By Salaries $ioo oo
By F. P. Coleman, use of horse, 1899 105 00
By E. W. Bowditch, plans for new part. . . . 680 50
By sundry bills as follows:





D. Foss & Son
A. C. Place Lumber Co
C. Iv- Jenness
Isaac Iv. lyucas
John T. Welch, P. M
A. G. Tufts, Agt








Boston Lead Mfg. Co
W. K. Chadwick
Strafford National Bank
Littlefield, Frary & Co





Lurenza J. Philbrook, and C.






By interest $ 553 4°
By notes payable 13,000 00





Dover, N. H., December 30, 1899.
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CEMETERY LOTS, TRUST FUNDS.
Income to be devoted to care of lot designated, capital
deposited in Strafford Savings bank.
Name of Trust.
Oct. 22, i8S6 Abigail Place
Dec. 20, 1886 Amanda M. Jackson..
Dec. 6, 18S7 George L. Shepley
Sarah M. Ham
Dec. 26, 1888 Joseph Fowler
Oct. 3, 1889 Isaac G Felker
Oct. 3, 1889 Martha Guppey and
King Colbath
Oct. 3, 1889 Elizabeth Foye
Oct. 3. 1889 ?tiaria T. Rich
April, 1S90 Caroline Young
Sept. 25, 1890 John Weed
May 27, iSgiiAbby N. Ricker
Sept. 29, iSgiJElizabeth R.Smith and
I Edwin O. Hills
Oct. 30, 1891 Stephen J. Marden
Dec. 10, 1891 Jasper H. York
Dec. 10, 1891 Mrs. Timo'v Emerson
Feb. I, 1892 Joshua Banfield
Feb. 25, 1892 Rev. J. T. Neal
Mar. 24, 1892 Wm, S. Stevens, Jere
]
Home, Cyrus Bangs.
Aug. 3, 1892, Irene Cheney
Nov. 3, i892iMartha C. Pendexter..
































A. K. McAllister and
Wm. F, Estes
Geo. P. Folsom and
Mary L. Cross
Mrs. AbraC. Caverly..





















































CI li. S^ I •- •
Jan. 7, 1897 Cornelius Caswell Q
Jan. 7, 1897 Estate of Alphonzo: E
! Bickford 1
Jan. 14, 18971Andrew Tetheriy
j
C
Apr. 20, 1897 George W. Varney— P
May 24, 1897 John Mack G
July 7, 1897 John E- Blaisdell iFr't
July 7, 1897 John S. Glass 1 E
July 8, 1897 Stephen Patten I B
July 21, 1897 Morris D. Palmer I F














































































































































































































































To THE Board OF Trustees of Pine Hill Cemetery:
Gentlemen:—I have the honor to herewith submit m}-
annual report as Collector and Accountant of the Cem-
etery department.
The following tables show the amount of income from
various sources, also the amount collected and turned
over to the Treasurer during the 3'ear just ended.
The first table gives the amount uncollected Jan. ist,
1899, and the charges for 1899; the latter showing a





Income of Trust Funds




The following table shows that all money collected
during the year was turned over to the Treasurer, leav-
ing no balance in my hands as Collector.
CoUected. Turned
over.
Work on Lots $861.32
Care of L,ots 625.00
Interments 508.00
Rent of Tomb ii4-50
Income of Trust Funds 210.50
Income of Woodman Trust 237.72









I desire to return my sincere thanks to the Board of
Trustees and to the other officers of the department for





Dover, N. H., December 30, i8gg.
INCOME OF TRUST FUNDS.
During the past year the amount received from the in-
terest of trust funds deposited in the Strafford Savings
Bank, for the perpetual care of lots, was as follows:
TRUST. .\mount.
Abigail Place, lot 738 $2 00
Amanda M. Jackson, lot 56 2 00
George L. Shepley, lots 276, 278 3 00
Sarah M. Ham. lot 75 2 00
Joseph Fowler, lot 574 i 50
Isaac G. Felker, lot 72 3 00
Martha Guppey, et. al., lots 214, 216. . . . 3 00
Elizabeth Foj^e, lot 459 i 50
Maria T. Rich, lot 503 2 00




Andrew Tetherly, lots 51, 52, 53, 54. . .
George W. Varney, lot 443
John Mack, lot 131
John E. Blaisdell, lot 25
John S. Glass, lots 29, 31
Stephen Patten, lot 374
Morris D. Palmer, lot 13
Daniel Osborne, lot— ,
S. H. Henderson, lot 211
Jacob M. Currier, lot—
David Hayes, lot 41
Daniel Ham, lots 153, 154
Abram M. Drake, lot 76
Charles E. Bacon, lots 263, 264, 265, 266,
Israel Ham, lots 151, 152
Ephraim Thayer, lot 87





To THE Board of Trustees of Pine Hii,i. Cemetery:
Gentlemen:—As we review the work accomplished
during the past year, we cannot but feel gratified at the
progress made.
Cemetery improvement can almost be regarded as a
feature of the age. Never before in the history of our
country has there been such a marked interest in cem-
etery work as there is today. Our own cemetery has
felt the general impetus and has kept pace with the gen-
eral spirit of progression. As an evidence of this fact
one need but note the number of monuments erected dur-
ing the past decade. We subscribe to what we believe can
be substantiated by investigation when we state that more
monuments have been placed in position during the past
ten years than all the years prior thereto.
As there is almost nothing else so deeply interesting to
the living as the disposal of those whom they have loved
and lost, so there is perhaps nothing so distinctive of
the condition and character of a people as the method in
which the}^ treat their dead.
Some of the grandest buildings in the world have been
tombs; such are the pyramids, the castle of St. Angelo,
the tomb of Caecilia Metella, and many temple scattered
over Hindustan and other eastern countries. Thus, the
respect paid by the living to the dead has preserved for
the world many magnificent fruits of architectural
genius and labor.
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Among the Jews, the Greeks, the Romans, and man}^
ancient nations, the dead were buried beyond the limit
of the town. Intramural interment was of later origin.
In christian countries, if the remains of the saint to whom
the church was dedicated could be obtained—or any-
thing passing for the remains,—-they were buried near
the altar in the choir. It became a prevalent desire to
be buried near these saints, and the bodies of men
eminent for their piety, or high in rank, came thus to be
buried in churches. The extension of the practice was
the origin of church-yards. It has been during the last
half century that this custom has been most seriouslj'
opposed, and it is gradually being superceded by what
may be termed the open cemetery.
The original dedication of land for burial purposes on
Pine Hill was adjacent to the old First church. But
little of an ornamental nature characterized the early
church-yard. Quiet and seclusion, with such adorn-
ment as the God of nature provided, were all that was
considered necessary. The olden feeling or sentiment
has but little changed. Natural beauties fresh from the
Creator's hand, seconded reverently by an unobtrusive
human art, mark the cemeteries of today.
And in this spirit has the work beencondutted during
the past year. No attempt has been made to subdue the
elements of naturalness. The plans for the new grounds
contemplate no material change in mound, swell or val-
ley, but are designed to enhance by graceful paths and
waving branches the natural beauties of the land.
The work on the new section has been begun, and
although but little progress has been made, yet the
beauties just unfolding convey some idea of the possibil-
ities which time alone can reveal in all their grandeur.
While considerable attention has been bestowed upon
the initial work above mentioned, the older part of the
premises has not been neglected. As a matter of fact^
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more money has been expended upon the latter tract
during the past year than during the twelve months im-
mediatel}' preceding.
There seems but little occasion to touch upon the fi-
nancial management of the department during the 3-ear,
as the receipts and disbursements are particularly dis-
cusssed ill the reports of the accounting officers of the
Board.
The following table shows the number of interments
during the year, together with date, name of deceased,
and particular place of burial:
Date. Name of deceased. Ave. Lot. Grave.
Jan. 3 Sam'l Brooks U 951 7
6 Marshall C. Horton J 81 2
8 Infant child Albert Meader New addition 56
10 Henry Tasker R 681 i
13 Charles W. Smith South 994 5
13 Moses D. Page N 147 4
14 Frances G. Whidden F 57 4
16 Frederick E. Moore G 012 6
18 Benj. F. Hayes R 786 i
18 Mary A. Whidden F 57 3
20 Albert A. Pike K 245 5
21 George F. Cater D 9 i
21 Hannah Mitchell South 985 2
24 Abbie T. Jenkins N 298 2
25 Zelia W. Clark I 149 5
26 Mary A. Taylor J .1241 10
29 Thomas Wentworth M 38 6
30 John W. White A 151 5
30 Abbie S. Ferrin N 54 4
31 Charles A. Hanson C i
31 Martha A. Waldron R 788 4
Feb. I Charles Guppy N 195 3
2 Martin V. B. Perkins N 161 7
4 Major A.Lane A 6
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Date. Name of deceased. Ave. Lot. Grave.
Feb. 6 Mary A. Prescott T
8 I^ydia P. Baker O
8 Caroline F. Miles Q
9 Elona G. Pierce E
II Catherine Duncan U
15 Rajmiond E. Walker O
17 Infant child of B. W. Mc-
Glaufflin T
17 Charles A. Tufts J
18 John W. Matheson J
28 Mary E- Sawyer C
Mar. I Melinda C. Gerrish L
3 Eliza B. Bowdoin K
3 Melinda M. Brown O
9 Elijah S. York F
10 Maria G. Trickey O
16 Mary E. Hurd D
16 Nora W. Moore P
19 Seth S. Moulton K
22 Harold Wislow Q
22 Sarah S. Warren J
24 James G. York Front
27 Eucy O. C. Ryan P
29 Ezra Hayes R
30 Hannah B. York Front
31 Eliza A. Jenness H
Apr. 2 Moses H. Moore G
3 Rena Bletcher S
3 Ruth E. Smith J
3 Mary E. Burley T
5 Gladys N. Eittlefield K
7 Wm. H. Palmer M
7 Jacob K. Twombly K








Date. Name of deceased. Ave. Lot. Grave.
Apr. 12 Ann T. Feniker H 217 2
13 Jeremiah Home M 107 6
14 Robert N. White U 951 12
17 Mary Swasej' Main Yi 8
18 Infant child of George D.
Wiggin J 162
19 Xaver Lutolf U 948 2
19 Mary H. Fenner J 193 2
20 Berthena A. Hill J 92 3
24 Susan E. Sawyer B 042 8
25 John F. Beane t) 168 6
25 Infant of Lamartine How-
ard L 362 3
30 Daniel C. M. Pierce Hoitt tomb.
30 Maude L. Sterling P 376 4
May I George H. Twombly M 343 i
3 L,ester G. Brown R 586 5
10 Sarah J. Towle I 90 2
11 Edw. P. Warren J 93 8
14 Augusta A. Hayes O 453 11
17 Carrie E. Howard L 362 4
19 Irvin M. Swan N 131 8
21 John N. Wentworth P 418 i
22 Mary A. Fernald O 414 2
Ellen J. Ferrin J 1246 6
Louis E. Laskey H 207 12
29 Charles H. Merrill R 673 6
31 Walter S. Burnham J 1243 i
31 Carrie M. Stackpole L 243 4
Jun. I Minnie B. Griffin H 214 3
5 Mary E. Beavins B ii8>2 2
6 Rosa N. Smart J 187 12
8 Nathan Shackley Q 623 i
16 Tamer Walker J 1243 3
27 Emeline Hardy J 126 2
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Date. Name of deceased. Ave. Lot. Grave.
Jun.29 Infant of W. H. Currie. . . . New addition 56
July 7 Judith S. Paul K 287 2
7 Daniel Gage,
Japonica Path, Group i, 3 i
13 Joseph Kay K 135 i
13 Wm. A. Snell J 249 9
14 John W. Fogg H 72 6
18 Abbie C. Gile J 173 i
18 Frederick R. Smith Front 4 4
22 Walter H. Stackpole L 243 3
24 Simon J. Torr L 336 i
26 David O. Hall H 201 6
27 George W. Ricker Q 567 6
29 Addie M. Hacking C 056 3
Aug. I Hiram F. Snow H 69 i
2 Mercy Littlefield T 917 7
6 Susan W. Jenness I 205 3
8 William D. Crockett J iii i
13 Mary D. P. Mathes I 22 2
14 Gladys T. Bunker D 175 6
15 Mary Haworth H 107 5
15 Benj. F. Chapman J 1215 6
27 Joseph Drew J 1291 i
30 John H.Johnson H 24 3
Sep. 3 Curtis H. Hutchins h 1273 9
5 Eliza M. Tasker R 681 2
6 Jacob Ellison A 28 7
8 Evelyn M. Wiggin R 673 10
10 Hugh E. McFadden J 1262 9
11 Charles H. Trickey L 255 6
12 John R. Rust I 47 ro
18 Thomas Marshall I 60 i
19 Rev. James Thurston N 244 i
23 Lucien H. Grant T 797 6
24 Dorothy Coleman T 811 6
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Date. Name of deceased. Ave. Lot. Grave.
Sep. 25 Henry Hall M 189 i
27 Thomas L. Berry J 90 7
28 Hattie G. Biederman R 725 4
28 Nicholas Brown N * 69' 2
Oct. I Nellie Tuttle Q 514 4
I Effie C. Hutchins P 104 4
3 Henr}' T. Wiswall I 40 '9
4 Hannah C. Nute T 930 i
13 Wm. H. Davis New addition 57
16 Emily Colbath J 216 10
18 Clara B. Marshall J 1271 3
18 Clarissa D. Whitehouse. . . Front 122 2
19 Andrew J. Follett S 860 42
20 Hople}- Twombl}^ O 536 i
29 Sarah E. Jackson J 1241 6
29 George H. York S 860 6
30 Ida Pickup South 984 7
Nov. 6 Lj'dia A. Crockett J iii 2
8 Infant of R. D. Irvin Q 575 7
16 John H. Eittlefield B i
18 James H. Davis I 83 i
23 J. Franklyn Chamberlain. K 117 i
28 Annie E. Goodall T 864 2
29 Adeline D. Buzzell L 261 7
Dec. 6 Jennie H. Snow N 229 4
7 Marion H.Smith R 585 9
11 Perle}^ Jackson J 1243 9
12 George E. Chamberlain... D 37 9
15 Henr}^ F. Bodge J 1242 3
16 Nathaniel P. Nutter B 6
21 Charles Staples S 767 i
21 Pamelia A. Chase K 134 3
24 Dennis Foss T go8 i
27 Hannah Perkins N 311 2
28 Lillian A. Drew P 524 6
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The remodeling of the vSuperinteiideiit's office and
tool house during the year was considered necessary in
order to conveniently meet increased demands. The
purchase of a small strip of land on the west side of the
building affords opportunities for egress and ingress not
heretofore enjoyed, and materiall}" adds to the ready
use of the structure. Suitable winter quarters for the
horse owned by the department have also been provided,
and more room obtained for the repository of tools and
utensils used about the grounds.
The grounds were never in a more satisfactory condi-
tion than at present, and the prospect of an early and ap-
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Edward H. Flagg, (ex-officio) Pres. of Common Council
John Holland term expires 1900
Daniel Hall term expires 1901
Charles H. Sawyer term expires 1902
John B. Stevens term expires 1903
Joshua L. Foster term expires 1904
Thomas B. Garland term expires 1905
James E. Lothrop term expires 1906
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To THE City Councils and Citizens of Dover:
If we succeed in bringing to public view four particu-
lars concerning the public library: (i) what it is; (2)
what it has; (3) what it does; and (4) what it needs:
something will have been accomplished by this, our
17th annual report.
WHAT IT IS.
The Dover Public Library did not spring into exist-
ence in response to a long continued and popular de-
mand. It was not an intervention of the people, and of
all kinds of people, in their own affairs. There was no
strong and pervading interest felt in the subject, and
only at irregular intervals did one person here, and
another there, take up the matter. It should be remem-
bered, however, that free libraries, especiallj^ those
maintained by public taxation, were scarcel}- known be-
fore the last half of the present centur}-. But when in-
dividual exertion had aroused public feeling, the people,
and their servants the City Councils, manifested the ut-
most concern, and have stood by the enterprise with un-
swerving fairness and liberality.
In many respects, the early conditions made for good.
The fashioning of the library did not become a work of
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haste, accident, chance, or vanity. It was not founded on
a narrow principle. It was not premature, conjectural,
or experimental. No disaster occurred on the threshold
of the enterprise. There were no difficulties inherent in
the circumstances of its start. It took its rise from a
slowly matured but comprehensive conception of a true
public library.
So our library stands on a firm and durable
foundation. All the taxpayers are equall}- required to
pay for its maintenance. It is a concomitant and sup-
plement to our tax-supported schools. Its circum-
stances are well calculated to secure free play and efficient
management. It is proving of more real benefit, and is
rendering more solid advantages, than any other meas-
ure that has been adopted in Dover during the last fifty
years, the consolidation of school districts alone ex-
cepted.
This library is fully accessible to all of our people; it
is open Sundays; it teaches the teachers, supplying the
best implements of education to those who educate
the people, whether in the pulpit, the schools, or the
press; affords the opportunity of self-teaching, meets
the growing desire of the people for books of reference,
and is powerfully telling on the general intelligence and
culture of our population. It was constituted and is
used for this purpose. To it comes the wealthy reader,
for he is not often able to make a complete collection
upon an}^ subject; and the very poorest is benefitted, not
by charity but by the foresighted provisions of public
opinion, deliberately providing that all may enjo}- the
friendship of books.
The commercial principle has never been in the as-
cendanc}^ "Who will read this book?" has not been the
first question when making purchases. On the other
hand, the guiding aim has been to determine whether
the work in question might be expected to unfold fac-
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ulties, influence taste and habit, and to tell on the
formation of character, meaning that "the librar\' must
go before the demands of the people, and create a taste
and desire for that which it supplies."
WHAT IT HAS.
On the shelves of the reference department are many
of the best standard works in ever}^ walk of science and
literature, and the records show that they are considera-
bly read and consulted. The importance of this collec-
tion cannot be overestimated. Some books are to be
consulted, not swallowed, chewed, nor digested. Such
books no one ever reads through. In great part they
are closed to the individual. That is, one onl}- takes
what he wants.
In the circulating division may be f(mnd a large body
of books, nearly all in the English language. This as-
semblage embraces good copies of accredited authors in
church history, sj'stems of philosophy, the sciences, use-
ful arts, general histor)- , separate works on ancient and
modern nations, also of the states of our nation, literarj'
history, natural history, biography, genealogy, poetry,
drama, American and foreign reviews, bound magazines,
English classics, translations, books of travel, the his-
tor)^ of American wars, political and social works, and
the best prose fiction of this and the preceding century.
It has an able librarian and a corps of trained assist-
ants. And these capable officers are not hedged about
by a multiplicity of rules. Through a special appro-
priation it has in working order an up-to-date card cat-
alogue case. The titles of the books are written on sep-
arate slips or pieces of cardboard, which are set on edge
in alphabetical order in drawers.
WHAT IT DOES.
A yearly average of 18,398 calls have been made on the
treasures of the reading room and reference department.
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Among the frequenters are many whose daily occupa-
tions are such as to exclude any other sufficient means of
acquiring mental improvement. It affords ample re-
sources for determining the value of popular theories
and for verifying current statements. To the artisan, in-
ventor, and student of human affairs, it presents the re-
corded experience of workers and students, and the
criticisms of the statisticians and specialists.
The circulating department has put out on an aver-
age 58,863 volumes per annum. It furnishes good read-
ing for all sorts of people—such as appeals to their deep-
er experiences, higher incentives, and nobler energies,
bestowing sympath}^ in sorrow, and sustaining thoughts
to help on with life-work. It re-enforces the training of
the schools, and sheds light on the most intricate ques-
tions. And it amuses, as well as instructs and inspires.
The character of the circulation will appear upon exam-























History and periodicals have gained; biography and
literature maintain their hold. It ma^^ be a little diffi-
cult, for one unfamiliar with the working of the library,
to understand on the moment the nearly constant and
equal falling off in the juvenile output, but a little ex-
amination will show that it is fairly attributable to im-
proved grammer school methods, and the silent influ-
ence of the modern treatment of our national history.
But nothing is so noteworthy as the change in periodi-
cals and fiction. It should be noted that a number of
the periodicals, in frequent demand, contain no pure
fiction.
This is a gratifying exhibit, and the improvement
ma}^ be expected to continue, though at a diminishing
rate. But we protest against being misunderstood. We
believe there is an art in the management of feeling, as
in the handling of fact. We are confident that the ap-
petite for fiction has a solid foundation in nature, and
will endure. We think that under due limitations, it
ought not to be considered an evil. We may, we must,
restrain its fervor, purify its sustenance, and temper it
to higher uses.
WHAT IT NEEDS.
It is unnecessary to say that the library's full power
has yet to be developed. Floor space is wanting. This
acts with a strong repressive force upon growth. More
room ought to be resigned for accommodation of such
readers as require special facilities for collation, copy-
ing, and other like pursuits. How shall we guard cer-
tain volumes, is already a question of importance. It
may not be generally known that some books, and parts
of sets, are exposed to special dangers. We need some
restriction in a way that unites safety with general utili-
ty. Here comes another claim for special increased
shelf-room. In combination with greater freedom of ac-
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cess to the books, it would facilitate business. There
shovtld be also special receptacles for the temporary
shelving of the books returned. Further, as has been
set out in a recent report, there is need of a children's
room. And there is one other urgent reason wli}' addi-
tional room should be furnished. We ought to have
everj'thing procurable concerning Dover; whatever bears
upon its history, topography, antiquities, flora, trade,
politics, worthies and notabilities, open expressions of
opinion, and, generall}-, on local affairs of whatever
kind. Of unprinted materials of this sort elsewhere, in
public or private keeping, transcripts should be obtain-
ed. We have only made a beginning, but quite enough
has been accomplished in this direction for encourage-
ment and good augur}-. It is unnecessary to dwell on
the immense value of such a collection. Anywhere near
complete, it would be a model for imitation, and justl\%
the pride of future generations. Even to improve our
modest beginning would require additional room. Isn't
there honorable pride enough in a city reaching back
nearly three centuries to provide it? The last general
catalogue was printed in 1892. Supplements have been
added each 3'ear, but the time has now come when either
a new general catalogue is needed or more frequent lists
of the additions of new books.
CONCLUSION.
As our library has a distinctly popular and education-
al character, aiming to meet so far as is practicable the
requirements and to subserve the desires of all the popu-
lation, we shall never be able to employ more than a small
part of our annual appropriation for a systematic collect-
tion of books upon particular subjects, with which the
librar)^ ought to be especially well provided. It is in
the nature of ever}' gradual and natural growth, that
while an institution is quite strong in one or more direc-
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tions, it is in some lines in the earl}- stages of develop-
ment.
To a certain extent this library is a fortuitous concourse
of literarj^ atoms. In the first place, many good books
were received from the old Dover library, but no de-
partment approached fullness, and the demand for new-
er publications and the increasing cost of management
has prevented any considerable activity in filling gaps
and extending valuable lines of thought.
Save in one direction, the matter of cost has sensibly
controlled our choice of specially valuable books.
Gradually, as favorable opportunities offered, we have
built up a serviceable collection of state, town and city
publications. And we have added also some very val-
uable volumes treating on New England genealogy.
On no other line of purchase have we submitted to
arbitrary valuation. And in all cases, rarit3% unaccom-
panied by plain merit, has been avoided. Neither bind-
ing nor typographical excellence of execution, norchoice-
ness or other equipments of the private collector have
found favor. Such works belong to rich book-worms,
and the great city and college libraries, where the cur-
riosities of literature, unique, rare or associated with
circumstances of literary note or importance, are en-
dowed with more than ordinary interest.
Without doubt some approach in this direction will be
manifest in the future. It is only a matter of time.
Eventually it cannot fail. While we can wait for pri-
vate munificence to act in this matter, it is different with
certain books that one cannot go out and .purchase at
will. Besides the curious works, dear to the book-
hunter, a certain class of publications grows more valua-
ble with the lapse of years. All over the country libra-
ries are seeking for such prime articles. Inconsequence
of this condition, it cannot be but that valuable books
and pamphlets escape our vigilance; and such without
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doubt, is frequently the case. These works must be
snapped up as occasion offers. To wait is to lose them.
Whoever has follow^ed this report thus far, will have
remarked that each of the broadly defined sections
—
circulating, reference, and local—could be largel}' en-
hanced in value and usefulness bj^ the aid of a little
more money.
Here a great opportunity^ presents itself to one who
meditates how the people can be made wiser and better.
In giving a sum to be user! solely in filling gaps in the
circulating department, for the sufficient improvement
of the reference library, or for the further development
of the historical collection, a lover of old Dover would
confer a signal favor. Such definiteness and distinct-
ness would work wonders. Time would never forget
the obligation, but seize it, stamp it, and give it wings.
The lyibrarian's report is made a part of this communi-
cation. It is written with an ability which should at-
tract attention. The summing up of the j^ear's work is
performed with care arid accuracj^ and shows the hand
of an experienced officer. The suggestions are equall}^
good, clear, compact, giving just such information as




RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES FOR YEAR
ENDING DECEMBER 30, 1899.
RECEIPTS.
1899.
Jan. I, cash on hand $10 74
Nov. 13, received for interest on Jaques
fund "... 52 94
13, received for interest on Pray fund 31 14
Dec. I, received from Librarian 100 00
30, received from city, appropriation. 4,050 00
$4,244 82
EXPENDITURES.















The undersigned Committee on Accounts and Finance,
have examined all the books and vouchers, and audited
all accounts of the Secretary and Treasurer, pertaining
to the Dover Public Library for the year 1899, and find
the same correctly kept and properly vouched.
Daniel Hall,
John B. Stevens,
Committee on Accounts and Finance.
Dover, N. H., December 30, 1899.
DOVER PUBLIC LIBRARY.
Report of the Librarian.
To THE Board of Trustees of the Dover Public
Library:—
Gentlemen:—The seventeenth annual report of the
Library, showing its work for the year 1899, is here-
with presented.
THE year's growth.
The whole number of books reported last year was
23,714. The number of accessions this year has been
1,229, comprising 801 volumes obtained by purchase, 125
bound periodicals, and 303 gifts of which 174 were gov-
ernment publications; 96 old and worn-out volumes have
been withdrawn from circulation, ten of which have been
replaced by new copies; leaving a total now in the Libra-
ry of 24,847.
USE OF THE LIBRARY.
Through the year there have been 27,470 visitors to
the reading room and Reference Library, of whom 1,560
came on Sunday afternoons. The Sunda)' attendance
last year was 916 and the total number ot visitors was
23,811. From the Library the issue of books for home
and school use was 71,269. This exceeds by more than
4,000, the issue of 1898; but these statistics do not near-
ly show the entire book use of the Library. No account
is kept of the use of volumes from the Reference Libra-
ry, but it amounts to many thousands in a year.
Neither is counted the use in the room of books from
the circulating department. This, too, would make a
large item; for many persons come with questions which
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can be answered only by the use of several books, and
the student takes the books to a table, uses them as
long as he likes and returns them to the desk, whence
they go to the shelf without counting. Moreover sever-
al years of unrestricted access to the shelves has ena-
bled the regular patrons of the Library to know the lo-
cation of books pertaining to their special lines of work,
so that many students'go directly to the books they want,
use them, and return them to the shelf, without appeal-
ing to the attendants for aid. If the object of library
work was mere statistics, all this reckoning should be
kept and would go far toward swelling the figures for
exhibition. But regarding the object of a Library's ex-
istence as usefulness rather than show, most of the time
of our attendants is spent in doing work, rather than in
keeping reckoning of work done. Yet even with a sys-
tematic reduction of the mechanical work of the Library
to the smallest possible proportions consistent with good
management, there is never enough opportunity left to
begin to meet the ever increasing demands of students
for written and personal aid. If we had double our
present force,and more than double ourpresent space, we
could make all useful on lines of work already being
carried on to the best of our ability with the means at
our command.
IMPROVEMENTS THROUGH THE YEAR.
No other one improvement in the equipment of the Li-
brar)' for many years has been of so great value as the
new card catalogue case. In the old case the cards were
in heav}^ drawers, crowded, and difficult of access. In
the new case the traj'S can be removed and used on the
table and as many persons as desire can be using the
catalogue at .the same time. The removal of the cards
from the old case gave a chance for the proper arrange-
ment of our clippings, which had been accumulating
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without any place for keeping, but which, filed in uni-
form Manila envelopes, may now be easily consulted by
any one. The new book case added to the historical
room has also been of great service. Books which had
been piled on chairs and tables were thus properly
shelved, filling the case at once, and making apparent
the need for more shelving the coming year. This per-
ennial request for more shelves will be understood by
anyone who will compute the lineal feet of books added
every year, and who will remember that these books
cannot be inserted on shelves wherever there may chance
to be a little space, but must be added to their respective
classes, and when the class becomes too numerous for its
space the congestion can be relieved only by the removal
of the whole group to a larger place.
NEW BOOKS.
It has always been a problem to devise some way of
putting new books into circulation that should satisfy
borrowers and be fair to all. It is probable that so long
as we have only one or two or three copies of a book
wanted by several hundred people at the same time,
that this problem will not be satisfactory solved. But
the plan adopted two years ago of not renewing or
transfeiring the latest novels, but allowing them to re-
main only seven days in one family, and then on their
return immediately putting them out on the table for the
next chance comer, has resulted favorably, and has al-
lowed all circles of acquaintance in town equal chance
at the books. For the last year we have tried with ex-
cellent results a new way of making additions of books.
Instead of putting into circulation a large number at the
beginning of each month, we now add about twenty
each week, exhibiting on a table each TuesdajMvhatever
books have been added the preceding week. A notice
in Monday's issue of the daily papers informs the pub-
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lie what will be ready, and personal notices are also
sent to people of technical books thought to be of es-
pecial interest to them. As a result, each week's addi-
tions of books are usually in the hands of borrowers
within a few hours, or at most a few daj'S, of their ac-
cession to the L,ibrary, and with absolute impartiality of
distribution.
PRINTING.
It has been the custom among libraries w4th sufficient
incomes to issue bulletins monthly or quarterlj-, giving
the lists of new books wnth annotations. This is an ex-
cellent thing for the communit)^ and we w^ould gladls^
adopt the plan here if our funds permitted. The value
of printer's ink is well understood by business men who
advertise their w-ares for the sake of gain, and it should
be equalh' well studied and as intelligently made use of
by those w'ho have under their charge the work of put-
ting seekers after book information into communication
with the thing sought. It has been our custom to issue
small lists for schools on special subjects, and in every
case within a week after its issue, not a book is to be
found on the shelf. The latest list was for the pupils of
the Grammar schools on geography and travel and was
sent out the first of September. The circulation of trav-
el for the next four weeks was nearly double that of the
corresponding weeks of the preceding j-ear. More of these
lists might be circulated with good results if we had
the money to print them.
THE LIBRARY AND EDUCATIONAL INTEREvSTS.
The work of the Library and the schools has gone on
along the same lines as in former years. In addition to
the books used in the schools there has been a growing
tendency on the part of the teachers to bring their pu-
pils to the Librar}'. One of the Grammar school teach-
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ers brought her class down in relays of eight or ten and
taught them the use of dictionaries and cyclopedias.
One of the High school teachers has had the exclusive
use of one table with from 50 to 75 books on it, and
has come almost daily to supervise the work of her pu-
pils in history and literature. This setting aside of one
specified place for each set of workers has been found
to do well with the older students as well as with chil-
dren. The Art department of the Woman's Club has
its own line of shelving, where the art books reserved
for the use of the club can be kept and where pictures
can be shown. The Literary department, too, has its
own table and book case, in which the books are changed
regularly by the library attendant who keeps account
from the program of the subjects the club are to study,
and selects and prepares material for their use. It has
been found pleasant, too, to make the Library, so far as
possible, a meeting place for students. For several
years a small club have met in the Reading Room once
a week, and for the past year the University class have
met Saturda)^ evenings in the Trustees' room.
GIFTS.
Among our gifts for the year, the most noteworthy
was a large number of pamphlets on local history from
the collection of the late Dr. Charles A. Tufts. Our
local history collection increases in value and interest
each year, but it is difficult to obtain much of the old
material, and these pamphlets went far towards filling
sets heretofore incomplete. Valuable gifts of magazines
have also been received from Mr. John B. Stevens and
,
Col. Daniel Hall. It is probable that in many of the
old houses of the cit}' is stored material that would be
of great value could its owners be induced to recognize
the truth that the Public Library of the city is the proper
place to preserve ever5'thing relating to its local history.
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and it would be well, both for the Librar}- and for the
city, if the feeling could be fostered among our people
that it is safe to entrust to the Library whatever printed
material is worthy of preservation.
There have been no changes in the Librar}- force dur-
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CASH ACCOUNT.
RECEIPTS.




Out of town registrations


































































































































67,183100 71,362100 73,598:100 67,109100 171,269100
Averag:e daily circulation 235
Largest circulation in one clay, March 25 648
Smallest circulation in one clay, June 20 66
Number of books lost in circulation i
Registration during the year in town 427
Registration during the year out of town 6
Total number of registrations, 1884-1899 9,128




Aguilar Free L,ibrary i
American Nat'l Red Cross relief committee i
American Swedenborg Printing and Pub-
lishing Society 2
Ancient and Honorable Artillery Co., of
Mass 2
Atkinson, Edward i
Bates, Mrs Frank A i
Bennett, Martin P i
Bowdoin College i
Bowdoin College Library 2
Brookline Public Library i
Buffalo Public Librarj^ 4
Burlington Free Public Library i
Butterfield, Thomas 3
Cambridge Public Library i
Civil -service Reform Association i
Clapp, George H i
Coleman, James A 3
Cornell Universit}^ 3
Dartmouth College i
Depew, Chauncey M i
District of Columbia Public Library i
Dover, City of : 2
Enoch Pratt Free Library i
Fernald, Wm. F i




Foss, Everett O 6
Foster, George J. & Co i
Free lyibrar}^ of Philadelphia - i
Free Religious Association i
Garland, C. H 'i 17
Garland, James G i
Gowing, Fred i
Grand Rapids Public Library 2
Guthrie, Kenneth S i
Hackett, F. W i
Hall, Col. Daniel .. 75
Hall, Mrs. Daniel i
Hanna, Septimus J





Houghton, Mifflin & Co i
Indian Rights Association
Jersey City Free Public Librarj-
Lake Mohonk Arbitration Conference










Murch, Rev. A. A i
National Civil Service Reform Association
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Vols. Pphs.
National Educational Association i
Nesmith Library i
Newark Free Public Library 2
New England Historic Genealogical Soc. .
.
i
New" Hampshire Insurance Comni'r i
New Hampshire Library Commissioners. . . 3
New Hampshire Secretar}^ of State 6
New Haven Free Public Library" i
New London Public Library i
Newton Free Library i
New York Free Circulating Library- i
New York State Library 15 10
North x\dams Public Library i
Nute, George W., i photograph
Osborne, Miss Mary R i
Paterson Free Public Library i
Peabody Institute i
Pennsylvania Prison Society 22
Perley, M. V. B i
Portland Public Library i
Providence Athenaeum i
Providence Public Library i
Redfield, Henry T 27 41
Reuben Hoar Library i
Rice, Mrs. David Hall i i
Richards, L.S 2
Rochester Public Library r
Salem Public Library 2
Scales, John 44
Scranton Public Library 2
• Shackford, M. H i
Smith, Josei)h " i
Smith, Miss M. E i
Somerville Public Library i
vSound Currency Committee 9
i6o
Vols. Pphs.
Stevens, John B i 283
Syracuse Central I^ibrary i
Taylor, C. F i
Thomson, John i
Tufts, Dr. Charles A 7 404
United States Government 174 200
University ot Pennsylvania i
Vermont Free lyibrary Commission i
Walker, Joseph B 2 i
Welch, John T 11
Welch, J. T., and George G. Neal i
Whitehouse, Benj. T i
Wisconsin Free lyibrar}^ Commission , 3




Christian Science Journal ....





Foster's Weekly Democrat . . .
Holy Cross Purple
Home Market Bulletin





















Dover W. C. T. U.
Rev. C. Parkhurst.
LIBRARY PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.
Brookline Public Library Library Bulletin.
Hartford Public Library Bulletin.
Jersey City Free Public Library'. . . Library Record.
Lawrence Public Library Bulletin.
Lowell City Library Bulletin.
Minneapolis Public Library Quarterly Bulletin.
Newark Public Library Library News.
New Bedford Free Public Library.. Monthl}^ Bulletin.
New Haven Free Public Librar3^ . . MonthU^ Bulletin.
New York Free Circulating Library Monthl}' Bulletin.
Omaha Public Library Bulletin.
Osterhout Free Library Library News-Letter.
Providence Public Library Monthly Bulletin.
Salem Public Library Bulletin.
Scranton Public Library Bulletin.
Somerville Public Library Library Bulletin.
BEQUESTS TO THE LIBRARY.
In 1888, by the will of Dr. T. J. W. Pray, the sum of
one thousand dollars.
In 1895, by the will of Mrs. Elizabeth Hale Jaques, the
sum of two thousand dollars.
DOVER WATER WORKS.
ARTHUR G. WHITTEMORE, President,
CHARLES W. DEMERITT,
JOHN B. STEVENS, Clerk.
WiLLARD T. Sanborn, Superintendent.
WATER COMMISSIONERS.
Annual election second Thursday in March.
(Term, three years.)
Charles A. Fairbanks, Term expired May i, 1898.
Elected June 14, 1888; re-elected in 1889, 1892,
and 1895.
Joseph W. Cate, Term expired May i, 1899.
Elected June 14, 1888; re-elected in 1890, 1893,
and 1896. ,
Robert G. Pike, Resigned July 5, 1888.
Elected June 14, 1888.
Arthur G. Whittemore, Term expires May i, 1900.
Elected July 5, 1888; re-elected in 1891, 1894,
and 1897.
John B. Stevens, Term expires May i, 1901.
Elected March 10, 1898.
Charles W. Demeritt, Term expires May i, 1902.
Elected March 9, 1899.
DOVER WATER WORKS.
Water Commissioners^ Report.
To THE City Counctls of the City of Dover:
The twelfth annual report of the Water Commission-
ers is hereby presented, together with the report of the
Superintendent.
FINANCIAL.
We have installed a new pumping outfit at Willand
Pond, costing $1,871.16, paid $2,000.00 of the indebted-
ness, and met all expenses of maintenance, extension,
and interest, with a cash balance of $2,325.53.
WATER SUPPLY.
The pond is low by reason of long drought. We
quote from our '98 report: "Our ordinary or normal wa-
ter supply is not such as to offer guaranty for the future.
There is a slow but steady increase in the demand, and
it is none too early to cast about for additional sources."
It is not a popular task even to limit the use of water to
legitimate purposes—-everybod}^ knows it is recklessly-
wasted in Dover—but a water famine would produce a
state of affairs easier imagined than described.
PUMPING STATION.
The Blake engine has been in use for eleven years.
We repeat the well worn recommendation that a dupli-
cate pump should be set up. There are perils incident
to largely depending upon a single source of supply.
CHARACTER OF WATER.
The water has been constantly good and potable. We
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cannot claim that thi.s immunity from bad tastes and
odors is wholly owing to our care and vigilance. But
something is learned in every year of management. It
is, however, a matter for gratification that an ample, in-
expensive, and convenient supply of water is at hand to
insure our city from destruction by conflagrations, and,
as well, to make life higher and living cleaner and better.
CONCLUSION.
Long before Dover entered upon public ownership of
water supply, it was a co-operative society for the pro-
viding for a number of common wants. Notably, police
came to discharge the duties of defence which were for-
merly left to householders, and public sewers were
built to carrj' away impurities formerly got rid of by
owners or indwellers. These and other like changes
seem to have come in answer to certain general de-
mands, which could be met only by monopolies or, im-
perfectly, under competition. But a system of water
works, whether private or public, is simply a combina-
tion of capital and contributions through a water rate.
In our case it does well what three private corporations
did ill. Parts of the city were served meagerly or not at
all. Now a common good is sent into every street, into
every house, into every room, and to every mouth and
human frame.
Our thanks are due to the Superintendent, his able






Dover, N. H., December 30, 1899.
APPENDIX A.
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES OF DOVER
WATER WORKS FOR 1899.
INDEBTEDNESS.
Notes due Strafford Bank, bearing /\.}{ per
cent, interest $311,500 00
RESOURCES.
Balance from 1898 $3,628 73




Total expenditures for 1899 $28,713 20
Balance to new account 2,325 53
$31,038 73
GENERAL EXPENSE ACCOUNT BY SUB-
DIVISION.
INTEREST.
Paid Strafiord Savings Bank $14,192 45
REDUCTION OF DEBT.
Paid Strafford Savings Bank $2,000 00
GENERAL ACCOUNT.




Distribution piping 365 83
Meter service 159 06
Pipe shop 117 13
Pumping station 3.235 23
Pumping station pond 1,601 12
Service pipes 99 79
Kelley spring line 170.33
Refunding rates i 98
$9,535 02
CONSTRUCTION.
Meters and meter service $295
Service pipes 782 43




Water debt at completion ( 1889) $355,000 00
Water debt December 30, 1899 $311,500 00
Decrease of debt $43,500 00
*NOTE.—In this amount is included the $2,000 paid in to reduce the debt.
AUDITORS^ REPORT.
We, appointed by the City Councils to examine and
report upon Dover Water Works accounts for year 1899,
have so. examined the accounts and approved vouchers
of John B. Stevens, Clerk, and find that they correspond
in the amounts of expenditures with the books of the
City Treasurer.
We have examined the accounts of the Superinten-
dent, Willard T. Sanborn, and find the same correct,
and in agreement with the books of the City Treasurer,




Dover, N. H., January 22, 1900.
APPENDIX B,
REPORT OF*SUPERINTENDENT.
To THE Board of Water CommiSvSioners:
Gentlemen:—Agreeably to the rules relating to the
duties of the Superintendent, I submit my annual report
for the year ending Dec. 30, 1899, it being the twelfth
annual report of the Superintendent.
During the past year the department has not been
called upon to make any extensive additions to the sys-
tem, except a new and larger pumping plant at Willand
pond, the work having been confined to construction
of new services and general repairs where needed.
Early in the season the road on Portland street, above
and near the residence of Allen E. Haley, was washed
away. This necessitated the immediate construction of
a temporary water pipe to give the residents in that vi-
cinity a supply of water during the time of rebuilding
the culvert. Upon the completion of the same, a per-
manent line was constructed as before. During the
month of May, the reservoir and receiving basin were
cleaned out and inspected, and found to be in excellent
condition, requiring no repairs. The bottom of the re-
ceiving basin, however, might be somewhat improved by
cementing or concreting.
The Hussey springs were given their usual cleaning
and inspection at different times, requiring no repairs.
The easterly spring log line was repaired in two differ-
ent places where breaks had occurred.
The pumping station has required no repairs during
the year, except such as were caused by a slight acci.
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dent to the left-hand valve stem, which was repaired at
a small expense, without cavising any interrviption of
service. The boilers have been regularlj' inspected
b}' the Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance
Co., who report "Care and Management, Good." The
new mouth piece purchased b}^ your Board last 3'ear was
connected earl 3^ in the year. The furnaces have been
re-lined when necessary; the steam plant is in good
condition. The pumping station road was shoveled out
several times during the winter after heavy snow storms
at considerable expense.
Owing to the excessivel}" dry season the springs have
not delivered their normal quantity of water; this con-
dition has necessitated a heavj' draught on Will and
pond to meet the requirements of our cit}'. Early in the
summer it became evident that the capacity of our pump-
ing plant on the shore of Willand pond would be inade-
quate should the dry season continue. After several
sessions of your Board to consider this important subject,
plans and estimates were made on an outfit, that, if
called upon, would be able to supply our city from Wil-
land pond. This resulted in the purchase of a 6x7x7
inch centrifugal pump and engine, of the Lawrence Ma-
chine Co., of Lawrence, Mass., and a 25 horsepower verti-
cal tubular boiler, of E. Hodge & Co., of E. Boston, Mass.
The wisdom of this action was demonstrated later in
the season, as the rain fall proved to be considerably
less than normal. The engine was set in position upon
its arrival. We were delayed somewhat on the boiler
and smoke stack, b}- reason of the inabilitj' of the mak-
ers to obtain the plates necessary for its construction
from the manufacturers. Upon the arrival of the boiler
it was placed in position and the outfit was enclosed
with a substantial brick building with a slate roof. The
coal shed was moved to a convenient place adjoining the
new station. The results from this new station have
I JO
been very satisfactory. A slight change will be required
in the conduit line, however, to use the pump to its
maximum capacity. By the order of your Board, three
new hydrants were purchased and set in position under
the direction of the Chief Engineer of the Fire Depart-
ment, as follows: one on Third street, near Freeman
block, one on Franklin square, opposite Tash building,
and one on Young street, at Water street. These hy-
drants are an important addition to our present system
and have long been needed to make it complete.
Total number of hydrants now in use, 176.
There have been 13 leaks on distribution piping, date












Aug. 25 1 16
Sept. 18 1 4
Belknap St., opp. Mathes' block Pipe broken.
Payne St., opp. Halloran estate Joint.
Payne St., at Williams
Park St., at shoe factory "
Purinton's Lane, opp. Biddle's store Broken pipe.
Fourth St., at Chestnut iJoint.
Sixth, near Chestnut
Central Ave., near Chestnut
Sonnet St., at Hanson




Angle St., at Central Ave
Central Ave., at Masonic Building.
Nov. 27 16 jCentral Ave., near Hough St.
One newgatebox was set at foot of Ascension avenue,
at Electric R. R., to replace one being broken by
snow plow.
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One new 6 inch gate was set on Masonic Building ele-
vator service to replace one with broken spindle.
There have been twent3'-two services put in during the
3'ear. Used for that purpose, 1,057 f^^t, 2 inches, of one
inch cement lined pipe.
Service pipe laid to date, 86,704 feet, to inches, or 16
miles, 2,224 feet, 10 inches.
Number of services made to date, 1,793.
4,562 feet of one inch pipe was cement lined during the
3ear.
Repairs were made on nine services, location, date and
cause, as follows:

















Waldron Street Pu'n's I'e line
New York Street 63
Payne Street 9"
Central Avenue 1,122









The following services have been discontinued:
Location. Register No.
David W. Herrett, 404
Portland street, 405
Metered through No. 409.
On December 30, 1899, there were in use 436 water




























The following is a correct statement of cash received
at the office of the Superintendent from January i, 1899,
to December 30, 1899.
Received water rates due July i, 1892 $6 00
Jan. I, 1893 7 89
• July I, 1893 6 00
Jan. I, 1894 861
July I, 1894 14 20
Jan. I, 1895 36 65
July I, 1895 71 03
Jan. I, 1896 105 80
July I, 1896 123 79
Jan. I, 1897 385 28
July 1, 1897 246 31
Jan. I, 1898 1,148 61
July I, 1898 1,200 29
Jan. 1,1899 12,12391
July I, 1899 8,691 41
Jan. I, 1900 2,39669
Meters 433 33
Repairing meters 26 76
Stock and Labor 253 53
Service rates i97 21
$27,483 30
Balance, December 30, 1898 72 90
$27,556 20
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Paid Cit}' Treasurer in 1899 $27,410 00
Balance, December 30, 1899 146 20
527,556 20
The following statement shows the amount of cash re-
ceived at the office of the Superintendent from January
I, 1889, to December 30, 1899:


















1893 .• 26,200 00






Balance, December 30, 1899 146 20
$301,708 68
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The following is the amount of rain-fall for the year as















In concluding this report for the year 1899, I take
leave to express my appreciation of the many kindnesses
received at 3"our hands, your hearty support in the per-





Dover, N. H., Dec. 30, 1899.
APPENDIX C.
MONTHLY RECORD OF PUMPING SERVICE.
















































































286,465,405 785,600 972,604 2,801 358
Dover, N. H., January 8, igoo.
To THE City Councils of the City of Dover:
B}^ vote of the School Committee of the city of
Dover, I have the honor to communicate to 5'ou the an-
nual report of said Committee to the city, adopted Jan.
8, 1900, as prescribed by vSection 12, of Chapter 92, of
the Public Statutes of the State of New Hampshire, of
which report the reports of the Superintendent of
Schools, the Committee on Finance and Claims, the
Music Teacher, and the Truant Ofhcer, also herewith








FOR THE YEA.R i8qq.
MEMBERS.
Ward I. Term expires.
William T. Wentworth Jan. 1901
Otis E. Moiilton Jan. 1900
Ward 2.
George G. Welch Jan. igoi
Alfred G. Clark * Jan. 1900
Ward 3.
Charles A. Fairbanks Jan. 1901
John Scales Jan. 1900
Ward 4.
Charles H. Foss Jan. 1901
Benjamin F. Nealley Jan. 1900
Ward 5.
James D. Hughes Jan. 1901
Patrick W. Murphy Jan. 1900
CHOSEN BY THE CITY COUNCILS.
George J. Foster, Ward i Jan. 1901
James H. Southwick, Ward 2 Jan. 1900
George E. Buzzell, Ward 3 Jan. 1901
George E. Hall, Ward 4 Jan. 1900
Andrew Killoren, Ward 5 Jan. 1901
Annual meeting—The second Wednesday in January,
at 1 1 o'clock, A. M.
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Stated Meetings—The vSecoud Thursda}- in each









Qualifications of Teaches^ Fairbanks (ex-officio),
Foster, Foss, Scales, Moulton, Buzzell.
Finance and Claims—Foster, Southwick, Foss, Buz-
zell. Neallej-.
Health—Murphy, Clark, Hall, Moulton, Welch.
Text-books—Hall, Southwick, Fairbanks, Welch,
Hughes.
Music and Drawing—Moulton, Foster, Southwick,
Nealle3^ Hughes.
High School—Fairbanks (ex-officio). Scales, Moul-
ton, Hall, Welch, Killoren.
Grammar Schools—Foss, Foster, Buzzell, Nealley,
Wentworth.
Primary Schools—Scales, Murphy, Clark, Wentworth,
Foss.
Ungraded Schools—Buzzell, Murphy, Nealley, Went-
worth, Hughes.








Residence, Lafayette House, Hale Street;
Office, City Building.
Office Hours, during term time: 8 to 8.30 a. m., ir.45
A. M. to 12.30 p. M., on school days; 7.30 to 8.30 p. m.,
Mondays and Fridays; 8 to 10 A. m., Saturdays.
Treasurer,
W. K. Chadwick;
Residence, 269 Washington Street;
Office, City Building.
Office Hours: 9 a. m. to 12 m., 2 to 4 p. m.
Truant Officer,
Vai^more H. Caverly;
Residence, 25 St. Thomas Street;
Office, City Building.




Committee on Finance and Claims.
To THE School Committee:
The Committee on Finance and Claims makes the fol-
lowing report as to receipts and expenditures of the
Board during the year 1899.
The resources of the Committee, apart from the special
appropriation for evening school, text-books, and clean-
ing school houses, were as follows:
RESOURCES.
Balance from 1898 $486 83
Appropriation by law^ 21,205 00
Appropriation in addition 5.645 00
Tuition from non-resident pupils 750 86
From dog licenses 857 75




Balance to new account 685 59
$29,914 44




Care of rooms $1,448 84
Books, printing and stationery 277 37
Miscellaneous 189 96




Balance from 1898 $ 58
Appropriation for 1899 i ,600 00
Sale of books 19 00
From Evening school appropriation for sup-
plies 4 47
$1,62405
Expended, 1899 1,607 68
Surplus $16 37
EVENING SCHOOL.
Balance from 1898 $3 5
1
Appropriation for 1899 350 00
$353 51
Expended, 1899 243 10
Surplus $1 ID 41
CLEANING SCHOOL HOUSES.










General appropriation $685 59
Text-books 1637
Cleaning school houses 39 61
Evening school 1 10 41







Committee on Finance and Claims."
Dover, N. H.. December 30, 1899.
REPORT OF AUDITORS.
We, the undersigned, have examined the books, pa-
pers, and accounts of W. K. Chadwick, Treasurer of
the School Committee, and find them correctly kept,
rightly cast and vouched for, and that the sum of eight
hundred fifty-one and 98-100 dollars remains in the
hands of the Treasurer, which we find to be on deposit
in the Strafford National Bank.
We have also examined the receipted bills in the
hands of the Secretary, and find tlKm to be properlj-
cast, approved bj' the Committee on Finance and Claims,
receipted in full, and to correspond with the orders on








To THE School Committee of the vSchool Disttjict
OF the City of Dover:
Gentlemen:— I have the honor tosubmitto you my sec-
ond annual report, it being the twenty-first in the series
of annual reports of the department of superintendenc}-.
vStatistics concerning enrollment of pupils, attendance,
etc., are based on the school year, from August i, i8g8,
to August I, 1S99; financial statistics are based on the
fiscal vear.
STATISTICS.
NUMBER OF PUPILS ENROLLED DURING THE YEAR ENDING JUNE,
1899, EXCLUDING DUPLICATE ENROLLMENTS.
^
1 86
Enumeration of children between five




Population of city b}- census of 1890 12,779
Assessed valuation, April, 1899 $8,504,266.00
Rate of taxation for all school expenses
3.4 mills on $1.00.
Total expenditure by School Committee for
day schools, exclusive of text-books, sup-
plies, and cleaning schoolhouses $29,228.85
Cost per pupil of total enrollment i7-i9
Cost per pupil of average enrollment 19-72
Cost per pupil of total enrollment for text-
books and supplies .95
Cost per pupil of average enrollment for
text-books and supplies 1.09
Number of pupils under six j'^ears of age. . 167
Over sixteen iii







Average enrollment, per cent, in each
grade:





Average enrollment, compared with total

















Primary schools 75 -o
Ungraded schools 72.3
Average for all schools 85.7
Average attendance for the year compared





Average per cent, for the city 91.5













Aggregate membership of the several
classes of the graded schools, Dec. 15, 1899:
Primary schools:




















Average attendance during the term end-







































Number of male teachers 5
Number of female teachers 37
Number of teachers who have attended a
normal school 7
Number of teachers who have attended a
city training school 8
Number graduated from college 9
Number of schoolhouses 19
Number occupied at close of year 13
Average number of square feet of black-
board to each room:




Average for city 250
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Number of schools whose average atten-
dance has been not more than twelve pu-
pils, nor less than six i
192
•XpjBX -10 ^nasqv loul ^











































COST OF THE SCHOOLS.




Commercial arithmetic, book-keeping, and ancient
history are electives.
Drawing is required of all pupils during their first
y-ear; of all second-year pupils except those taking
Greek and Latin; and of all third-5'ear and fourth-year
pupils preparing for scientific schools, art schools, or
normal schools.
By reference to the revised course of study (Appendix
I) it will be seen that our high school now offers seven
courses, instead of three under the old plan. They are
the Classical, Literary, Scientific, Latin-Scientific, Mod-
ern Language, English, and German-English courses.
Any other study' may, upon advice, be taken as an extra
when not conflicting with regular studies. It seems to
me that we have supplied the needs of all students ex-
cept those who ma}' wish to take a commercial course.
Pecuniary reasons alone forbade the addition of a strict-
1}' commercial course. In my report of last year, I rec-
ommended at some length the introduction of- such a
course, and I still hope the time is near when our high
school can offer a sound course in business. I feel sure
that a large number of young men and women are read)-
and waiting for it.
Pupils.—-The September registration showed forty-two
percent, boys, and fifty-eight per cent, girls, agains tthir-
ty-nine per cent, boys and sixty-one per cent, girls in
September, 1898.











Boys. Girls. Total Boys.
1890 48 84 132 36
189I 49 79 128 38
1892 50 89 139 36
1893 52 104 156 33
1894 66 103 169 39
1895 67 106 173 39
1896 '. 76 98 174 43
1897 74 93 167 44
1898 72 114 186 39
1899 69 96 165 42
Number of graduates of the high school during the
last ten years:
Per cent.
Boys. Girls. Total. Boys.
1890 5 15 20 25
1891 5 17 22 23
1892 5 21 26 19
1 893 8 12 20 40
1894 9 10 19 47
1895 6 19 25 24
1896 6 28 34 18
1897 3 25 "28 II
1898 19 8 27 70
1899 II 20 31 35
The number of pupils of the high school attending to
the various branches of study during the year ending



























[For course of study in the high school see Appen-
dix I.]
The graduating exercises of the high school were
held at the City Opera House, at half-past two o'clock,
Thursda}^ afternoon, June 22, 1899. Through the cour-
tesy of Mr. Charles H. Fish, the entire school was seat-
ed upon the tiered seats which had been specially built
for the festival of the Dover Choral Society. B5' this
arrangement the singing was heard at its best. Fol-
lowing is the programme:
Motto—"To be and not to seem."
1. March—Onward, Geibcl.
School Chorus.
2. Gavotte—Water Lilies, Karl Linders.
By the Class.
3. A.DDRESS TO THE GRADUATES,
Pres. Elmer H. Capen, Tufts College.
6.
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Piano Solo—Valse, Opus 34,
Annie T. Vallily.
Presentation of Diplomas,
Hon. Charles A. Fairbanks,
Chairman of School Committee.
Chorus—Estudiantina,
By the Class.







































Upon the resignation of Mr. James D. Montgomery,
principal of the Sawyer school, Mr. Edgar D. Cass was
transferred from the Belknap to the Sawyer, and Mr.
George E. Foss of Pittsfield was elected to the principal-
ship of the Belknap.
The September (1899) registration was 487, or an
average of fortv-four to each teacher. The smallest class
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contained thirty-six; the largest, fifty-three; and only
two, less than forty.
The graduating exercises of the grammar schools
were held at the City Opera House at half-past two
Friday afternoon, June i6, 1899, with the following
programme:
1. Grand March—Tannhauser,
2. Chorus—Star of Freedom, from "Lucia
B}' the Grammar vSchools.
3. Trio and Chorus—Rustic Dance,
By the Graduates.
4. Address to the Graduates,
Mr. Alfred vS. Hayes, Boston.
( a. Duet, Greeting,
^' \b. Trio, Ring On, Ye Bells,
B3' Girls of Graduating Classes.
6 Presentation of Diplomas.
Supt. Frank H. Pease.
7. Trio—Lift Thine F^yes, from "Elijah,"
Mendelssohn
Nine Girls of the Graduating Classes.
5. Waltz vSong, Wekerlin
By the Graduates.






















Charles Henrj^ Ducharme, Louisa Columbia lovine,
Fred Wentworth Dutton, Eugene Francis Johnson,
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Kied Torry Lunt, Harold Hanson Snow,
Alice Elizabeth Moulton, Maude Evelyn Southwick,
John Blake Nute, Bernice Frances Spencer,
Pauline Olivia Otis, Grace May Stirling,
John Caleb Page, Lilian Cora Stirling,
Eva Odelle Remick, Arthur Carrol Strout,
Alice Lavinia Rollins, William Oliver Thompson,
Alice Mary Seavey, William Walter Woodman.
GKADUATES—BELKNAP SCHOOL.
Katharine Davis Anderton, Bessie May Jorde,
Burt Bassette, Maurice Francis Kivel,
Winifred Parry Bradbur>', Leroy Howard Lindsey,
Philip Carter Brown, Ella May Marshall,
Raymond Goold Brown, Lura Mathes,
Grace Catherine Brovvnell, Mabel Helen Mehaffey,
John Wentworth Cole, Christine Clark Mclntyre,
Minna Gertrude Colbath, Jacob Melnick,
Martha Connell, Harry Elmer Merrill,
Mary Ida Demeritt, Margery Blanche Milton,
Harry Denning, Arthur Philip Morley,
Clarence Francis Gage, Maude Lilla Nason,
Fidith Catherine Gerrish, Blanche Marion Rooney,
Wilbur FCli Greenwood, Delphise Joseph Rousseaux,
Philip Lee Hall, Bertha Williams Shepard,
Abbie Isabel Hanson, John Hill vSimpson.
Frank Alexander Har^'ey, Ira Chester Spinney,
Harry Leon Hussey, Fred Anley Swallow,
Henry Harrison Irwin, Charles Henry Towle,
Chester Edwin Jenkins, F'red Merton Trickey,
Edna lone Jenkinson, George Gregg Welch,
Arthur Rothwell Jones, Marguerite Louise Williams
Sarah Jane Wright.
Of the seventy-eight grammar school graduates, about
seventy per cent, entered -the high school in vSeptem-
ber, seventy-four percent, from the vSawyer and sixty-six
per cent, from the Belknap.
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thp: pkimary schools.
Believing" that the most important work of the child
iluring his first three or four \-ears in school is reading,
the teachers have been trying to teach this subject in the
best manner possiljle. While the results have been
gratifying, I think that several of the teachers are not
yet satisfied that they are getting as good results as
their expenditure of time and energ}- should warrant.
It is a most diflficult thing to teach certain children to
read intelligently. From the expressed opinions of
man>- first-year and second-} ear teachers, I think arith-
metic should be dropped from the first ^-ear's woi k
in order that the child may give more of his time to
reading. The work in penmanship, written language,
and vocal music, during the past 3'ear, has been espe-
cially good.
THK EVENING SCHOOL.
The evening school is doing invaluable work in ed-
' ucating certain residents of foreign birth. The attend-
ance this fall (1859) is nuich better than it was a year
ago. The teachers have been patient and enthusiastic,
and the pupils have been faithful in their attempt to get
all they could from the school. The report of the prin-
cipal may be found in Appendix L-
Following is a table of membership and attendance
for the term from Nov. 7, 1898, to Feb. 23, 1899, and for




Average attendance. . .
Average absence
Average membership.,




The average enrollment as recorded in the school reg-




















Average attendance in the public schools as given in
printed reports for the twenty-nine years since the for-









































With the exception of the high school building, re-
pairs are most needed at the Peirce. I renew my rec-
ommendation of last year that new furnaces and modern
ventilating apparatus be placed in this schoolhouse.
The furnaces have passed their usefulness, and the ven-
tilation is poor. During the past )'ear, two rooms in
this building were supplied with new furniture, new lin-
ings and grates were put into the furnaces in the Bel-
knap, a new floor was laid in Room 3 in the Hale, and
efficient work was done in stopping leaks around the
flag-poles on nearly every schoolhouse in the city.
Although new furnaces were placed in the vSherman,and
the basements remodeled, during the summer of 1897, the
ventilation in this building is poorer than that in an}' oth-
2o6
«
er schoolliouse in the cit}'. Common care for the health
of teachers and pupils demands that the condition of
the boys' basement be improved. The furnace in the Saw-
yer school ought to be overhauled during the summer
vacation. One room in the Hale, and at least two in
the Belknap need new furniture and new floors.
The teachers are to be commended for their vigilance
in preserving school property. Only daily watchful-
ness on their part will prevent certain careless and
thoughtless pupils from cutting desks or writing upon
painted walls.
I take this opportunity to thank the members of the
Committee on Repairs of vSchoolhouses for their patient
consideration of mj' many recommendations.
CHANGES IN TEACHERS.
High School— Prin. Alfred C. Fa5'e, having been re-
elected at the close of the school year, resigned June 15,
to accept the principalship of the high school in
Framingham, Mass., and Prin. Arthur T. Smith of
the Nute high school, Milton, was elected to fill the
vacancy. Mr. Smith declined the election, and Mr.
William J. Rushmore of Cambridge, Mass., was elected
July 17. Miss Ada M. Thompson, after a service of
thirteen years in the high school as teacher of French,
German, and literature, having accepted a similar posi-
tion in the Chelsea (Mass.) high school was not a can-
didate for reelection, and Miss Kathrina W. Sanborn of
Boston, was elected to succeed her. Miss Sarah L,.
Dawes, also declining a reelection. Miss Hannah E.
Rollins of Rollinsford was elected to fill the vacancy.
The new teachers are graduates of Harvard, Radcliffe,
and Wellesley, respectively.
Grammar Schools—Mr. James D. Montgomery, princi-
pal of the Saw3'er school, resigned April 27, to accept a
similar position in Lynn, Mass., and Prin. Edgar
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D. Cass of the Belknap school was transferred to the
vSawyer, on the same date. May 4, Mr. George E. Foss,
of Pittsfield, a graduate of Dartmouth in the class of '97,
was elected principal of the Belknap.
Primary and U)io;radcd Schools—Miss Ina J. vSanders
of the Fourth class, Sherman Primary, declined reelec-
tion, and Miss Alice E. Murphy of the Upper Neck
school was elected to fill the vacancy. Miss Grace E.
Wink ley of this city was elected to succeed Miss Mur-
phy.
Music—Aug. 23, 1899, Mr. Burton T. Scales, teacher
of music, resigned to accept a similar position in the
Pe.nn Charter school in Philadelphia, and Mr. Arthur
E. French of Swanipscott, Mass., was elected to succeed
h i m
.
Thus, between the last of April and the third week of
August, or three and one-half months, we lost six teach-
ers, three by resignation, and three by declining reelec-
tion. At least four of these teachers left the service of
this city to accept more remunerative positions and pro-
fessional advancement In connection with a considera-
tion of the reciprocal rights and duties of school boards
and teachers in the matter of resignation, the following
resolutions, adopted by the N. E. Association of vSuper-
intendents, will be of interest:
—
"It is our judgment
1. That no attempt should be made by Superintend-
ents or those in charge of school affairs to induce teach-
ers to leave their positions inimediatelj- before the
beginning of the fall term or during the first and last
month of the school year.
2. That no attempt should be made to induce teach-
ers to leave their positions except after notice of four
weeks.
x. That no teacher should be considered an available
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candidate for a new position until he shall have served
at least one year at his present position, unless he has
made it a condition that he may leave at an}^ time after
proper notice.
4. That teachers should be mindful of the interests
of the schools in which they teach and be unwilling to
leave they positions unless released b}' those who have
employed them.
5. That teachers should be unwilling to leave posi-
tions wherein they have not served at least one 3'ear,
unless they have made it a condition of acceptance that
thej^ may leave at any time after proper notice.
6. That it is the duty of school authorities, after no-
tice of four weeks, to release teachers who can material-
ly better themselves, unless there are unusual circum-
stances making such a change exceptionally injurious
to the schools. '
7. That we deprecate any contract with teachers
w^hich is made mainly for the benefit of district, town or
city, whereby school authorities seek to obligate teachers
to a greater extent than they obligate themselves.
PREvSENTATION OF PORTRAITS.
March 9, Mr. John T. Cresse}-, in behalf of the famil}-,
presented to the vSchool Committee a portrait of his
father, the late Thaddeus P. Cressey, Chairman of the
Board from July, 18S7, to January, 1892. At the stated
meeting in May, Mr. John T. Welch presented to the
Board a portrait of his father, the late Joseph Williams
Welch.
Both of these gentlemen were long identified with the
education of the j-outh of this city. Mr. Welch was a
member of the board for nearly a quarter of a century,
and, during that time, gave much of his time and ener-
g}- to the improvement of the public schools. The
Welch schoolhouse was named in his honor.
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By order of the Board these portraits were hung in the
Committee Room, and a vote of thanks was extended to
the donors.
VERTICAL HANDWRITING.
Vertical penmanship is being taught in all grades
below the high school. The change from the slant
writing to the vertical w^as made in the fall of 1896 in
the first two years of the primary schools. It has proved
a wise one. I,egible handwriting is almost as essen-
tial to a pupil's early advancement as abilit}' to read."
By common consent, that system of handwriting is
the best that is most legible, and can be most rapidly
and easil}^ written. Everyone agrees that the vertical
is more legible than the slant, and more easily written:
w^hether it can be written as rapidly, I think, is still a
debatable question among teachers. It can be more
easil}^ written because it admits an upright position of
the pupil at the desk, and allows the arm and hand to
take a natural and easy position.
An examination of the written work of the pupils in
our schools five years ago, and that of present pupils
would convince the most skeptical that great improve-
ment has been made. Although we speak of vertical
penmanship as a new system, Edgar Allan Poe wrote
a beautiful vertical hand a half century ago. He claimed
that it attracted the attention of those who read manu-
script for the magazines.
SRWING.
I believe that sewing should be introduced into our
schools as soon as possible. It is alread}^ a part of the
regular school work in many cities and large towns,
and Dover cannot afford to do without it longer. Its
value in the practical education of girls needs no proof.
It would teach them to think and observe, to use their
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hands skilfully, and to know the value of efficient work.
It would train them in habits of neatness, exactness, pa-
tience, and self-control, habits that are useful to them
in every walk of life.
I have talked with the mothers of many girls upon the
subject of sewing and they are practically unanimous
in the opinon that their domestic duties are so exacting
that they have little time to teach their girls to sew.
Believing thoroughly in the value of sewing in our
public school system, I respectful 1}^ recommend that
it be introduced into the fourth or fifth year of school
(or both) at the beginning of next fall term, and
that in making its estimates for the year 1900, the Com-
mittee on Finance and Claims consider the increased
expense that would be incurred b)^ its introduction. In
my opinion, no other subject could be added to the
course of study in the primary and grammar schools
that would bring a larger return.
MUSIC AND DRAWING.
Vocal music is one of the most valuable studies in the
public schools to develop habits of attention. To read
'
music demands the pupil's closest attention to time and
tune. Given a new exercise, he is confronted by cleff,
measure, bar, meter signature, a half-dozen kinds of
notes, flats, sharps, and naturals, rests, ties, etc. From
this arrangement of musical terms, he must be led b}^
the skilful teacher to produce a tune. To do this the
e\^e must act wnth marvelous rapidity, the ear must de-
tect nice shades in tone, and the voice must give expres-
sion to the thought of the composer.
I cannot speak in too high terms of the work in music
in our schools during the past year. Those who heard
the pupils of the high and grammar schools sing at the
May festival of the Dover Choral society, will bear me
out in the statement that it was a most efficient and de-
lightful performance. But we must judge of our real
progress in music, as in other branches, not by public
exhibitions, but rather by the daily work.
Third-year and fourth-year pupils are able to explain
meter signatures, and to sing two-part exercises at
sight with few errors. Our pupils sing well because
they like to sing.
During the past year there has been a decided im-
provement in drawing, especially in the lower grades.
In the high school drawing is required of all pupils
during the first year; of all second-year pupils except
those taking Greek and I^atin; and of all third-year and
fourth-year pupils preparing for scientific schools, art
schools, or normal schools.
The introduction of water colors in all classes above
the third year has created much interest, and the at-
tempts of the little ones to reproduce domestic animals
and common flowers are both instructive and amusing.
A more specific account of the work in drawing maj^ be
found in the report of the special teacher. Appendix J.
THE HOME AND THE SCHOOL.
It would, perhaps, be axiomatic to sa}- that, without
the heart}- cooperation of the home, the public schools
fail to do the best work which they are capable of doing.
About seventeen hundred pupils in our public schools
serve as a medium of communication between the school
and the home. Brimming over as they are with news of
the teacher, their school work, and their playmates, it is
only natural that they should report this news at the fire-
side. Sometimes, how^ever,these reportssubject the teach-
er to much unfair criticism chiefly because certain parents
listen to unverified reports, and do nothing to acquaint
themselves with the facts in the case. Almost any par-
ent or teacher knows, or ought to know, that many
children, even when intending to be absolutely truthful,
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are not capable of representing an occurrence in an im-
partial manner. I see no reason why they shoulrl be
able to do so, since many adults can do no better.
A lack of acquaintance with the teacher's motives has
made many a mother dissatisfied with the school -work
of her children, and needlessly unfair in her attitude to-
wards the teacher. No worse influence upon a child's
behavior in school can be exerted than for the parent to
take his part in misunderstandings with his teacher,
until such disagreements have been thoroughly investi-
gated and the teacher shown to be in the wrong. And
even then I believe the discipline of the school would be
best promoted if the parent should support the teacher.
I am inclined to think that, in their desire to make their
teaching successful, teachers are liable to fall into the
error of thinking that the child was created chiefly for
the school, instead of the school for the child. Such an
attitude on the part of an enthusiastic, progressive teach-
er, can be easily explained. Ambitious to make the
work of her pupils as good as possible, she is exacting
in her requirements, and on this ver}^ account should be
careful not to intrude upon the rights of the home.
Both the home and the school have rights w^hich carry
with them corresponding duties.
The home has the right to ask the City Councils to
provide schoolhouses that are lighted, heated, and ven-
tilated according to approved methods. It has a right
to ask the School Committee to supply well selected
text-books and apparatus, and skilful teachers. It'may
reasonably expect these teachers to be patient with the
shortcomings of the child and to encourage him in his
failures.
The school on the other hand has the right to expect
the child to be regular in his attendance, to be punctual,
to give both prompt and cheerful obedience to its regu-
lations, and to try to do the work assigned. And,
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since the laws of the state put the teacher "in the place of
the parent" during the child's attendance on school, the
school has the right to expect the ready and hearty co-
operation of parents in all its work. I believe that such
cooperation, on the part of parents, may be best secured
1. By requiring pupils to do the home work assigned
by the teacher.
2. B}' visiting the schools, and becoming acquainted
with the teacher and her work.
3. By never criticising the teacher to her disadvan-
tage in the presence of her pupils.
4. By supporting the teacher in all her requirements.
If such requirements are plainly unreasonable, and the
teacher, after a personal interview, will not modify
them, the parent should appeal to the Superintendent
of Schools, the authorized agent of the vSchool Commit-
tee.
The teacher, on her part, should interview the parent
upon the work of the child, his behavior in school, his
irregularit)^ in attendance, and his welfare in general.
The mere fact that the teacher is sufficiently interest-
ed'in a pupil to call at the home has made many a
mother friendly to the teacher.
I believe that a large majority of parents intend to be
just in their attitude towards the public schools. I also
believe that every teacher in this city tries to be just in
her dealings with her pupils. Yet, I think a better feel-
ing between the home and the school could be brought
about. To this end I recommend that the teachers in
each building hold a mothers' meeting once a term, at
which the teachers shall be the hostesses; and that the
School Committee or the citizens tender an annual re-
ception (say in October) to the teachers.
Such meetings could not fail to prove an invaluable
aid to better discipline and more thorough work in the
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school, and to bring the home and the school into closer
and more sympathetic touch.
CONCLUSION.
When I was first elected to the superitendency, a
little more than a 5^ear ago, I found the schools in an
excellent condition, a corps of intelligent and faithful
teachers, a creditable disciplinary tone among the pupils,
and, in general, cordial relations between the public and
the schools. It has been my purpose, with the assist-
ance of your Board and the teachers, not merely to keep
the schools up to their previous high standard, but to
make them even better and stronger. If any gain has
been made, it should be credited largely to the teachers
themselves. I must leave the public to judge in what
measure we have succeeded. My relations with parents,
teachers, and pupils, have been agreeable and pleasant.
Permit me, gentlemen, in concluding this report, to
thank you for your sound counsel, your courtesy, and




Dover, N. H., December 30, 1899.
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a. m. Hale, 8.30 109.55; Welch, 10.15




-a. m. Sawyer Primary, 8.30 to 9.55;
Peirce, 10.15 to 11.30. P. M. Sawyer Grammar, 1.45 to
3-45-
Friday—A. M. High School, 8.30 to 9.15; Sherman,
9.30 to 11.30. p. M. Varne5^ 2.00 to 3.45.
WINTER TERM.
Wednesday a. m. Hale, 8.45 to 10.15; Welch, 10.30
to 10.50; Pine Hill, 11. 15 to 11.45. p. m. Belknap, 1.45
to 3-45
Thursday—A. m. Sawyer Primary, 8.45 to 10. 10; Peirce,
10.30 to 11.45. P. m. Sawyer Grammar, 1.45 to 3.45.
Friday—A M. High, 8. 30 to 9.15; Sherman, 9.30 to
11.30. p. m. Garrison Hill, 1.15 to 1.45; Yarne}-, 2.15 to
3-45-
SPRING TERM.
Wednesday a.m. Hale, 8.30 to 9.55; Welch, 10.15
to 10.35; Pine Hill, 11.00 to 11.30. p. m. Belknap, 2.00
to 4.00.
Thursday—A. M. Sawyer Primary, 8.30 to 9.55;





a.m. High, 8.30109.15; Sherman, 9.30 to






a, m. Belknap, 8.30 to 11.30. p. m. Pine
Hill, 1.45 to 2.45; Welch and Sherman, 3.00 to 3.45,
alternately.
Tuesday—A. M. Sawyer Grammar, 8.30 to 11.30.
p. M. Sherman Grammar, 1.45 to 3.45.




a.m. Varney, 8.30 to 11.30. p. M.Hale,
1.45 to 3.45, Sept. 7, 21; Oct. 5, 19; Nov. 2, 16, 30; Dec.
14; Jan. 11,25; Feb. 8, 22; March 8, 22; April 5, 19;
May 3, 17; June 14.
Thursday—A. M. Sawyer Primary, 8.30 to 11.00;
Garrison Hill, 11. 15 to 12.00. p. m. Peirce, 1.45 to 3.45,
Sept. 14, 28; Oct. 12, 26; Nov. 9, 23; Dec. 7; Jan. 4, 18;




The following resolutions were adopted March ii,
1892:
Resolved—That the "no school" signal, viz.: 2-2, 2-2,
2-2, 2-2, struck at 7.40 o'clock, a. m., shall be consider-
ed as a notification that no forenoon session will be
held in any of the graded schools; when struck at 7.55,
the signal shall apply to the Grammar and Primary
schools only. The signal for no afternoon session shall
be struck at 11. 15, A. m., or 1.05, P. m.
Resolved—That the superintendent be hereby direct-
ed to instruct the teachers and pupils properly and
thoroughly in regard to the foregoing resolution.








List of pupils not absent or tardy during the year end-
ing June, i8gg:
HIGH SCHOOL.
Fred W. Bennett, Fred S. Caverly, Henry M. HalL
Julia M. Ham, Warren C. Hayes, Grace W. Hooper,
Harold Lothrop, Margretta Ramsey, Charlotte M. Shep-
ard, Ina E. Smith, Morris A. vStewart, Eleanor F.
Toolin.
vSAWYER GRAMMAR.
First class—Faye A. Dame, Mabelle C. Dame, Ber-
nice F. Spencer.
Second class—Henry D. Freeman, Mary E. Jenness,
Leroy Thomas.
Fourth class—Morrill Hough, Harold D. lovine,
David R. Walker, Hattie L- Nichols.
BELKNAP GRAMMAR
First class—Maurice F. Kivel.
Second class—Ralph H. Hayes, Helen M. Blaisdell,
Grace F. Card, Katharine P. Hayes.
Third class—Leroy J. Courser, Harold A. Rutter.
Fourth class—Arnold L. Bradbur}-, Lizzie Maud Mun-
roe, Grace May Perkins, Joshua C. Hammond.
SHERMAN GRAMMAR.
Second class—^Albert J. Clarke, Gertrud e E. Foj-e,
Alma A. Harris, James McDonald.
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Third class—Carl F. Fo3'e, Thomas E. Sawyer, Wal-
ter S. Wallingford.
Fourth class—Mary C. Harrigan, Ernest V. Hubbard.
PINE HILL GRAMMAR.
Charles W. Cartland, William H. Connell, Thomas
H. Cox.
SAWYER PRIMARY.
First class—^William H. Galligan, Ernest E. Neal,
Joseph Beaudette, Tillie A. Milner, Persis M. Willand.
Second class—Lawrence Hull, Frank H. Nutter,
Clarence Spencer.
Third Class—Esther M. Goggin, Marion H. Tibbetts.
Fourth class—Mabel C. Spencer, Florienne Maurice.
PEIRCE PRIMARY.
First class—Henr}^ N. Goodwin, Henry Marden, F.
Rose Chevalt.
Second class—Harold E. Batley, John M. McDonald,
James B. Pettingill.
Third class—Ozwin D. Hubbard, William Murphy,
Mabel H. Hartford.
VARNEY PRIMARY.
First class—Benajah Eeary, Frank A. vSwallow, Isa-
bel C. Hayes.
Second class—Earle H. Whitehouse, Delia M. Gray,
Grace J. Hill,
Third clas.s— Leroy F. Cater, Winfield G. French,
Harold G. Stone.
HALE PRIMARY.
First class—Henry J. Rousseau.
Second class—G. Edward Buckley, J. Henry Card,
Herbert L. Carregher, Arthur S. Ellis, Roscoe H. Simp-
son, Fred G. Tinker, Winnifred W. Spurling.
Third class—Gertrude W. Tinker.
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SHERMAN PRIMARY.
Fourth class—Ralph H. Cole.
WEI-CH PRIMARY.
Third class—Frederick F. Carregher.
UNGRADED.
Garrison Hill—Ralph E. Blaisdell, Ray M. Blaisdell.




ORGANIZATION OF THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE,
1900.
MEMBERS:
Ward I. Term expires.
Otis E. Moulton Jan. 1902
William T. Weiitworth Jan. 1901
Ward 2.
Alfred G. Clark Jan. 1902
George G. Welch Jan. 1901
Ward 3.
John Scales Jan. 1902
Charles A. Fairbanks Jan. 1901
Ward 4.
Benjamin F. Nealley Jan. 1902
Charles H. Foss Jan. 1901
Ward 5.
Patrick W. Murphy Jan. 1902
James D. Hughes Jan. 1901
CHOSEN BV THE CITY COUNCILS.
George J. Foster, Ward i Jan. 1901
James H. vSouthwick, Ward 2 Jan. 1902
George E. Buzzell, Ward 3 Jan. 1901
George E. Hall, Ward 4 Jan. 1902
Andrew Killoren, Ward 5 Jan. 1901
Annual meeting—The second Wednesday in January,
at 1 1 o'clock, A. M.
Stated meetings—The second Thursday in each month,










Qualification.s of Teachers— Hall, (ex-officio), Foster,
F'airbanks, Scales, INIoulton, Buzzell.
F'inance and Claims—Foster, Nealley, Foss, Buzzell,
.South wick.
Text-books—Nealley, vSouthwick, Fairbanks, Welch,
Hall.
Music and Drawing—Moulton, F'oster, Southwick,
Nealley, Hughes.
Health—Murphy, Clark, Fairbanks, Moulton, Welch.
High School— Hall, (ex-officio), Moulton, Fairbanks,
vScales, Welch, Killoren.
Grammar Schools— Foss, Fairbanks, F'oster, Buzzell,
Wentworth.
Primar^^Schools—vScales, Wentworth, Murphy, Clark,
Foss.
Ungraded Schools—Buzzell, Murphy, Wentworth,
Nealley, Hughes.
Evening School—Southwick, Hughes, Clark, Foss,
Killoren.
Truancy—Clark, Scales, Murphy.





Residence, lyafayette House, Hale Street;
Office, City Building.
Office Hours: 8 to 8.30 A. M., 11.45 A. M. to 12.30 p.
M., on school days; 7.30 to 8.30 p. m., Mondays and
Fridays; 8 to 10 A. M., Saturdays.
Treasurer,
William K. Chadwick;
Residence, 269 Washington Street;
Office, City Building.
Office Hours: 9 A. m. to 12 m., 2 to 4 p. m.
Truant Officer,
Valmore H. Caverly;
Residence, 25 St. Thomas Street;
Office, City Building.
Office Hours: 8 to 9 a. m., and 11.30 a. m. to 12 m.
on school daj^s.
APPENDIX E.
CALENDAR ADOPTED JUNE, 1899, FOR THE
YEAR 1899-1900.
Schools all open September 4, 1899, for 15 weeks to
December 15, 1899.
Vacation two weeks.
All open Januarj^ i, 1900. High and Grammar, 13
weeks to March 30, 1900. Other schools, twelve weeks
to March 23, 1900.
Vacation two and three weeks respectivelj'.
All open April 16, 1900. High, ten weeks to June
22, 1900. Other schools, 9 weeks to June 15, 1900.
APPENDIX F.
IviST OF Teachers in the Employ of the City Jan. i, li
Frank H. Pease Suot. of .Schools







Emily H. Ham \ "
Sarah L. Dawes ' "
Robert J. Sisk
James D. Montgomery Sawyer Grammar.
Sarah Iv. Hallani
Carries. Hanson I "
HelenM. Clark




Mary E- Twombly ' "
Alice H. Davis ' "
Nellie F. Grant Sherman
Grace F. Hill "
Aletta J. Foss Pine Hill
Jennie F. Phillirick Sawyer Primarj'.
Carrie E. Hammond "
Carrie B. Drew "
Hattie J. Bickford
Miriam Davis Peirce
Hittie F. Ham i
Idella R. Berrv
I
Ella G. Libby I
Angie G.Osborne Sherman
Ina J. .Sanders 1
Mary E- Pinkham Varney
Marj' E- Peirce "
Fannie E. Robinson "
Alice I. Folsom




Edith A. Goweu i "
Mary McDonough ''
Cora A. Libbey Welch
Julia A. Grant Garrison Hill . .
.
Grace B.Henderson Back River
Alice E- Murphy Upper Neck
Alta B. Maxwell Lower Neck
Burton T. Scales Music
Grace Winifred Livesey .... Drawing



























































List of Teachers in the Employ of the City Jan. i, 1900.
Frank H. Pease Supt. of Schools...
William J. Rushmore Higfh
Melviu M. Smitn
Kathrina W. Sanborti "
Emily H. Ham
Robert J. Sisk
Haniiah E. Rollins "
Edg^ar D. Cass Sawyer Grammar.
Sarah E. Hallani " "
Carries. Hanson " "
Helen M. Clark
George E- Foss Belknap "
Ida B. Hanson
Mary E. Twomhly ' "
Alice H. Davis "
Nellie F. Grant Sherman
Grace F. Hill
Aletta J. Foss Pine Hill




Carrie B. Drew l " "
Hattie J. Bickford I
Miriam Davis ;Peirce "
Hittie F. Ham ' "
Idella R. Berrv
Ella G. Eibby." "
Angie G. Osborne Sherman "
Alice E- Murphy




Helen C. Varnej^ Hale
Ella M. Willand " '• .
Edit h.A. Gowen
Mary McDouough " "
Cora' A. Libbey.V Welch
Julia A. Grant Garrison Hill. .
.
Grace B. Henderson Back River
Grace E. Wink ley Upper Neck
Alta B. Maxwell Lower Neck
Arthur E- French. Music
Grace Winifred Livesey Drawing








594 Central Ave >
















































Principal of Sawyer school









Music (three days per week)
Drawing (four days per week )
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APPENDIX L
DOVER HIGH SCHOOL—COURSE OF STUDY,
JAN. I, rgoo.
FIRST YEAR.
Latin—First Latin Book; Gradatim; Viri Romae;
selections memorized.
English and History—Lockwood's Lessons; composi-
tion and oral work; study of American authors; gems




Latin—Caesar, books 1-4, or equivalent; composition;
sight-reading; selections memorized.
Greek—Beginner's Greek Book; Xenophon begun.
French— Beginner's French Book; French reader;
Mile, dela Seigliere; La Poudre aux Yeux; sight-read-
ing; dictation; selections memorized.
English and Histor}- — English literature, modern
British authors, twice a week; composition; Mediaeval




Latin—Ovid, 1000 lines; scansion; Cicero, seven ora-
tions; composition; sight-reading; selections memorized.
Greek—Xenophon, books 1-4; composition; sight-
reading; selections from Cyropaedia.
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French—-750 pages prose, poetry, and drama; gram-
mar and composition; conversation; selections memor-
ized.
German— Grammar; German reader; conversation;
selections memorized.
English and History—English literature, Chaucer to
Milton, twice a week; composition; English history,
three times a week.
Science—Ph5^sics.
Mathematics—College requirements in algebra and
geometry.
FOURTH YEAR.
Latin—Virgil, books 1-6; scansion; sight-reading; se-
lections memorized; Roman histor}-.
Greek—Homer's Iliad, books 1-6, or Odysse}-; sight-
reading; scansion; selections memorized; selections from
Plato's Apology; composition; Greek history.
French—750 pages prose, poetr}-, and classic drama
(Moliere, Racine, and Corneille); grammar and compo.
sition; conversation.
German—vStandard classics; composition and gram-
mar; conversation.
English and History—English literature, Milton to
Tennyson; college entrance requirements; Genung's
Rhetoric.
Science—Chemistry.
Mathematics — Advanced algebra; solid geometry;
plane trigonometry.
*










4 4 4 o
*The numbers refer to the school years.
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French. German. English. Mathematics. Science
Latin-Scientific
3 (3 or 3^
'
Course.
4 4 4 o
I
o o )
English and History. Mathematics. Science. \
2 2 2
(.English
3 I I [
^°""^-
4 4 \ f






4 4 4 German-Eng-lish Course.
Electives— Commercial Arithmetic, Book-keeping,
Ancient Histor}-.
Drawing is required of all pupils during their first
year; of all second-year pupils except those taking
Greek and lyatin; of all third-year and fourth-year pu-
pils preparing for scientific schools, art schools, or nor-
mal schools.
Music is required of all pupils once a week.
APPENDIX J.
AMENDED LAWvS RELATING TO TRUANT
OFFICERS AND TRUANCY.
Chapter 93, Section 10. No child under the age of
ten ytars shall be emplo3'ed in any manufacturing es-
tablishment.
Chapter 93, Section 11. No child under the age of
sixteen years who cannot read and write shall be employ-
ed in any manufacturing establishment during the time
the public schools in the district in which he resides are
in session.
Chapter 93, vSection 12. Children not included under
the provisions of the preceding section shall not be
employed in a manufacturing establishment unless they
shall first furnish to the person proposing to employ them
a certificate of the school board of the district in which
they reside that they have attended some public or pri-
vate day school in which the common English branches
are taught during the preceding year as follows: If
under sixteen and over fourteen j-ears of age, twelve
weeks; if under fourteen and over twelve years of age,
six months, or such part thereof as the schools in the
district in which they reside were in session; and if un-
der twelve and over ten years of age, the whole time the
schools were in session in such district, except that
children who are graduates of a regularl}' graded gram-
mar school, *approved by the state superintendent of
public instruction, or who have an education equal to
*The course of study in the Grammar schools of Dover was approved for
the purposes of this act, by the Superintendent of Public In.struction, Oct.
12, 1899.
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that of such graduates, may be granted employment
certificates by the school committee of the district in
which they reside.
Chapter 92, Section 14. School boards shall appoint
truant officers for their districts and fix their compensa-
tion at a reasonable rate, which compensation shall be
paid by the towns.
Chapter 92, Section 17. Truant officers shall, un-
der the direction of the school board, enforce the laws
and regulations relating to truants and children between
the ages of eight and sixteen j^ears not attending school,
and without any regular and lawful occupatic)n; and
the laws relating to the attendance at school of children
between the ages of eight and sixteen years.
Chapter 92, Section iS. Truant officers shall, if re-
quired b}' the school board, enforce the laws prohibiting
the employment of children in manufacturing, mechani-
cal, or mercantile establishments, who have not attend-
ed school the required time; and for this purpose they
may, when so authorized and required by vote of the
school board, visit the manufacturing, mechanical, and
mercantile establishments in their respective cities and
towns, and ascertain whether any children under the
age of sixteen are employed therein contrarj^ to the pro-
visions of law, and they shall report any cases of such
illegal employment to the school board; and the truant
officers, when authorized as aforesaid, may demand the
names of all children under sixteen 3'ears of age em-
plo3^ed in such manufacturing, mechanical, and mer-
cantile establishments, and may require that the certifi-
cates and lists of such children provided for b}^ law,
shall be produced for their inspection. Truant officers
shall inquire into the employment, otherwise than in
such manufacturing, mechanical, and mercantile estab-
lishments, of children under the age of sixteen j-ears,
during the hours when the public schools are in session,
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and may require that the certificates of all children un-
der sixteen shall be produced for their inspection; and
any such officer may bring a prosecution against a per-
son or corporation employing any such child, otherwise
than as aforesaid, during the hours when the public
schools are in session, contrary to the provisions of law.
A refusal or failure on the part of an employer of
children under sixteen years of age to produce the certif-
icate required by law, when requested by a truant offi-
cer, shall \)Q prima facie evidence of the illegal employ-
ment of the child whose certificate is not produced.
Truant officers shall have authority without a war-
rant to take and place in school any children found em-
ployed contrary to the laws relating to the employment
of children, or violating the law relating to the compul-
sory attendance at school of children between the ages
of six and sixteen years.
From the Regulations of the School Committee:
Section 7, Chapter V, of the Regulations of the School
Committee, was amended May 11, 1899, so that it reads
as follows:
"He (the truant officer) shall visit all the manufactur-
ing establishments at least once every month, and when-
ever he shall have reason to believe that the statute re-
lating to the employment of children under sixteen
years of age is violated in any such establishment, he
shall make inquiry in regard to the employment of
children under sixteen years of age, and shall report all
such cases of illegal employment to the School Com-
mittee at its next stated meeting. It shall be his duty to
prosecute every case of illegal emplo5'nient of children
under sixteen years of age, and to enforce all other laws
of the state and ordinances of the city relative to attend-
ance on the public schools."
APPENDIX K.
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TEACHER OF
DRAWING.
To THE Superintendent of Schools:
Dear Sir.^It is a pleasure to report to you the condi-
tion of the drawing in the priniarj' and grammar grades.
Healthier and more progressive work cannot be found
in the state.
This fall we have given a good deal of attention to
memory sketching of animal life, in the primar}- grades.
A dog, cat, rabbit, or bird is a guest at the schoolroom
and the children note his characteristics and movements.
An oral and often a written exercise precedes the draw-
ing which is from memory' after the animal has left the
class-room. The results are often remarkable, and show
that this exercise quickens the observation and power
to form definite images, and gives great pleasure.
In the grammar grades the drawing of insect life has
been a new feature this fall. Sketches of insects of va-
rious knds and in different positions were first prepared,
then a decorative treatment for a "heading" or a "book-
cover" was made. Had we the models I should be ver}'
glad to have the pupils draw from stuffed birds and
small animals. Gifts of the same would be gratefulh-
received and put to good use.
Through the generosity of the Finance Committee the
schools have been equipped for color work in all grades.
Colored pencils and pastels are used in the primary-
grades and water colors in che grammar grades. I am
sure we shall convince you of the wisdom of this step
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at the exhibition which we intend to give next spring.
To produce pictures is not our ambition, but rather to
gain power to express what our eyes behold and our
hearts feel. The sooner this expression can be aesthetic
the better. To help us toward this end I earnestly ask
for the appropriation of a small sum, say one dollar a
year, for each school-room for the purchase of pictures
and studies. Picture study is now carried on in a limit-
ed way and at the expense of the teachers. During the
year each class will study three small reproductions of
great pictures, and in some grades a little of the artist's
life and work.
After careful observation of drawing in high schools
I have found that wherever the equipment of the build-
ing was good the work was sure to be of good quality.
The unconscious influence of environment is not to be
estimated. Older pupils cannot as readily adapt them-
selves to unresponsive surroundings as can younger
children.
We are working under great disadvantages in the
high school. With our present limitations I can not
hope for the results I want. Light and shade drawing
cannot be well studied where the seats are stationary.
Model stands and shadow boxes are very much needed.
But with the limitations something has been accom-
plished and the three-dollar term allowance for bric-a-
brac has been our inspiratie*!. It has furnished most of
the "still life" groups. Three masks and one small
draped figure were purchased with last term's allow-
ance.
The mechanical class has been greatly aided through
the kindness of Mr. Charles H. Fish, who has been most
generous in giving us pieces of machinery and patterns
in wood of the same. There has been much interest
shown in making working drawings of these objects.
This year has made more manifest last year's efforts at
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grading the work, but it is unfortunate that a finst, a
second, and a third class in mechanical drawing should
have to come at the same period.
Last spring there was a weekly class for teachers to
study water colors and during this fall there has been
opportunity offered them on Wednesda3^s to become
familiar with the pictures to be studied in their respec-
tive school rooms. These meetings have always been
well attended by the teachers. Their hearty coopera-




Dover, N. H., December 13, 1899.
APPENDIX L.
REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL OF THE EVEN-
ING SCHOOL.
Mk. Frank H. Pease, Superintendent of Schools:
The Evening school, while the most uncertain depart-
ment of education in the city, is also the most interest-
ing. The question of chief consideration at the present
time is "Does it pay?"
About eighty per cent, of those who have registered
during the present terhi are French, and one-fifth of
these can speak no English. Of the remaining twenty
percent., one half are Armenians, and the others are
Irish, Americans, etc. The average age is twenty.
The subjects taught are necessarily reading, writing,
arithmetic, and spelling. The number of those requir-
ing higher studies is comparatively small. Division
into classes is possible, but owing to irregularity in at-
tendance, and consequent change in material, such di-
vision must be broad, and the greater part of the work
individual. Of the two hours to which the session is
limited, I have this term devoted one hour to reading
and spelling, taught together; thirty minutes to writing
and thirty minutes to arithmetic.
Of the fiftj^-five who registered nearly one-half are in
fairly constant attendance. The reasons why so many
drop out seem to me to be these: The running of the
cotton mills over time, of course, keeps manj^ at work.
Others after they have worked all day, are inclined to
devote the evening to rest and recreation rather than
to study. Still others attend, thinking the Evening
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School a place where knowledge is absorbed, acquired
without effort, and when the discover}^ comes that hard
work on their part is necessary, thej^ abandon the task.
The average attendance to date is about twenty. The
largest number present at one session was thirty-five.
All who have attended this year, I have found to be
honest, sincere, quiet, orderl}', and studious young men
and women, with whom it is a pleasure to work. At
the begining of the present term comfortable quarters in
the Belknap church vestry were provided. A greater
number should take advantage of the opportunity pro-
vided for their instruction.
In closing, I wish to thank you for the suggestions
and help you have given me, the Evening School Com-
mittee for the interest they have taken in the school,
and the pupils for their courtesy and attention.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert Johnston Sisk.
Dover, N. H., December 26, 1899.
APPENDIX M.
ESTIMATES FOR 1900.
To THE School Committee:
The Committee on Finance and Claims, having care-
fully considered the necessities of the schools for the
year 1900, reports as follows:
GENERAL APPROPRIATION.
It is estimated that there will be needed for:
Fuel $1,900 00
Salaries 24,300 00
Care of rooms i ,450 00
Books, printing and stationery 300 00
Miscellaneous 300 00
Transportation i ,600 00
$29,850 00
RESOURSES (EvSTIMATEd).
Literary fund from State treas-
ury $1,000 00
Tuition 600 00
Dog licenses 800 00
$2,40000
Needed, from City by appropriation $29,850 00
TEXT-BOOKS.
Estimated cost of text-books and supplies. $1,700 00
EVENING SCHOOLS.
An appropriation for Evening .schools of. . . $250 00
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CLEAXING SCHOOLHOUSES.







Committee on Finance and Claims.
Dover, N. H., January, igoo.
APPROPRIATIONS FOR 1900.
to be expended by the school committee.
For school purposes as required by law. . . . $21,095 00
In excess of required sum 5.645 00
Text-books and supplies 1,600 00
Evening school 250 00
Cleaning schoolhouses 175 00
TO BE EXPENDED BY CITY COUNCILS.
Repairs of schoolhouses $1,450 co
APPENDIX N.
REvSOLUTlONS ADOPTED BY THE SCHOOL
COMMITTEE.
Resolved. That this Board hereby accepts the portrait
of Mr. Thaddeus P. Cressey, late Chairman of the
School Committee, and extends to the family of Mr.
Cressey thanks for the gift, and the Secretary is instruct-
ed to notif)' the family by letter of this formal acceptance.
Adopted March 9, 1899.
Whekeas Principal Alfred C. Faye has accepted a
call to a larger field:
Resolved by this Board that we extend to him our
thanks for his thorough and efficient service as principal
of the high school, and express our good wishes that
he may achieve the success which his labors here fore-
token.
Adopted June 15, 1899.
Whereas Miss Ada M. Thompson has accepted a
position in the high school in Chelsea, Mass., after serv-
ing with marked success for thirteen years in our own
High school;
Resolved by this Board that we express our sincere re-
gret that her service here is to be discontinued, that we
extend to her our thanks for her excellent work, and
that we give her our best wishes.
Adopted June 15, 1899.
Resolved, that the thanks of this committee are here-
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b}' extended to Mr. Burton T. Scales for his very efficient
work as teacher of music in the public schools for the
past two years. He goes forth from our midst to other
fields with our earnest wish for his future success and
well being.
Adopted vSeptember i, 1899.
TRUANT OFFICER^S REPORT.
To THE School Committee:
I respectfully submit the following report for the year
of 1899.
I. Number of complaints from teachers. .
Number of complaints from the vSuper-
intendent
Number of complaints from the Sacred
Heart Parochial school
Number of complaints from St. Joseph
Parochial school
Number of complaints from other
sources
Whole number of complaints received
Number of cases of absence investigated











Number of children found absent with-
out good reason
Number found to be truant
Number found at work illegally
Number of children not enrolled placed
in school
Number of visits to schools
Number of visits to families
Number of visits to manufacturing es-
tablishments 18
Number of arrests 7
Number of children prosecuted 7
I have the honor to submit my report relative to the
enumeration of children, assigned to me by vote of your









Number of school children between five




Number between ten and sixteen 3'ears of










To THE School Committee:
Gentlemen,—From January to June, 1899, the work in
music in your schools was carried out as it was outlined
in the report of the teacher of music in December, 1898.
During the second half of the last school year the high
school and grammar schools were given weekly visits and
the primary grades bi-weekly visits. The work in the
grammar grades, which seemed to need the most atten-
tion, was pushed vigorously and apparentl}- with good re-
sults. With but an exception or two the teachers in the
primary grade were able to fully complete the work b}-
the end of the year that had been planned for their clas-
ses in September. In the high school the music work
was continued on the same lines and both girls and boys
showed marked improvement in their ability to read at
sight and in their appreciation of good music. Accept-
ing the invitation of the Dover Choral Society the school
again enjoyed the privilege of giving a matinee in the
May festival with much credit to themselves, and by the
courtesy of the generous Mr. Charles H. Fish, the school
was allowed the use of the tiered seats at the graduation
exercises. The children of the grammar schools were
given two opportunities to sing in public. At the Me-
morial evening exercises, May 30, the custom of filling
the floor of the house with the children where good sing-
ing cannot possibly be secured, was wisely abandoned,
and two hundred boys and girls v/ere selected and placed
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on the raised seats on the stage, where a few patriotic
songs were verj^ effectively rendered. Again at the
graduation exercises did the children do well. I shall
alwa3's recall the singing of the graduating classes on
that occasion as some of the best work Dover children
ever did under my direction. These public performances
did not disturb the regular class-room work in music
but served to enthuse the children and to stimulate them
to greater efforts in their conquest of the technical side
of music.
Always remembering the pleasant associations that
were mine with the school committee, the superintendent,




Philadelphia, Pa., Penn Charter School, Dec. 30, 1899.
IN MEMORIAM.
JAMES H. DAVIS,
Died Friday, November 17, 1899,
Aged 71 Years, 9 Months, 22 Days.
A MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF ASSESSORS AND BOARD OF
SUPERVISORS OF ELECTIONS.
At a Special Meeting of the City Counci^ holden on Wednesday evening,
November 22, 1899, the following preamble and resolution introduced by Mr.
Frank L. Hayes, a member of the Board of Aldermen from Ward Four, were
unanimously adopted:
"Whereas, at this time, as the decree of official prerogative requires that
we choose a successor to our late lamented friend and fellow citizen, MR.
JAMES H. DAVIS, on the Board of Supervisors of Elections, therefore be it
Resolved by the City Councils of the City of Dover, in Convention assembled:
That while we regard the termination of a good man's life not as the end
but as the beginning, we nevertheless sincerely mourn the removal from
earth's activities of one who by his sterling personality and earnest manhood
won the universal respect and esteem of his fellow citizens; and that while
with our vote we fill the chair made vacant by his death, his place in our af-
fections will ever evidence an absence which no earthly act can recon cile."
MUNICIPAL REGULATIONS.
1900.
All persons furnishing materials or service for the citj-,
should be particular to take the name of the person or-
dering such service or material, and should know that
the person is dul}" authorized to contract said liability.
No account or claim against the citj', except judg-
ments of judicial courts, will be received or acted upon
by the Committee on Claims and Accounts, unless such
account or claim shall be accompanied with a certifi-
cate of the officer or agent authorized in behalf of the
city to make the contract or cause the expenditure to be
made, that the same is correct and just.
When bills are certified to as above, and left with the
City Clerk before three o'clock of the day of meet-
ing of the Committee on Claims and Accounts, they will
be audited by them, and if approved, be ready for pay-
ment on the Wednesday following.
Meetings of the committee are held on the first and











C. W. Sawyer Post, G. A. R
Cleaning Schoolhouses












Interest, Coupon and General


















And income of the Department.
Sidewalks
State Tax
Strafford Guards, (to be returned for rent).
Street Lighting
And so much of the income from Miscel-
laneous Licenses as may be necessary.
Street Sprinkling
Support of Paupers
Support of Prisoners. .\



















On Thursday evening, December 7, 1899, both branch-
es of the Cit}' Government met in joint convention for
the purpose of canvassing the vote given in for Mayor
at the Municipal Election in November. After a care-
ful examination of the returns filed by the sever-
al Ward Clerks, the Joint Committee submitted the
following resolution.
To THE CiTV COUNCIL.S OF THE CiTV OF DoVER:
Gentlemen:—Your Committee appointed to canvass
the returns made to the City Clerk, of the votes given
in for Mayor at the Municipal Election holden on the
twenty-eighth da}' of November, 1S99, find that the
Whole number of votes cast was i -755
W. H. S. Hascall had... i
Benjamin T. Whitehouse 32
Alvah T. Ramsdell 248
Frank F. Fernald 552
Charles A. Fairbanks. .
.
922







Dover, N. H., December 7, 1899.
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The report was accepted, and the following resolution
unanimously adopted:
REvSolved by the City Councils of the City of
DovEK, IN Convention Assembled:
That Charles A. Fairbanks, having received the larg-
est number of votes given in at the Municipal Election
liolden on the twentj'-eighth day ot November, A. D.
1899, for Mayor, is hereby declared to have been duly
elected to that office for the ensuing year.
Dover, N. H., December 7, 1899.
DETAII^ED VOTE BY WARDS.
Dover, N. H., November 28, 1899.
To Fred E. Quimbv, Clerk of the City of Dover:
The following is a statement of the vote in Ward One,
as declared b}- the Moderator of said Ward at the close
of the polls on the twenty-eighth da}- of November, 1899.
FOR MAYOR.
Charles A. Fairbanks 181
Frank F. Fernald 73
Alvah T. Ramsdell 51
Benjamin T. Whitehouse 7
A. T. Ramsdell i
FOR ALDERMEN.
Homer E. Hartford 211
Martin P. Bennett ' 209
Harry G. Davis 53
Warren B. Clough 52
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FOR COUNCILMEN.
George F. Hersey 209
Charles H. Canney 210
George M. Baker 210
John H. Grover 49
Russell Pinkham 4^
Ernest Kidder 52
FOR MEMBER OF SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
Otis E. Moulton 212




Everett E. Blake 213
Richard A. Currier 214
Charles G. Sanders 214
Frank H. Chase 50
James M. Corson 50
Thomas O'Neil 50
FOR MODERATOR.
James M. Hayes 213
Matthew E. Halloren 50
FOR WARD CLERK.
John Frank Stevens 213
Samuel R. Leighton 50
A true copy of the record—Attest,
John Frank Stevens,
Ward Clerk.
Received at ten minutes past five o'clock, in the after-





Dover, N. H., November 28, 1899.
To Fred E. Ouimby, Clerk of the City of Dover:
The following is a statement of the vote in Ward Two,
as declared by the Moderator of said Ward at the close
of the polls on the twenty-eighth daj^ of November, 1899.
FOR MAYOR.
Charles A. Fairbanks 186
Frank F. Fernald 87
Alvah T. Ramsdell 82
Benjamin T. Whitehouse 12
FOR ALDERMEN.
Charles H. Fox 270
Edward C. McKone 262
James F. Ramsey. 85
Jesse E. Kennard 91
FOR COUNCILMEN.
Charles S. Otis 269
Theodore H. Rollins 271
Orlando R. Wiggin 276
Samuel E. Shapleigh 83
Herbert K. Otis 85
James Quinn . 82
FOR MEMBER OF THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
Alfred G. Clark 198
Harry H. Stackpole 161
FOR vSELECTMEN.
Arthur L. vSnell 274
William S. Burnside 274
Albert G. Hutchins 274
Frank L. Somers 84





Patrick E. Mallon 84
FOR WARD CLERK.
Samuel H. Hull 271
Frank McCabe 83
H. Stackpole i
A true copy of the record—Attest,
Samuel H. Hull,
Ward Clerk.
Received at twenty minutes past six o'clock, in the




Dover, N. H., November, 28, 1899.
To Fred E. Quimby, Clerk of the City of Dover:
The following is a statement of the vote in Ward Three,
as declared by the moderator of said Ward at the close
of the polls on the twenty-eighth da}' of November, 1899.
FOR MAYOR.
Charles A. Fairbanks 234
Frank F. Fernald 82
Alvah T. Ramsdell 41
W. H. S. Hascall i
FOR ALDERMEN.
Currier W. Eanglej- 284
Tristram A. Young 283
James Cavanaugh. 68
George E. Smart 68
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George F. Morrill i
Charles A. Faxon i
FOR COUNCILMEN.
Samuel B. Abbott 285
John D. Babb 283
George W. Meserve 288
Patrick C. Hanna 67
Ellery I. Felker 68
Frank A. Stone 70
William Ham i
Solomon H. Fo^-e i






Nathaniel C. Hobbs 289
Job H. Burley 68
FOR SELECTMEN.
Orin R. Clark 288
Nehemiah Randall 290
Charles L. Ricker 290




John W. Leavitt 290
Henry G. Hayes '. 68
William K. Chadwick i
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FOR WARD CLERK.
Frank E. Nason 290
Frank H. Welch 67
Fred Blaisdell i
A true copy of the record—Attest,
Frank E. Nason,
Ward Clerk.
Received at fifty minutes past five o'clock, in the af-




Dover, N. H., November 28, 1899
To Fred E. Quimby, Clerk of the City of Dover:
The following is a statement of the vote in Ward Four,
as declared by the Moderator of said Ward at the close
of the polls on the twenty-eighth day of November, 1899.
FOR MAYOR.
Charles A. Fairbanks 251
Frank F. Fernald 92
Alvah T. Ramsdell 73
Benjamin T. Whitehouse 12
FOR ALDERMEN.
Frank L. Hayes 357
James Morley 342
Thomas Nute 60
Michael F. McCarty 59
Currier W. Langley i
Tristram A. Young i




James G. Houston 358
Priestley Taylor 362
Lewis E . Tuttle 360
Frank W. Prescott 61
John McDonough 60






FOR MEMBER OF THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
Benjamin F. Nealley. 362




Joseph W. Peirce 360
James Hayes 36
1
George E. Westran 361
Frank L. Towle 62
Matthew J. Trainor 63
Charles S. Roberts 63
Orin R. Clark i
Nehemiah Randall i
Charles L. Ricker i
Joseph Wiugate i
FOR MODERATOR.
Ernest B. Folsom 363
David H. Gage 59
John W. Leavitt i
George O' Neil i
26o
FOR WARD CLERK.
John W. Davy 361
Charles F. Ryan 6r
Frank E. Nason i
Charles Pike i
A true copy of the record—Attest,
John W. Davy,
Ward Clerk.
Received at fort5--five minutes past five o'clock, in the
afternoon of Tuesday, November 28, 1899.
Attest,
Fred E. Quim by.
City Clerk.
Dover, N. H., November 28, 1899.
To Fred E. Quimby, Clerk of the City of Dover:
The following is a statement of the vote in Ward Five,
as declared by the Moderator of said Ward at the close
of the polls on the twenty-eighth day of November, 1899.
FOR MAYOR.
Charles A. Fairbanks 70
Frank F. Fernald 218





James M. Whelan 117
FOR COUNCILMEN.
John H. Wesley 205
Patrick Cassily 206
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Frank J. McCabe 200
Frank J. Hanratt}' 104
William Scanlon 98
Bernard Brennan 105
FOR MEMBER OF SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
Patrick W. Murphy 196
John J. Lyons 102
FOR ASSESSOR.











James D. Hughes 102
FOR WARD CLERK.
Michael Killcullen 196
Henry J. Carragher 102
A true cop5' of the record—Attest,
Henry J. Carragher,
Ward Clerk.
Received at thirty minutes past nine o'clock, in the




POPULAR VOTE FOR MAYOR
FROM
The first Election holden under the City Charter in
1856, to Jan. 1, 19C0.
(compiled from the city records.)
THE MAYOR-ELECT IN EACH GROUP IS INDICATED BY
, AN ASTERISK.
ELECTION HOLDEN MARCH II, 1856.
(Inauguration March 25, 1S56).
Whole number of votes cast I1467
Scattering 2
Thomas E. Sawyer 703
Andrew Peirce* 762
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 25, 1856.
(Inauguration January 7, 1857).
Whole number of votes cast 1,296
Necessary for a choice 649
Scattering 10
Andrew Peirce 15
Richard N. Ross 28
Jonas D. Townsend 58
Thomas Stackpole 590
Thomas E. Sawyer* 595
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There being no choice b}- the people, the City Coun-
cils in convention assembled on the evening of Thurs-
da}', December 4, 1856, elected Thomas E. Sawyer
Mayor for the ensuing 3'ear, the vote standing Thomas
Stackpole, 3; Thomas E. Sawyer. 16.
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 24, 1857.
(Inauguration January 6, 1858).





ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 23, 1858.
(Inauguration January 5, 1859).
Whole number of votes cast 1,127
Scattering 2
Thomas Stackpole . . 490
James Bennett* 635
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 22, 1859.
( Inauguration January 4, i860).





ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 27, i860.
(Inauguration January 2, 1861).





ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 26, 1861.
(Inauguration January i, 1862).
Whole number of votes cast 603
Scattering 8
Jethro R. Furber 147
Alphonso Bickford* 448
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 25, 1862.
(Inauguration Januarj- 7, 1863).
Whole number of votes cast 539
Scattering 22
Jethro R. Furber in
William F. Estes* 406
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 24, 1 863.
(Inauguration January 6, 1864).
Whole number of votes cast 397
Scattering 4
William F. Estes* 393
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 22, 1864.
(Inauguration January 4, 1865).
Whole number of votes cast 695
Scattering 5
Charles Young 191
William F. Estes* 499
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 28, 1865.
(Inauguration January' 3, 1866).
Whole number of votes cast 829
John L,. Platts 294
Joshua G. Hall* 535
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ELECTION HOLDEIST NOVEMBER 27, 1866.
(Inauguration January 2, 1867).
Whole number of votes cast 444
Scattering 5
Joshua G. Hall* 439
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 26, 1867.
(Inauguration January i, 1868).
Whole number of votes cast i , 1 26
Scattering 2
Luther C. Kimball 529
Eli V. Brewster* 595
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 24, 1868.
(Inauguration January 6, 1869).
Whole number of votes cast 1,203
Scattering. . . . .* i
Ezekiel Hurd 542
Eli V. Brewster* 660
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 23, 1869.
(Inauguration January 5, 1870).
Whole number of votes cast 754
Scattering 2
George W. Tasli 203
William S. Stevens* 549
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 22, 1870.
(Inauguration January 4, 1871).
Whole number of votes cast 915
Scattering 10
George W. Tash 202
William S. Stevens* 703
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ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 28, 1871.
(Inauguration January 3, 1872).
Whole number of votes cast 1,092
Scattering 3
Jacob K. Purinton 100
Thomas J. Smith 388
William S. Stevens* 601
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 26, 1872.
(Inauguration January i, 1873).
Whole number of votes cast 1,313
Scattering 3
John Scales 63
George B. Wentworth 525
Charles H. Horton* 722 •
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 25, 1873.
(Inauguration January 7, 1874).
Whole number of votes cast 1,248
vScattering 2
Joseph S. Abbott 98
George B. Wentworth 549
Charles H. Horton* 599
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 24, 1874.
(Inauguration Januarj' 6, 1875).
W hole number of votes cast i ,635
Joseph S. Abbott 67
George W. Tash 753
Pvdward P. Hodsdon* 815
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 23, 1875.
(Inauguration January 5, 1876).
Whole number of votes cast 1,723
Scattering 3
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George W. Tash 751
Edward P. Hodsdon* 969
ELECTION HOIvDEN NOVEMBER 28, 1876.
(Inauguration January 3, 1877)-
Whole number of votes cast 1^745
Scattering 3
David H. Gage 516
vSolomon H. Foye* 1,226
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 27, 1877.
(Inauguration Januarj' 2, 1878).
Whole number of votes cast i -652
Scattering 2
George W. Tash 796
Solomon H. Foj^e* . 854
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 26, 1878.
(Inauguration January i, 1879).
Whole number of votes cast 1.854
George W. Tash 886
Joseph D. Guppy* 968
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 25, 1879.
(Inauguration January 7, 1880).
Whole number of votes cast i ,487
Scattering 2
El vin C. Kinnear 529
Joseph D. Guppy* 956
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 23, 1880.
(Inauguration January 5, 1881).
Whole number of votes cast 1-77 i
Scattering 5
Joseph D. Guppey 337
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John H. Hartford 521
Charles M. Murphy* 908
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 22, 1881.
(Inauguration January 4, 1882).
Whole number of votes cast 1.538
Scattering 2
Alfred Hoitt 713
Charles M. Murphy* 823
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 28, 1882.
(Inauguration January 3, 1883).
Whole number of votes cast 2,010
Scattering 2
Alfred Hoitt 949
James E. Lothrop* i ,059
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 27, 18S3.
(Inauguration January 2, 1884).
^^'hole number of votes cast 1.919
James Whitehouse 890
James E. Lothrop* l,o29
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 25, 1884.
(Inauguration January 7, 1885).
Whole number of votes cast 1,909
Benjamin F. Yittum 789
Richard N . Ross* i , 1 20
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 24, 1885.
(Inauguration January 6, 1886).
Whole number of votes cast i,'^45
William S. White 856
Richard N . Ross* 989
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ELECTION HOI.DEN NOVEMBER 23, 1886.
(Inauguration January 5, 1887).
Whole number of votes cast 1.737
Scattering 4
Clinton B. Robinson 756
George G. Lowell* 977
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 22, 1887.
(Inauguration January 4, 1888).
Whole number of votes cast 1,781
Scattering i
James Whitehouse 615
George G. Lowell* i , 165
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 27, 1888.
(Inauguration January 2, 1889).
Whole number of votes cast 2,177
Scattering 4
Aaron Pinkham 1,051
Benjamin F. Neallej-* 1,122
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 26, 1889.
(Inauguration January i, 1890).
Whole number of votes cast • • • • 2,108
Scattering 5
Aaron Pinkham 903
Benjamin F. Nealley* 1,200
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 25, 1890.
(Inauguration January 7, 1891).
Whole number of votes cast 2,729
Scattering 2
Hiram F. Snow 1,321
Henry R. Parker* i ,406
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ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 24, 189I.
(Inauguration January 6, 1892).
Whole number of votes cast 2,683
Alonzo Melvin Foss 1,291
Henry R. Parker* i ,392
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 22, 1892.
(Inauguration January 4, 1893).
Whole number of votes cast 2,338
vScattering 2
Frank F. Fernald 887
Alonzo Melvin Foss* i ,449
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 28, 1893.
(Inauguration January 3, 1894).
Whole number of votes cast 2,020
vScattering 10
Robert J. Shaw 662
Alonzo Melvin Foss* i ,348
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 27, 1894.
(Inauguration January 2, 1895).
Whole number of votes cast 2,067
Scattering 3
Augustus W. Dearborn 477
Alonzo Melvin Foss* 1.587
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 26, 1895.
(Inauguration January i, 1896).
Whole number of votes cast 1,024
Scattering 9
William F. Nason* 1,01
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ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 24, 1896.
(Inauguration January 6, 1897).
Whole number of votes cast i ,019
Scattering 3
Benjamin T. Whitehouse 52
John S. Wood 78
William F. Nason* 886
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 23, 1897.
(Inauguration January 5, 1898).
Whole number of votes cast 778
Scattering 2
Charles A. Fairbanks* 776
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 22, 1898.
(Inauguration January 4, 1899).
Whole number of votes cast 1,384
Scattering 5
John W. Jewell 390
Charles A. Fairbanks* 989
ELECTION HOLDEN NOVEMBER 28, 1899.
(Inauguration January 3, 1900).
Whole number of votes cast i,775
W. H. S. Hascall i
Benjamin T. Whitehouse 32
Alvah T. Ranisdell 248
Frank F. Fernald 552
Charles A. Fairbanks* 922
CITY EXPENSES FOR 1899.
BEING AN ITEMIZED ACCOUNT MADE UP
FROM THE BOOKS OF THE CITY CLERK
AND THE CITY TREASURER.
BRIDGES.
Appropriation $900 00
Committee:—F. E. Hayes, P. Cassil} , C. E. Small.
B. & M. Railroad, freight $ i 28
Burgess, Forbes & Co., paint 97 20
H. M. Shaw, labor and material 175 76
N. Twombly & Son, labor and material. .
.
291 22
W. K. Chadwick, Treas., payroll 24 75
W. J. Murray, painting 393 51
Alexander Shaw, labor and material 15 00
G. W. Parker, team hire 6 00
J. B. Folsom & Co., paints and oils 195 00





Appropriation $1 , 100 00
Cemetery loan 15,000 00
Earnings 3»o83 04
Balance Jan. i, 1899 218 55
,19,401 59
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Deposited in vSavings Bank
CITY DEBT.
Appropriation
City bonds, issue 1890 $10,000 00
Funding and Bridge bonds. . . . 5,000 00
CITY FARM.
Appropriation
Committee:—Q. W. Langley, J. H. Wesley, O. R
F. M. Langley, carpenter work





















Balance Jan. i , 1899 13 57
$4-593 76
Committee:—The Mayor, E. H. Flagg, G. H. Demeritt.
Opera Commission, checks* $4,567 11




Committee:—J. N. Whelan, P. Taylor, J. H. Wesley.
Velor Desautelle, labor $6 00
George Desautelle, " 6 00
Joseph Hughes, " 6 00
Total $18 00




Balance from 1898 24 91
$199 91
*See report of City Opera Commission.
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Expended by School Committee.
Secretar3''s checks $i6o 30






E. B. Foss, trucking
W. H. Beede, labor and expense
G. H. Patterson, labor and expense
J. Montminey. " " "
D. Hodsdon, trucking "
J. S. Abbott, trucking
n. Foss & Son, sawdust
D. E. Hanson, labor
George Gage, wood
Lothrops & Pinkham, supplies
Cook & Stone, adv. and printing
G. J. Foster & Co., adv. and printing
U. Gas & Electric Co., gas
Cocheco Mfg. Co., rent of land
Payroll.
Edward L- Currier, Supervisor
John W. Rines, "
George G. Neal, "
Jamts H. Davis, "
Henry E. Perry, "
James F. Dennis, "
James M. Hayes, Moderator
Frank Rines, "
John W. Leavitt, "
Ernest B. Folsom, "
Edward Sheehy, "
John F. Stevens, Ward Clerk
Samuel B. Hull, "
Frank E. Nason, "














































Co-imnittee:—]. N. Whelan, C. S. Otis, S. B. Abbott.
Payrolls $6,320 29
Jackson & Co. , express i 00
E. V^. Brewster, brooms i 60
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., service . 96 90
United Gas and Electric Co., service 168 99
J. W. Locke, bedding 10 96
C. E. Berry, harness repairs 12 35
E. J. Locke, bedding 5 43
E. J. York, grain 235 14
E. J. Locke, bedding 791
C. Callahan & Co., supplies t 33
I. B. Williams & Sons, repairs 45
A. Bowan, trucking 25
Est. G. W. Page, hay 192 18
Electric Gas Lighting Co., supplies 4 36
H. W. Doran, repairs 3 65
R. Haley & Co., coal 35 89
B. & M. Railroad, freight 25
W. E. Decrow, supplies 75
A. C. Place Lumber Co., lumber 7 91
J. A. Home, trucking 2 50
Henry Sterling, trucking 2 75
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B. & M. Railroad, freight $2 26
Electric Gas Ivighting Co., supplies 12 70
Eagle Oil & Supply Co., supplies 8 78
W. E. Decrow, supplies 3 00
W. E. Decrow, repeater 800 00
F. L- Farnham, veterinarj' service i 50
B. & M. Railroad, freight 99
Eagle Oil & Supph' Co., supplies 7 50
American Electrical Works, supplies 8871
Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co., supplies 19 40
A. C. Place Lumber Co., lumber 7 60
J. T. Peaslee, harness repairs 12 95
J. B. Folsom & Co., sundries 1 1 85
R. Haley' & Co.. coal 94 48
Jackson & Co., express i 60
C. W. Hull, blacksmith work 19 60
C. H. Dearborn, blacksmith work 67 25
H. A. Hall, blacksmith work 20 00
G. P. Burleigh, blacksmith work i 75
H. A. Worthen, repairs 164 48
Smart & Mitchell, repairs 3 15
Littlefield, Frary & Co., labor, etc '. 34 90
J. S. Abbott, hay, trucking, etc 107 62
Estate Geo. W. Page, hay 160 70
C. E. Jenness, hardware 1 1 39
J. H. Seavey, hardware 13 50
Lothrops & Pinkham, sundries 2 70
J. S. Abbott, trucking 7 95
Cocheco Mfg. Co., rent of land 25 00
J. E. Vickery, sundries i 08
Electric Gas Lighting Co., supplies 30 00
I. B. Williams & vSons, use of gong 100 00
Total $8,957 23





Committee:—Jas. Morley, F. J. Hanratt}', C
Oliver Weiitworth, ringing Unitarian bell.
J. H. Blanchard, ringing First Parish bell
H. R Smith, ringing City Hall bell. .
Wm. Redden, ringing Catholic bell. .
lyafayette Felker, ringing Baptist bell
S. H. Brownell, ringing Sawyer bell.
John lyUtolf, ringing Episcopal bell..
Edward Davis, ringing Belknap bell
.
Wm. H. Beede, ringing Methodist bell




From Evening school appropriation. .





J. T. Welch, P. M., postage
T H. Rollins, hay
Wm. Hacking, harness repairs
F. G. Robinson, labor
J. W. Smallcan, blacksmith work ,
E.J. York, grain
J. E. Eothrop & Co., boxe.'?
G. W. Gray, sundries
Thomas Ciimmiskey, blacksmith work.
Charles W. Hull, blacksmith work. . . .
Daily Republican, advertising, etc
F. F. Varne)^ hay
J. E. Vickery, medicine, etc
S. Cassells, blacksmith work
J. W. Howe, sign painting
D. Foss & Son, lumber
C. C. Caswell, hay
B. F. Kennard, medicine, etc
C. E. Jenness, provisions
Dr. F. L. Farnham, veterinary service.
J. B. Folsom & Co., sundries
Frank Rines, provisions
J. W. Hartford, harness work
J. T. Peaslee, harness work
C. E- Jenness, hardw^are


















Prescott & Cressey ,

































F. E. Mulligan, sundries
Varney's Pharmacy, sundries
Furbish & Spinney, blacksmith work
V. Mathes, grain and coal
J. S. Abbott, labor and material
Wm. Hacking, harness work
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co., sup-
plies
Littlefield, Frar}- & Co., labor, etc
E. J. Locke, bedding
H. A. Worthen, carriage work
W. F. Cartland, sundries
F. M. Langle}', carpenter work
C. L. Jenness, hardware
F. W. Neal & Co., hardware
T. Cummiskey, blacksmith work
Furbish & Spinney, blacksmith work
C. H. Trickey & Co., coal
J. T. Davis, seals and checks
Ame & Co., horse food
C. W. Hull, blacksmith work
C. H. Dearborn, blacksmith work
425
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E- B. lyane, sundries
S. S. Jenkins, surveying
A. T. Roberts, bay '
J. T. Peaslee, harness work
Wm. Hacking, harness work
H. A. Beede, glass
Furbish & Spinney, blacksmith work.
T. Cummiskey, blacksmith work. ...
H. M. Davis, repairs
H. S. Howard, labor
E. B. lyane, sundries
J. W. Smallcan, blacksmith work...,
T. Cummiskey, blacksmith work
C. W.Hull, blacksmith work
J. F. Wessenger, blacksmith work....
Beach Soap Co., slioats
G. E. Nute, carpenter work
Dr. F. L. Farnham, veterinary service.
F. F. Davis, repairs
C. H. Dearborn, blacksmith work. . , . .
C. A. lycathers, carpenter work
E. F. Rowell, ointment
E. J. York, grain
Strafford County Farm, shoats
F. A. Robinson, carpenter work
I. B. Williams & Sons, labor, etc
T. Cummiskey, blacksmith work
Estate E. L. Foss
W. T. Perkins, repairs
Eagle Oil & Supply Co., oil, etc
G. H. Sampson, repairs
J. F. Tibbetts, carpenter work
J. T. Peaslee, harness work
T. Cummiskey, blacksmith work
J. F. Wessenger, blacksmith work. . . .
C. W. Hull, blacksmith work
: 65
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G. P. Doeg, pigs $ 4 oo
A. J. Wellington, repairs 4 oo
I. B. Williams & Sons, repairs 41 45
M. P. Bennett, pipe 50
Daily Republican, adv 7 20
Somerswortli Machine Co., labor i 26
H. S. Harris & Co., horses 397 50
J. A.. Ho3'e, rubber coat 4 00
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co., mdse. 411
I. B. Williams & Sons, repairs ' 4 05
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., message i 20
C. H. Dearborn, blacksmith work 9 25
Estate G. W. Page, gravel and hay 57 40
L. E. Tuttle, labor 6 15
Commercial Oil Co., oil 2 00
H. M. Brewer 50
American Express Co., express 80
George Gage, grain, etc 208 38
G. W. Snow, slating, etc 13 55
E. Simpson, hay 13 98
H. M. Davis, repairs 8 85
J. T. Peaslee, harness work 9 50
J. Bartlett & Co., lumber 9 75
S. Cassells, blacksmith work 23 75
A. Moulton & Co., labor 7 00
J. F. Wessenger, blacksmith work 43 05
C. W. Hull, blacksmith work 28 20
G. P. Burleigh, blacksmith work 12 30
C. H. Dearborn, blacksmith work 7 75
Furbish & Spinney, blacksmith work 18 80
T. Cummiskey, blacksmith work u 05
Wm. Hacking, harness work 66 05
I. B. Williams & Sons, repairs i 00
F. A. Robinson, carpenter work i 20
L. B. Laskey, stock and labor 6 02
Eagle Oil and supply Co. , oil 20 43
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F. W. Neal & Co., hardware $199 90
C. Iv. Jenness, hardware 227 43
Somersworth Machine Co., labor 10 38
Smart & Mitchell, repairs 7 95
F. E. Mulligan, sundries 6 33
I. B. Williams & Sons, repairs 2 85
C. W. Tuttle, mason work 26 95
Somersworth Machine Co., repairs 39 81
F. A. Robinson, carpenter work 5 15
F. Lt. Farnham, veterinary service 15 50
M. B. Hutchins, veterinary service 2 00
J. T. Peaslee, harness work 4 23
T. Cummiskey, blacksmith work 6 40
D. Foss & Son, lumber 4 56
J. W. How^e, painting signs 50
C. W. Hull, blacksmith work 28 50
Patrick Hughes, trucking 50
J. M. French, painting 7 00
J. S. Abbott, sundries H 50
W. T. Perkins, machine work 24 76
Ame & Co. , horse food 6 00
F. E. Mulligan, sundries 2 23
B. F. Kennard, prescriptions i 35
W. D. Foss, brick 2 00
J. T. Peaslee, harness work 1 1 50
Jackson & Co. , express 80
Est. G. W. Page, gravel 38 80
C. H. Sawyer, gravel 10 20
J. S. Abbott, labor 8 00
D. Foss & Son, lumljer 8 46
M. V^. B. Wentworth, hay 25 35
Furbish & Spinney, blacksmith work i 75
J. B. Folsom & Co., sundries 8 45
H. A. Worthen, carriage work 3 54
Frank Rines, oil 50
Mathes Bros., sundries 25
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A. Moultoii & Co., repairs $ 35
A. C. Place L,umber Co., mdse 310 64
United Gas & Electric Co., gas 6 66
B. & M. Railroad, freight 13 95
A. W. Dearborn, labor 9 75
Total $18,682 76




Coupon interest $13,700 00






Committee:—Jas. Morley, F. J. Hanratty, C. E. Small.
F. M. Eangley, labor $2 43
H. A. Worthen, blacksmith work 27 75
Littlefield Frary & Co., plumbing, etc. . .
.
175 26
J. B. Folsom & Co., sundries i 55
J. H. Seavey, hardware 14 70
\V. I. Venner, carpenter work 35 62
H. H. Sterling, trucking 4 50
F. L. Hayes, stock and labor 7 35
James McCabe, whitewashing 20 00
H. M. Davis, repairs % 4 75
J. H. Kennedy, slating, etc 20 38
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N. H. Shaw, painting
J. E. Kennedy, counter and grill
R. G. Bishop, carpenter work
J. B. Folsom & Co., sundries
H. M. Shaw, carpenter work,
E. D. Smith, clock repairing
C. C. Dorr, expert service. . . . ;
G. A. Webster, mason work
C. Mitchell, steel ceiling
W. T. Perkins, sharpening lawn mowers..
C. A. Leathers, carpenter work
Payroll for labor
H. W. Doran, repairs
A. A. Cheney, trucking
W. H. Page Boiler Co., boiler
N. Twombly & Son, carpenter work
H. H. Sterling, freight and trucking
S. E. Taylor, whitening station
C. W. Tuttle, mason work
E. W. Hooper, mason work
G. H. Flint, heating system
Henry Rooney, carpenter work
J. S. Abbott, edging
E. Morrill Furniture Co., desk and chairs.
J. F. Tibbetts, carpenter work
F. A Welch, glass and setting
C. ly. Jenness, hardware
E. A. Herbert, electrical supplies
A. C. Place Lumber Co., mdse
A. Moulton & Co., plumbing, etc







C. W. Sawyer Post, G. A. R
MILITARY.
Appropriation




J. W. Rines, auditing" tax lists
J. M. Hayes, auditing tax lists
G. G. Neal, binding for Assessors
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., service
C. H. Robinson & Co., paper
Boston Etig. Co., design for title page
J. T. Welch, postage for collector
Carter Rice & Co., package envelopes. . . .
Daily Republican, adv. and printing
W. H. Day & Co., rubber stamps, seals, etc.
American Express Co., express
Western Union Tel. Co., standard time . . .
G. J. Foster & Co., advertising, etc
J. T. Welch, postage for Clerk, Treas.,etc.
N. E. Stiles, printing for Collector
W. H. Millen, sealing w'ts and measures. .
H. E. Hodgdon, printing for Collector. . . .
J. Carter & Co., pay roll blanks
Thomas Groom & Co. , tax book
C. E. Webster, repairing chair
Town of Rollinsford, tax
F. E. Quimb}-, returning vital statistics...
A. R. Andrews, typewriter supplies
$225
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G. G. Neal, binding I? 75
United Gas & Electric Co., gas 211
H. E. Canne}', team hire 6 00
F. W. George, ink i 00
F. M. Langley, carpenter work 51 16
T. S. Buck, rubber stamps 3 28
Pay roll, trimming trees 32 50
Cavanaugli Bros., pens 2 50
Bass & Co., directories 12 co
F. S. Webster & Co., typewriter sundries. 5 40
Wm. C. Ogden, running town lines 77 25
W. K. Chadwick, expense account 3 26
G. W. Parker, team hire 5 00
W. P. Tuttle, watering trough ro 00
J. H. Seavey, sundries 3 02
Varneys' Pharmac^^ sundries 2 72
J. E. Vickery, vaccine points 16 60
C. E. Brewster Co., paper, etc 18 47
Dr. A. P. Richmond, vital statistics 10 75
Dr. H. A. Jendrault, " " 2 00
Dr. H. H. Stackpole, " " i 75
Dr. R. G. Blanchard, " " 625
Dr. Inez H. Ford, " " 75
Dr. Annie E. Perkins, " " 75
Dr. John R. Ham, " " 8 00
Dr. J. H. Richard, " " 15 50
Dr. G. R. Smith, " " 6 25
Dr. J. R. Pattee, " " 6 25
Dr. G. A. Tolman, " " 575
Dr. Stephen Young, " " 7 25
Dr. J. H. Mudgett, " " 425
Dr. G. P. Morgan, " " 10 00
Dr. M. C. Lathrop, " " 625
Dr. M. B. Sullivan, " " 2725
Dr. J. D. O'Doherty, " " 400
Dr. A. N. Smith, " " 400
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Rev. H. E. Shattuck, vital statistics,
Rev. Jas. Thurston, " "
Rev. J. G. Robinson, "
"
Rev. E. A. Hoyt,
Rev. D. C. Babcock,
Rev. D. W. Murphy, "
Rev. W. H.S. Hascall, "
Rev. R. E. Gilkey,
Rev. J. E. Robins,
" "
Rev. J. J. Richard,
Rev. J. E. Clough,
























Committee:—-C. A. Fairbanks, G. E. Varne^^ Jas. Mor-
ley, J. N. Whelan, S. B. Abbott, F. J. Hanratty, C.







In anticipation of taxes $35,000 00








Pay rolls, regular $8,369 88
Pay rolls, special 270 00
N. E. Tel. and Tel. Co., service 77 97
United Gas & Electric Co., gas 86 85
C. E. Stevens, team hire 10 50
James Fogerty, support of prisoners 16 63
T. McDonough, sundries 3 02
C. A. Faxon, sundries 3 00
George G. Neal, binding 15 00
E. B. Eane, supplies i 24
E. B. Folsom, special Justice 2 12
H. E. Hodgdon, printing ' 4 00
G. J. Foster & Co., printing 15 00
A. Moulton & Co., cases 2 50
H. E. Canney, team hire 7 00
J. P. Lovell Arms Co., buttons 6 10
E. C. Eastman, Public i^tatutes 7 00
C. H. Morang, team hire i 50
G. W. Parker, team hire 3 00
A. D. Freeman, sundries i 40
W. F. Nason. vSpecial Justice ' 50 00
Furbish & Spinney, blacksmith work 2 00
T. McDonough, sundries i 77
W. F. Cartland, sundries 2 76
M. Murphy, sundries i 60
W. W. Cushman, team hire 3 50
Eittlefield, Frary & Co., labor 4 80
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McArdle & Bremian, sundries $2 58
Total $8,972 72




Committee:—^. A. Young, O. R. Wiggin, T. H. Rollins.
G. J. Foster & Co., printing annual re-
ports, etc $365 00
H. E. Hodgdon, printing 11 00
Cooke & Stone, printing 4 75
G. G. Neal, binding 78 00
Total $458 75
Unexpended balance 241 25
$700 00
PUBLIC LIBRARY.
Appropriation . $4,050 00
Income 184 08
Balance from 1898 10 74
$4,244 82
Expended by Trustees.
Secretary's checks* $4,209 70
Unexpended balance 35 12
$4,244 82
REPAIRS OF SCHOOLHOUSES
Appropriation $1 ,500 00
Committee.--Yi. E. Hartford, T. H. Rollins, G. F. Hersey.
*See report of Library Trustees.
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J. S. Abbott, trucking $2 50
F. F. Davis, labor 2 60
Daniel Ford, glass 35
G. S. Perry & Co., ink wells 13 70
vStreet Department, crushed stone 6 00
G. A. Webster, mason work 6 05
H. M. Davis, repairs 4 50
G. T. Jordan, carpenter work 9 03
A. Moulton & Co., labor, etc 34 62
G. E. Nute, carpenter work i? 51
T. H. Rollins, gravel 2 50
G. W. Graj', brooms 3 00
F. H. Pease, expense account 15 30
N. H. Shaw, painting 12 99
American School Furniture Co., furniture. 22401
E. B. Foss, trucking 8 24
E. A. Home, carpenter work 42 53
E. B. Foss, use of team i 50
A. Moulton & Co., repairs 21 97
G. A. Webster, mason work 15 64
N. H. Shaw, painting 153 41
G. W. Snow, roofing 243 50
Daniel Ford, repairs 2 83
A. Mouiton & Co., repairs 78 21
E. W. Hooper, mason work 7 27
F. lyibbey, carpenter work 75
Street Department, labor 3 00
C. M. Jones, pay roll 4 75
C. E. Jenness, team i 50
F. W. Neal, hardware 12 33
G. S. Perry & Co., school sundries 5 50
E. W. Hooper, mason work 5 44
Frank Kelley, labor i 25
H. S. Emerson & Son, painting 19 9°
J. F. Tibbetts, carpenter work 10 43
H. M. Shaw, carpenter work 217 29
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Feniald Libbej^ carpenter work.
Palmer & Corson, mason work.,
H. M. Davis, repairs
N. H. Shaw, painting
J. B. Folsom & Co., sundries. . . .
Smart & Mitchell, repairs
A. Moulton & Co., repairs
J. F. Tibbetts, carpenter work. . .
Littlefield, Frary & Co., repairs.




Appropriation $5, loo 00
(Fixed by Ordinance.)
C. A. Fairbanks, Maj'or $500 00
F. E. Quimb}-, City Clerk i ,000 00
W. K. Chadwick, City Treasurer 600 00
G. H. Demeritt, City Messenger 600 00
George S. Frost, Justice Police Court 800 00
G. T. Hughes, Clerk Police Court 300 00
Board of Assessors i ,600 00
W. E. Whiteley, Clerk Common Council. 100 00
John R. Ham, Cit}' Physician 100 00
Dwight Hall, City Solicitor 100 00
SCHOOLS.
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Tuition from non-residents $750 86
From Dog licenses 857 75
L,iterary fund from State Treasurer 969 00
Balance from 1898 486 83
$29,914 44
Expended by School Committee.
Secretary's checks $29,228 85
Unexpended balance 685 59
$29,91444
SEWERS.
Appropriation $2 ,000 00
Special appropriation 2,01 1 09
Income 494 16
M.505 25
Coinmittee:—E. C. McKone, J. H. Wesley, C. S. Otis.
Pay rolls $1 , 139 23
Somersworth Machine Co., grates. . 96 50
A. C. Place Lumber Co., pipe, etc 482 95
D. Chesley & Co., labor, etc 1,841 02
G. J. Foster & Co., advertising 9 60
E- H. Worster, lanterns 7 20
C. P. Chesley, brick 36 39
George Gage, sewer pipe 12 30
C. E- Jenness, sewer pipe 66 38
W. C. Ogden, civil engineer 74 75
Concord Foundry Co., grates 48 60
F. A. Robinson, labor 6 95
H. M. Davis, repairs 25
J. A. Grimes, oil, etc 621
Smart & Mitchell , repairs 3 00
C. W. Hull, blacksmith work 31 15
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H. A. Hall, blacksmith work $25 00
George Gage, coal H 15
Total $3,895 63




Committee.— v.. C. McKone, J. H. Wesley, C. S. Otis.
Pay rolls $745 n
A. A. Cheney, edge-stone 126 50
D. Chesley & Co., edge-stone 164 51
W. C. Ogden, surveying 9 00
C. P. Chesley, brick 76 00
J. S. Abbott, edge-stone 37 65
G. W- Snow, concreting 47 25
C. A. Pike, gravel 11 25
E. J. York, grain 116 15
G. P. Burleigh, blacksmith work 7 50
C. H. Dearborn, blacksmith work 13 65
J. F. Wessenger, blacksmith work 102 80
C. ly. Jenness, hardware 94 25
Littlefield, Frary & Co., repairs 7 33
Wm. Hacking, harness work 34 70
George Gage, grain, etc 27 60
Varneys' Pharmac3^ sundries 2 65
Total $1 ,623 90
Unexpended balance 376 10
52,000 00
SPECIAL.
B}' Vote of Councils.
Dwight Hall, x^tty., Broadway lot, $3,500 00
Charles P. Chesley, land damage 150 00
Philbrook and Colbath, land damao^e $60 00
John W. Rines, land damage 50 00
J. Kivel, Atty. for H. W. Sanborn, award. 20000




S. A. Carter, State Treasurer 18,024 25
STREET LIGHTING.
Appropriation $8,850 00
Committee:—^Jas. Brennan, W. W. Willand, A. C. Place.
United Gas and Electric Co., contract $8,780 66
lyittlefield, Frary & Co., labor, etc i 53
Total $8,782 19




Joseph S. Abbott, sprinkling. $435 00
Unexpended balance 15 00 $450 00
SUPPORT OF PAUPERS.
Appropriation $3 , 100 00
Overseer of Poor,—Frank Rines.
vSt. Joseph's Boy's Home, support of or-
phans $153 75
N. H. Asylum, support insane 356 56
Strafford County Farm, support paupers.. 1600
299
Frank Riiies, pauper account $1,140 59
Frank Rines, support of soldiers 1,500 75












Birtbs, marriages and Deaths
Registered in the City of Dover
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Streets, Annual Report Joint Standing Committee on 54
Superintendent of 57
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Tax Lists, Condition of 44
Title T
Treasurer, in account with Board of Instruction 33
Cemetery Trustees 117
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Water Works, see Dover Water Works.
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